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PREFACE.

The late Mr. C. P. Mason's English Grammars have for

more than a generation been regarded as standard works

on the subject. Numerous editions of the "First Notions,"

the "First Steps," the "Outlines," the "Shorter Grammar,"

and .;he " English Grammar," have sb ;wn that they supplied

a want in the educational world. They are all distinguished

by accuracy and clearness of definition, by fulness of detail

and by their adaptability to learners of all grades, while

their copious and well-chosen examples . nd exercises did

much to relieve the subject from the imputation of du'ness

and (to quote Mr. Mason's own words) to "
i jmove the

listlessness which is apt to creep over a class during the

Grammar-lesson." The writers of nearly all recently published

School Grammars have not been slow to acknowledge their

indebtedness to Mr. Mason for his pioneer work in the

subject. At tiie same time, ihe Grammars have not escaped

criticism. Practical teachers have pointed out that the subject

matter is too tightly packed and needs a piocess of simpli-

fication. It has been objected, too, that the various grades

are irregularly differentiated, that there is too great a

differpiice between the " First Notions " and the " Outlines,"

and too little between the "Outlines" and the "Shorter

(grammar." The present edition is an attempt to remedy
these (lefocta and also to embody the lesults of nny inv i-

gations into the phenomena of our language that hav^ oeen
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made since Mr. Mason's books were last revised by him
The course is to comprise three volumes—Junior, Inter-

mediate, and Advanced.

The Junior volume, based partly on the "First Notions"

and partly on the "Outlines," was published last autumn.

The present section is the Intermediate and has been compiled

chiefly from the "Outlines," and the "Shorter Grammar."

The arrangement of parts and chapters is, as far as possible,

the same as that adopted in the Junior Grammar. The

Historical Introduction has been almost 3ntirely re-written.

The Exercises do not form a separate division as in the original

Grammars, but are appended to the chapters to which they

severally belong. Many of them are new, and they are

intended not only to stimulate the pupil's intelligence, but

in many cases to familiarise him with the " infinite variety
"

of expression illustrated in our standard liter:ituiv.

Those who have used the older books will rind that the

characteristic features of Mr. Mason's work have been retained

unimpaired, while those who have not will, it is hoped,

find the book adapted to all the requirements of the class

teaching of English Grammar in the Middle Forms of our

schools.

A. J. ASHTON.

KKLi'INSIDE ACAKEMT,

Glasgow, June, 19U8.
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INTRODUCTION.

I. SHORT HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE.

SECTION A.

RELATION OF ENGLISH TO OTHER LANGUAGES.

The various languages spoken by mankind admit of

being grouped together in certain great families, the

menibers of each of which resemble each other more or

less closely in the words used to express ideas, and in

the grammatical framework of forms and inflexions by

which the words are combined.

One of these families of languages—the one with

which we are most concerned—has been called the Indo-

Eiorapean or Aryan family. This family, as the name

Indo- European implies, falls into two divisions—ilsiafic

and European.
The Asiatic division includes most of the languages

spoken in India and in Persia.
,. . .

The chief living languages of the European division

are:

(i) Keltic spoken in Wales, the Scottish Highlands, Isle of Man
Ireland and Brittany,

(ii) Hellenic in Greece,

(iii) rtalic or Romanic in Italy, France, Spain, Portugal and

Roumania.

(iv) Germanic or Teutonic in England, Gernmny, Holland,

Scandinavia and Iceland,

(v) Slavonic in Ruiwia, Poland, Servia, Bulgaria and Bohemi*.

M.O. u». ^
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The Oermanic group, which includes English, has been
classified as follows

:

Germanic

East GermaDic

Gothic

'

Old None

/Norwegian.
I Icelanmc.

West Germanic

j
Swedish.

vDanish.
'English.

Frisian.

Low German ^ Platt-Deutsch.
Dutch.

l^Fleniish.

. High German '—Modern German.

English, which has passed through three stages of
Sowth—Old English, Middle English, and New or
odem English—is thus seen to belong to the Low

German branch of the Germanic group or stock and the
languages that resemble it most closely are Frisian
(spoken in North Holland), Dutch, Platt-Deutsch (spoken
on the West Baltic coast) and Flemish (spoken in Bel-
gium).

SECTION B.

HISTORICAL SUMMARY.

Roman occupa-tbe earliefit inhabitants of Britain

:

tion.

The earliest inhabitants of whom we have any record
were of Keltic race, like the people of the neighbouring
country of Gaul, and spoke various dialects of the Keltic
group of languages. Both countries—Britain and Gaul
—were conquered by the Romans and became part of
the Roman Empire. The conquered Gauls adopted the
Roman or Latin language, and thus it has come about
that French is for the most part a corrupted form of
Latin and belongs to that group of languages which is

» Part of a translation of the Bible into Gothic bv Bishop Ulfilaa
(fourth century) has been preserved.

*

T
''^.•'® *«'"' ^^ »nd Hiqh are geographioal and refer to the Northern

Lowland* and Southern Highlands of Germany respectively.
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called Italic or Romunic. The Britons, on the other

hand, did not adopt the Latin language but retained

their own Keltic dialects, four of which continue to be

spoken at the present day in Wales, the Scottish High-

lands, Isle of Man and Ireland. The Roman occupation

of Britain lasted from 43 a.d. to 410, when the Roman
garrisons were recalled to Italy to defend Rome against

the attacks of Northern tribes. Traces of this occupation

are seen at the present day in the numerous remains of

paved roads, walls, towers, camps, villas and baths. The
place-names Chester, L&n-caster, Glon-cester, Man-chester,

etc., show that these places occupy the site of a Roman
camp (caatra). Names containing the words strat- and
-coin, such as Stratiord and Lmcoln, generally indicate

the position of a Roman paved way {strata) or of a

Roman colony (colonia).

Britain becomes England, 450-550.

About forty years after the departure of the Romans,

Britain was invaded and conquered by some Germanic

tribes, generally distinguished as Jutes, Saxons and
Amjles, who came from the districts we now call North

Holland (or Friesland) and Schleswig-Holstein, and from

the country between the rivers Elbe and Eider.

Those of the Keltic inhabitants who did not submit

to the invaders were driven into the remote mountainous

corner? of the island, especially Wales, Cornwall, Strath-

clyde, Cumberland and the Scottish Highlands. The
CJermanic invaders thus occupied the greater part of the

country and their language became the dominant one.

In this language three groups of dialects may be

distinguished

:

(i) The Anglian group in the North, including Northumbrian
and Mercian.

(ii) The ficucon group in the South, the most important of which

was the Wessex.

(iii) The Kentish dialect, Kent having been, according to tradi-

tion, settled by the Jutes.

As the Angles gained supremacy over the other tribes,

and as they were the first to produce a literature, in the
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poetry of Caedmon and in the translation of part of

St. John's Gospel by Bede, so the name JSnglinc {i.e.

English) became generally applied to the other dialects,

and the name ^ntjla-land (i.e. England) was used to

describe the whole country.

Christianity introduced into England, circ. 600.

The Germanic tribes weie heathen, though they had
probably heard of Christianity before they invaded

Britain ; but about a.D. 600 a band of missionaries, led

by St. Augustine, was sent from Rome to convert them.

Their mission was iinally successful (though some of the

northern tribes long resisted the new faith) and Christi-

anity became the religion of the whole country. When
the English language was inadequate to express the new
ideas and the details of the new worship, J^atin names
were used to describe them. The service was conducted

largely in Latin, and monasteries were founded, where
Latin was taught and written. In this way La\.in once

again became one of the languages of the country, as it

had been during the Roman occupation.

England invaded by the Danes or Northmen, circ.

800-1000.

In 793 a Danish fleet was seen off Lindisfarne, in

Xorthumbria, and a series of inroads began, in which
" Danes " and " heathens " conveyed the same ideas as

murderers and plunderers. From aboat <S50 the raids

and forays became organised campaigns, followed, by
conquest and settlement, and King Alfred of W^essex,

after vainly trying to expel the invaders, was obliged

by the treaty of Wedmore in 878 to leave them about

two-thirds of what we now call England.
Numerous place-names ending in -by, -thorp, -beck,

-dale, -thwaite, etc., and also many personal names,

remain to show how completely they occupied certain

parts of the country.

These Northmen belonged to the Germanic stoci*., like

the English, but to a different group, which we call the

Scandinavian. Their customs and their social life were
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very much the same as thase of the English, and as

Mr. J. U. Green says :
" England still remained England :

the conquerors Hank quietly into the mass of those

around them, and Woden yielded without a struggle

to Christ." One of their rulers—Knut- -did what no

English ruler had succeeded in doing—he united the

whole of England into one peaceful re:.lm.

The Norman Conquest, 1066-1216.

In 106G the country was invaded and conquered for

the fourth time, and the invaders were again Northmen

or Scandinavians by race. 'But they had long occupied

the N.W. part of France, they spoke the northern

French dialect, were French in their habits and insti-

tutions, and for a century and a half after 1066 there

was constant intercourse between thenn and the French

of France. As the ruling race in England they made

a deep impression on all the institutions of the country.

Feudalism was introduced, and warfare, the law, the

church, sport and fashion were all under their control.

The English language, however, did not cease to exist,

and after the death of King John in 1216, when England

was finally separated from France and the two races

coalesced into one nation, English was still the language

of its people, though its grammar had been considerably

modified during the interval and its vocabulary enriched

by hundreds of Frenr' words.

The Revival of Learning, sixteenth century.

More than four centuries after the Norman conquest,

there was an invasion ol! a uiore peaceful kind. This

was the invasion of hordes of Latin words and latinized

Greek words. It was caused by what is called the

Renaissance or Revival of Learning in Europe. Con-

stantinople, the capital of the Eiistern or Greek Empire,

nad been taken by the Turks \r 1453, and a number of

exiled Greek scholars had car"^ 1 their manuscripts and

their learning to Florence and other towns in Italy

Students from other lands flocked to Italy to be taught

by the exiles, and the result was a general revival of
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interest in classical literature throughout the west of
Europe. Hundreds of words were added to the English
language, which, after adnntting so many French words,
had lost its power of resisting the immigration of alien
intruders.

Empire, trade, science.

The expansion of the island-state of England into a
great vyorld empire during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, and the commercial relations which we have
established with every paj;t of this empire and with
most of the other countries of the world, have led to
the adoption of a great many foreign words to describe
foreign products, works of art, customs and social insti-
tutions.

In science there is a constant denand for new words
by which to describe new inventions, new compounds,
new processes, etc. As our own English tongue has
lost the power of supplying new words recourse is had
to Greek, as will be seen by a glance at our scientific
nomenclature.

SECTION C.

THE GROWTH AND DEVELOP.MRNT OF ENGLISH:
GRAMMAll AND VOCABULARY.

From the above historical summary it will be seen how
profoundly the structure of the English language has
been modified and how enormously its vocabulary has
been enriched during the cour.se of its history.
For the sake of convenience the historical develop-

ment of English may bo ranged under three heads

:

(i) Old EngUsh O.E.) 450-1066,

(ii) Middle English (Mid. E.) 1066-1500,

(iii) Modem English (Mod. E.) 1500-,

each of which will now be briefly considered.
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Old BngUsh, 450-1066.

1. Grammar.

Old English waa a highly inflected language, liko

Latin and Greek. For instance, the genitive singular,

which in modern English is denoted by 's, was in O.E.

indicated variously by -es, -e, -re, or -an, and sometimes

by a change of vowel, e.g. hoc (book), genitive hec. Thero

were other endings for the genitive plural, as -a, -ra, -na.

The nominative plural, again, presented tne same

variety, -as, -e, -a, -an and -u, according to the gender

of the noun, while some nouns changed the root-vowel

and others had the plural exactly like the singular.

There was a special endinrj for the dative case, both

singular and plural. Adjectives were declined when

used with the noun, as in modern German,

In verbs, the infinitive was marked by an ending an,

-ian, etc., and the past participle was distinguished by

a prefix ge- aa well as by a suffix (cf. German ge-straf-t,

ge-bog-en).

The Latin alphabet was used, with three additional

letters. Two of these > (thorn = th) and p (wyn=w) are

from the Runic alphabet used by the heathen En.^ish.

The other is a crossed d, written S, and used inf.* J of

the thorn.
• , t j.

The following specimen of Old English is the Lord s

Prayer, as it was written in the tenth century.

Faeder ure, ]>n Ye eart on hcofenum, si >in nama ge-halgod ;

to-becume ]'in rice ;
ge-weorhte >in willa on eor^an, swa-swa

on heofennm ; urne daeghwamlican hlaf syle us to daeg ;
and

forgyf us ure gyltas, swa-swa we forgifa^ urum gyltendum

;

and ne gelaedde l^u us on costnunge, ac alys us of yfle

:

Bojjlice.

Towards the end of this period the grammatical

structure of Old English was considerably modified

owing to the Danish invasions. The English and the

Dane" wore able to understand each other, but as their

understiinding was based on a similar vocabulary, the

niceties of grammar would be sacrificed. The same

process has been suffered by Dutch in South Africa.
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2. Foeabvlary.

In the above version of the Lord's Prayer there are
no words of non-Eii<,di8h origin. In fact, the vocabulary
of O.E. was comparatively free from foreign admixture.
Probably not more than lialf a dozen Keltic words (apart
from place-names) were taken over by the English
conquerors. The ruling classes would not learn the
language of the inferior natives, whereas tlie natives
who remained in the English Settlements would have
to learn the language of their masters.
About 600 A.D. the introduction of Christianity by

Roman missionaries led to the gradual adoption of some
hundreds of Latin words and Latinized Greek words,
describing the rites and practices of the new religion.
In many cases the native language was able to supply
a word to suit the new idea. Thus the words Qod,
synn ( = sin), teo^a ( = tithe) and Eastrcm ( = Easter)
were adapted to new uses. New compounds were
formed, such as

leoi'7iing-cniht (learning-knight) = disciple,
boceras (book-men) = scribes,

heah-faeder (high-father)= patriarch,
god-spellere (gospeller)= evangelist.

But as time went on and monasteries were established
ai i Latin was taught and studied (Alfred the Great
says that just before he came to the throne in 871 he
could not remember a single one south of the Thames
who could understand the Latin rituals in English or
translate a letter from Latin into English) these native
words dropt out of use and were replaced by disciple,
scribes, patriarch, etc.

From 800 onwards the influence of the Scandinavian
settlements in England began to make itself felt. The
similarity between O.E. and Old Norse was very great,
in fact, there was an enoniious number of words that
were identical in the two languages, so that the in-
vaders would have little difficulty in understanding
the nativea
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In cases where the forms for the same word differed

alightly, both forms have been preserved, e.g. from and

fro; shirt and slcirt ; shot and i^cot ; edge and egg (verb).

In other cases tlie Scandinavian word is found in

dialect only, as in true and trigg] dnirch and kirk\

leap and loup.

In the event of a struggle between two words, Scand.

and Eng., sometimes the Scand. word supplanted the Eng.,

aa egg (noun) for ey; give for yive; on lofte ( = aloft)

for o7i the lifte ; sister for sivw^ter.

More often, however, the native word survived, as

goat for gayte
; few for fa or fo ; worse for werre ;

star

for sterne.

Middle English.
1. Grammar.

When, after almost disappearing for more than a

century after the Norman (Conquest, English begins to

reappear as a literary language about 1200, it was an

English very difterent in its Grammar from O.E. The

process of simplitication, which had begun after the

Danish invasions, was coatinued and was not confined

to one district only but became univerf^l. All the

case-endings, given above, had either disappeared and

had been levelled down to the colourless ending -e. The

various rules for the formation of the plural were

reduced, with a few exceptions, to one.

The contrast is best seen by comparing Wycliffe's

version of the Lord's Prayer (1380) with the O.E. version

^ en above

:

Our Fadir, that art in hevenys, halewid be thi name ; thi

Kingdom come to ; be thi wil done in crthe, as in hevenc.

Give to us this day oure breed ovii othir substance, and

forgive to us our d'cttis, as we forgiven to oure dcttouris.

And lede us not into temptacioun, but delyvere us from

yvel. Amen.

2. Vorahdary.

The O.E. version of the Lord's Prayer did not contain

a single non-English word ; the Middle English version
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r,*:!^, :;;;;;;"' xlrsK s^'^h't'^""'-"-
additions made to oiir v™..k. i

* 1 indication of the

WnJ L ^'^(^^cei'i'Or judge, aaatze, parliament- wJfh

and in manTwords th.jL, ^^^°' ^^^"^^^ «°""d«.

a-nnrh/s£Sir-^^rx°^^

nJ, F.U.^t -z ?^ex*;rrsShtttf^'^

Modern English from 1500-.

J- Grammar.

form is and howThi Sermod^vn""";- ^^?»' ""'^

on,
-^

wiU ^ the '^^^^Siftt^^-ll^^Z

apThfsJZds :?Et,in„^i '^^^ir °«"-i

being the droS of fh! w ™°'* /P^Portant changes

usually kep T hf sllW tTr^'^^'.^ho^gh it ^^
the transition-sta^P fSn^ ?f" .• " ^^?"'^^''« ^«^«e we see

always so- nSed fo SZrn V'T\^^l" *^^ «^*^ "^ ^^
dropped altogether fc fS^^'V'f" ^^ '^ ^^^^^ '^^
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About 100 years after Chaucer came two events which
had a most serious effect on English spelling. The first
of these was the introduction of the printing-preaa into
England by Caxton in 1476. Caxton himself waa con-
sistent in his spelling, but his successors were careless and
Ignorant, and often spelled the same word in different
ways on the same page. The second event was the
Revival of Learning (circ. 1500) already referred to.
This caused the introduction of hundreds of Latin and
Greek words, which were nearly all spelt in the old
Latin way. A terrible confusion in spelling was the
result. Each writer spelt as it "seemed right in his
own eyes " accordi: g to the Englisli or French or Latin
system of spelling. At last about the beginning of the
seventeenth century, just before the Authorised version
of the Bible was printed -611), the printers adopted a
system of spelling; which, w>th a few trifling exceptions,
has ever since been retained.

2. Vocabulary.

There was an enormous in-flowing of foreign words,
chiefly Latin and Greek, in the Tudor period. It was a
period of great mental activity. The revival of learning,
the great change in religion known as the Reformation]
the expaiision of the world by the discovery of America
and the advance of science, all led to the circulation of
new ideas which the old language was thouglit *o b-
inadequate to expresa Fresh words were found in
classical authors, and introduced into English with
slight change of ending to suit the uninflected character
of the language. Hence the new words of this period
are easily recognised by those who know even a little
Latin.

Benediction, tradition, penitence, persecute, fidelity,
providence, fragile, conception, regal, secure, faction,
spparate, oration are a few examples. But the same
J^atin words had already come into the laii^niage in a
French disguise during the Norman period, as hcnimn,
trmMon, penance, purxuc, fealty, prudence, frail, conceit,
royal, sure, fashion, sever, orison. Thus we have many
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pairs of words, often called doublets or duplicates,
differing in form and often in meaning, but traceable to
the same Latin root.

In more recent times, our relations with foreign
countries and our world-wide trade account for the
introduction of a large number of uii.scellaneous words.
The 'ollowing are a few familiar examples :

French : boxi/juet envelope, etiquette, ennui.

Jcaliati : bandit, cartoon, concert, fresco, folio, macaroni.
Spanish : arnuula, cargo, chocolnte, embargo, grandee.
Poitiigiiese : caste, cocoa, mandarin, marmtilade.
Dutch : bo(ym, reef, sloup, yacht.

Arabic : admiral, algebra, almanae, eamplxrr, coffee, amber.
Persian : azure, bazaar, ches<, lilac, orange.

Hindustani : calico, chutnee, curry, nabob, punch,
Chinese : tea, caddy, gong, junk.
Malay : bamboo, caoutchouc, sago.

Turkish : sash, tulip, seraglio.

American-Indian : hammock, maize, potato, tomato.

^
The introduction of so many foieij^n elements into

Kn<rli.sh at various times has made the language very
rich in synonyms or words of identical or°8imil;rr
meaning. Examples

:

English. Norman French. English.

deed act wrefrhed
begin commence acknowledge
uill testament buy
luck fortune bough
limb member wont
bloom /lower abet

hearty cordial beseech

land country lowly

Norman-French.

miserable

confesis

purchase

branch

use

aid

pray

humble.

Afany of these synonyms such as use and ivont ; aid
and ahel; humble and lowly; xoill and te.-<tament;
acknowledge and confess; pray and beseech are con-
stantly found together, and may be a survival of \ho
time when the Normans and the English were boing
merged into (me nation. Then a Norman wouM explain
a French word to an Englishman by joining with it its

'r4ii 'hij' f/
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English equivalent and an Englishman would explain
an English word by its French equivalent

Relative -ralue of the English and Classical elements
in oar speech.

If we take the vocabulary of our language as presentee
in a Dictionary, we find that the classical words far
outnumber the native words. Taking 100,000 words as
a rough estimate, we may reckon 60 per cent, as Latin
30 per cent, as English and the remaining 10 per cent,

as derived from Greek and various sources. But this
does not mean that we tute more Latin words than
English words. The English element in our speech is

indispensable. It comprises

:

(i) Those 'parts of speech by which a sentence is, as
it were, held togetlier, such as the 2^' wuvs,
prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs and
numerals (up to thousand).

(ii) All strong verbs, a large number of weak verbs
and all adjectives covij^ircd irregularly.

(iii) Most words denoting common natural objects
and phenomena.

(iv) Words relating to the house and farm,

(v) Words relating to family and kindred.

(vi) Words relating to parts of the body and natural
functions.

(vii) Words relating to common actions and things.

In the following pa.ssages from the Psalms there arc
no words of Latin origin

:

" I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills from whence conieth
my help. My help conieth from the Loid which made Heaven
and Eavth." (Ps. 121.)
"The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof ; the world and

they that dwell therein." (Ps. 24.)
" I have been young and now am old ; yet have I not seen the

righteous forsaken nor his seed begging bread." (Ps. 37.)
"O f!od, thou art my God- ra'rly will I seek thee; my soul

thirsteth for thee, my flesh longeth for thee in a dry and thirsty
land, whore no water is " (Ps. 63.)

•I'll n •!' If I I'll film Ml
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In the following passage from William Morris's A
Dream of John Ball (1892) there are 17 classical words
in a total of 205 (i.e. about 8 per cent.)

:

" I got into my old place again on the steps of the cross, Will
Green beaide me, and above me John Ball and Jack Straw again.
The moon was half-way up the heavens now, and the short
summer night had begun, calm and fragrant, with just so much
noise outside our quiet circle as made one feel the world alive and
happy. "We waited silentlt/ until we had heard John Ball and the
stori/ of what was to do ; and presently he began to speak :

'Good peoDle, it is begun, but not ended. Which" of you ia
hardy enough to wend the road to London to-morrow ?

'

'All! All! 'they shouted.
' Yea,' said he, * even so I deemed of you. Yet forsooth hearken !

London is a great and grievous city; and may-happen when ye
come thither it shall seem to you over-great to deal with, when ye
remember the little townships and the cots ye came from.

'Moreover, when ye dwell here in Kent ye think forsooth of
your brethren in Essex or Suffolk and there belike an end. But
from London ye may have an inkling of all the world, and over-
burdensome maybe shall that seem to you, a few and a feeble
people.'

"

On the other hand, in the following passage from Dr.
Johnson, there are 26 classical words in a total of 86
(i.e. about 30 per cent.)

:

"The proverbial oracles of otir par.v'monious ancestors have
informed us, that the /a<a^ waMe of inn- fortune i.s by small expenxm,
by the profusion of suttui too little si7i;fh/ to alarm our caution, and'
which we never suffix ourselves to conshlvr topcther. Of the sanic?
kind is the prodigality of life ; he that hopes to look back here-
after with satisfaction upon past years, must learn to know the
present value of siiigle minutes and endeavour to let no particle of
time fall Tweless to the ground."

In these passages from William Morris and Dr. Johnson
we have the two extremes.

In the first pier he writer seems to be striving to
write a pure Englisi. style, but he makes his readers too
conscious of his efforts, and the result is that the stylo
seems artificial. The second piece is overburdened witli
classical worfls. It may be dignified, but it is certainly
ponderous. This heavy classical sfyh; i.s oftnn called
.TylniMonfs, from the name of its originator in the
eighteenth century.
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It is too often used by ne\v.spaper-writera, sometimea
to pi(jduee a liuinorouH efiect, but more often in all

seriousness.

As an example of a " golden mean " between these two
extremes, let us take a passage from R. L. Stevenson's
essa^ on " Walking tours," in which the percentage of
classical words is about 14

:

" If the evening be fine and warm, there is nothing better in

life than to lounge before the inn door in the sunset, or lean over
the parapet of the bridge, to watch the weeds and the quick fishes.

It is then, if ever, that you taste joviality to the full significance of
that audacious word Your muscles are so agreeably slack, you feel

so clean and so strong and so idle, that whether you move or sit

still, whatever you do is done with pride and a kingly sort of
pleasure. You fall in talk with any one, wise or foolish, drunk or
sober. And it seems as if a hot walk purged you, more than of
anything else, of all narrowness and pride, and left curiosity to
play its part freely, aa in a child or a man of Science. You lay
aside all your own hobbies, to watch provincial humours develop
themselves before you, now as a laughable farce, and now grav4
and beauti-fal like an old tale."

EXERCISES.

1. In the passage from \\m. Morris's works quoted above,
try to find English substitutes for the classical words that are
italicised.

2. Rewrite the passage from Dr. Johnson's works in simple
English, making use of a well-known maxim concerning pence
and pounds.

3. Give an account of the lesson in language that Wamba
the jester gives to Gmtli the swineherd in Chapter I. of
Scott's Ivanhoe.

4. Enumerate the periods at which Latin words have been
introduced into the English language.

5. Calculate the percentage of classical words in the
following passages

:

(o) "Then Sir Bedivere cried, Ah, my lord Arthur, what
shall become of me now ye go from me, and leave me
here alone among mine enemies. Comfort thyself,

laid the king, and do as well as thou mayest, for in
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me is no trust for to trust in. For I will into the
vale of Avilion, to heal rae of my grievous wound.
And if thou hear never more of me, pray for my soul.

But ever the queens and the ladies wept and shrieked,
that it was pity to hear. And as soon as Sir Bedivere
had lost sight of the barge, he wept and wailed and so
took the forest." (Malory's Moite d'Arthur.)

(h) " My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky

;

So was it when my life began

;

So is it now I am a man
;

So be it when I shall grow old,

Or let me die !
'

The Child is Father of the Man
;

And I could wish my days to be

Bound each to each by natural piety."

(Wordsworth.)

(c) " Accomplishments have taken Virtue's place,

And wisdom falls before superior grace
;

We slight the precious kernel of the stone,

And toil to polish its rough coat alone.

A just deportment, manners graced with ease,

Elegant phrase, and figure formed to please,

Are qualities that seem to comprehend
Whatever parents, guardians, schools intend."

(Cowper'a Task.)

(d) " Mountainous regions are sometimes so remote from
the seat of government, and so difficult of access, that
they are very little under the influence of the sovereign
or within the reach of national justice. Law is

nothing without power ; and the sentence of a distant
court could not be easily executed nor perhaps very
safely promulgated among men ignorantly proud
and habitually violent, unconnected with the general
system, and accustomed to reverence only their own
lords." (Johnson's Jmrney to the Hebrides.)

6. Mention some Dutch words that have been introduced
into our language from South Africa.

7. Two forms of what is etymologically the same word
often exist side by side in English, one, coming direct from
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the Latin and almost unchanged in form ; the other, coming
through the French and considerably modified in form.

Ex. I^at. regalis : Eng. regal and rotfal.

Give the dmiblels or duplicates of the following words

:

abridge (Lat. brevis) treason (Lat. trado)

aggrieve (Lat. gravis) poignant (Lat. pnngo)

envious (Lat. invidia)

implfi (Lat. implico)

cull (Lat. coUigo)

jointure (Lat. jungo)

chasten (Lat. casligo)

Serjeant (Lat. servio)

ransom (Lat. redimo)

pursue (Lat. persequor)

8. Give words of Latin origin having the same meaning as

the following

:

(Ex. : Eng. worse : Lat. inferior)

:

mad strengthen weaken forgetful

dip threefold wonted lightness

snake boundless unwilling hopeless

edge ailment readable foretell

likely curse manslaughter

godlike forefathers motherly

9. Give examples A Keltic words, describing the dress,

customs, etc., of the Highlanders, introduced into modern
English through the influence of Sir Walter Scott and other

Scotch writers. Example : kilt.

10. "Since 1500, words, chiefly of a technical and scientific

nature, have, by thousands, been introduced direct from the

Greek." Give instances of such words.

(Examples : barometer, photograph, hypnotism.)

11. GRAMMAR: DEFINITION AND DIVISIONS.

Speech or xianguage is the expression of thought by
means of words.

Orammar (from the Greek gramma, a letter) is the

science that treats of speech or language.

English Qranimar is that portion of the general science

of language which treats of the speech of the English

people.

M.n. IN. B
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Words are signifiount combinations of cKnientary
sounds. These sounds are represented to the tye by
marks or symbols called letters, the whole collection of
vhich is called the alpJuihet (from alplia, beta, the nanu's
)f the first two letters of the Greek alphabet).

The study of the sounds of a language and of the
ways in which these sounds are produced is calle<l

Phonology (from the Greek phone, sound, and logos, a
discourse or science).

The right mode of representing the sounds that make
np a word by means of letters is called Orthography
( from the Greek orthos, right, and grapho, I write).

That part of Grammar which deals with the ditlerent
sorts of words, taken separately, is called Etymology
( from Greek etymos, true, and logos, a discourse or science).

A collection of words arranged \\\ such a manner as to
express some complete thought is called a sentence (from
Latin sente^tvt, a thought). The words of which
sentences are made up are of different sorts, according
to the kind of purpose which they serve in a sentence.

ThuB, in the sentence "The little bii-d flies swiftly through the
air," bird is the name of something that we speak about : the points
out which bird ia meant ; little describes the bird

; flies tells us
something about the bird, by stating what it does ; swiftly denotes
the manner in which the bird does this ; through shows how the
action of the bird has to do with the air.

That division of Grammar which treats of the ..ay in
which words are combined so as to form sentences, i«

called Syntax (Greek syn, together, and taxis, arrain^e-
tnent).

°

Thiis there are four divisions of Grammar:
Phonology dealing with sounds.
Orthography „ „ sigvs or letters.

Etymology . „ words.
Syntax ^ , sentencea.



PAET I.

PHONOLOGY AND ORTHOGRAPHT.

CHAPTER I.

THE MAKING OF SOUNDS.

Sounds are made by the breath which is sent out
from those bellows in the cheat which we call the lungs.
This breath* is modified, as it comes up, by the various
organs of voice. These organj are

:

(a) The throat-^asa&gQ across which are stretched the vocal
chords. If the vocal chords are kept apart, so that the air can pass
through easily, we have what is called a breathed or voiceless
sound, such as the breathed sound of h at the beginning of the
word high.

(6) The nose passage. In pronouncing the word Tom. the lips
are closed and the air passes o-* through the nose ; m is therefore
called a nasal sound Whp have a bad coid the air u.nnot
always pass through the n( ' jou have to 't;t it out through
the mouth and say Tob.

(c) The various parts of the motUh, iiimely the tongue, the palate,
the teeth, and the lips. You can test this by pronouncing slowly
the sounds represented by the letters l,j, th, ch, d, t, p, b.

THE CHIEF KINDS OF SOUNDS.

Vowels and Consonants.

When the mouth-passage is left open so as not to cause audible
friction, and voiced breath is sent through it, a VOWdl la produced,
as the sound of a in father, of i in pin.
When the mouth-passage is narrowed so as to cause audible

friction, m in the sound of/ in fat, or when the mouth-passage is
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stopped and then opene.l, as in the sounds of b and « in bat and
pat, then a consonant ia produced.
Some consonants are produced with little ol.struction in the

mouth-passage, such as / and v.. They are sometimes called vowel-
like consonants or liquids.

Single vowel-sounds in English.

Whbn the voiced breath is sent through the mouth-passage every
alteration in the shape of the mouth produces a different vowel.
1 here are sixteen of these vowel-sounds in English though we haveonly five signs or letters-a, e, i, o, w-with which to represent
them. To make up for this want of letters, certain devices called
pnonetic sjrmbols are sometimes used. These symbols will be
given, within brackets, with each sound in the following list
Four Bounds generally denoted by the sign a :

1. The sound fif a in marri/ (&).
2. The sound of a in Mar^ (a).
3. The sound of a in mason (a).

4. The sound of a in pat/i (a).

Tico sounds generally denoted by the sign e :

5. The sound of « in met (6).
6. The sound of e in mete (o).

One sound generally denoted by the sign i

:

7. The sound of ?' in pin (I).

T/u-ee sounds generally denoted by the sign o, and one aoimd
denoted by o, au or a:

8. The sound of o in not (5).
9. The sound of o in 7iote (o).

10. The .sound of o in omit (o').

11. The sound of o in frost (au).

Two sounds renerally denoted by oo :

12. The sound of oo in stood (oo),
13. The sound of oo in stool (o6).

Otie sound generally denoted by u :

14. The sound of u in but (ti).

Two indefinite sounds generally denoted by er :

15. The sound of er in gather (o).

16. The sound of er in confer (oa).

(In Scotland and in parts of Northern England the r is sounded
in .juch words and m woids in which the r is followed by a vowel )Ihese vowel-sounds are represented in English spelling in a
great variety of ways. Compare the following liaU of worda inound and spelling

;

» «- uj
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I

1. Bad, soiuion, tlu'sli.

2. Mtfiy, aj'ry, hen', therein.

3. Fate, braid, aa^f, great, neigh, gaol, gauge.

4. Far, clerk, awnt, heart.

5. Met, many, said, bury, tread, fr?end.

6. Mete, meet, meat, people, cluef, receive.

7. Pit, pretty, sieve, bitsy.

8. Pot, laitrel, want
9. Poke, coat, toe, bomI, two, setr, owe.

10. Hero, pillow.

11. Fall, for, frawd, claw, broad, ought.

12. FmU, good, could.

13. ilwde, rood, flew, bliie, fruit, through, sho«.

14. Fun, love, does, flood, rough.

15. Winter, thorougrA, martyr, pleasure.

16. Herd, bird, eorth, cur, co/onel.

Double vowel-sounds or Diphthongs.

Wlien two vowel-sounds are uttered without a break between

them, we get what is called a diphthong. There are four

diphthongs

:

1. i made up of the sounds of a and I, as in bite (1).

2. oi made up oT au andj, as in hoist («i).

3. eu made up of I and o6, as in eulogi/ (n).

4. ou made up of a and o6, as in «ou»i (ou).

Note. —Two vowels are often written together but only repre-

sent a single vowel-sound, e.g. Caesar, bear, receive, etc. These are

culled digraphs or improper diphthongs.

CONSONANTS.

We have seen that 6 signs have to do duty in our ordinary

written language for no fewer than 20 vowel-sountls, 16 of tliem

sin-'le and 4 double. Now if we take away these 5 signs from the

26 "signs of our alphabet we are left with 21. Of these 21, the

3 following are unnecessary :

(1) c, because when it precedes a, o, or u it expresses the sound

of k, and when it precedes e or i it expresses the sound of s

(2) q, because as it is always found with w, the combined sound

can be as well expressed by kw as in aiiiward.

(3) X, because in some words it is equal to k», as in fox, and in

otheis to gs as ejcample.

We are left then with 18 signs and these 18 signs have to

represent 2-5 consonantal sounds.

The following is a list of them :

23 simple : b, d,f, g, h, k, I, m, n, p, r, «, t, t>, w, y, f, ng, dh, th^ th,

ih, v)h.

8 compound : j, cA.
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EX I'LA NATIONS.
(1) .<7 has always the hard sound as in ,,oat.

;«ato« but It ,a more convenient to keepy and write »«.

ti^ •. •' Tv°"^^ J^® ^'g" " is unnecessary yet it is coiivenient to

^""pounSS '""'"' ^' ^'^ ^" '^''^'' cA«rcAYwhichXj:7or" thS

samelid''-''
""'^ '^ *" '^' "'^''^ ""*» ^^"'^^^ f«™« of the

A
Tw^o chief kind of Consonants-Fricatives and Explosives.

^n . }l .
""^uth-passage is obstructed somewhere bv the mlatP

tak2 place Xn tt« !?^' " ""'"'"^^ «*"PP^''' * '''"^ «f '''•P^"««»

may^be't^red" lo/^^^^^^ " ^^"°^«'^- ^^ "^'--A too.

Table of the Consonants.

Explosives, •

Breathed.

P,t,k

Voiced.

6, d,g

•

I

Fricatives, - wh,f,th,a,8h,h w, V dh, 2, zh, y, r,

I, VI, n, ng

* Compound, •
oh

i

mo?tLo;rn°Xh7s'i.''""f^-'' '^^'^'-^'"^ '« *''^^ P-'-t ot the

* g^It vSy o?4s :
'™ ''^P'-''''^"'^'* ^ E"g»"h «P«"ing in

1. 6: 6ftd, CliuSi, eu;; board.
2. rf

: aarf, saoWer, fellerf.

3. /: /illy, philosophy, rough,
4 g : heg, heaged, gAoat
o. A : how, wAa
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6. j : John, gin, judgt.

7. it : itin, cat, t&ck.

8. / : let, tell, belle.

9. m : hem, Emma, thurnb.

10. 71 : in, inn, <tnee.

\\. p : hap, hap/jy, hiccou^A.

12. r : rash, mirror, rcriat.

13. s : tick, kits, cell.

\4. t : cat, caJtle, Thomaa.

lb. v. rat, hare, of.

16. 10 : wen, when, (in England) 8uav&
17. y : yell, pinton.

18. z : zeal, bu«y, buzz.

19. ch : church, catch, feafure

20. ng : long, liw^er, tongue.

21. th (the)': this, scythe.

22. <A(thin): dea^A, MavAew.
23. sh : shut, tare, mention.

24. zA : azure, plea-ture, occasion.

85. wh : (in England sounded as w).

u

'i

EXERCISES.

1. Instead of the italicised letter or letters in each of the

following words put the corresponding phonetic symbol

:

Prtll, pale, pellet, ptU, pile, hoy, heaiity, how (verb), bowl,

better, bond, haul, b«et, bait, batter, b^ast, brute, bud, brood,

obey, could, cask, cove, sigh, mew, cotvh

2. Show which of the following words contain true

diphthongs

:

Peace, aerated, height, round, thought, fourteenth, pew,

oily, reopen, weapon, axiom, view, parliament, howl, aisle.

3. Pronounce the following consonants, and say which of

them you would consider labial or lip-sounds, which of them

dental or teeth-sounds, and which palatal or palate-sounds

:

b, d, f, j, I, p, t, th, m, V.

4. The following words are written in phonetic symbols.

Pronounce them, and give their ordinary spelling

:

KSch, brit, u-tre, trttj, sgpta, skwia, kbji, f66tbaul, dho,

cgzll. shoor, platim, yot, kriksts, baad, auldho, siks, oshoii,

jefigrUfi, paj.

5. Find other ways of writing the consonant sounds h, s, t, z,

th, Jf, besides those given in the list at the end of the chapter.
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PART II.

ETYMOLOGY OR THE STUDY OF WORDS.

Etymology is that division of grammar which deala

with separate words.

It treats of

(1) Their classification into groups.

(2) Their inflexions or tlie varieties of form which they
undergo to mark changes in their grammatical
relations.

(3) Their Composition and Derivation, or modes in

which they are formed out of simpler con-

stituent elements.

CLASSIFICATION OF WORDS.

The elapses in which woi-ds are arranj^ed are called

Parts of Speech. These are eight in number

:

1. Noun. 5. Adverb.
2. Adjective. 6. Preposition.

3. Pronoun. 7. Conjunction.
4. Verb. 8. Interjection.

i

CHAPTER TI.

THK PARTS OF SPEECH: INFLEXION.

A Noun (Latin vomeyi, 'name') is a word used as a
name for something, aa * Bird,' ' James.'
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An Adjective (Latin adjectivu% 'that may be joined

to ') i8 a word uaed with a noun to describe, to limit as

to quantity or number, or to indicate that for which the

noun etands, as ' Tall men
'

;
' Three birds

'
;

' This book.'

A Pronoun (Ljitin pro, ' for,' nomen, ' name ') is a word
used instead of a noun, as ' / see

'
; 'He runs

' ;
' Who

spoke.'

A Verb (Latin verbum, ' word ') is a word which tells

somet* infr about some person or thing, as ' Lions roar.'

An Adverb (Latin ad, ' to,' verbum, ' word ') is a woi-d

which shows how an action, state, or quality is modified

or limited, as 'He writes well'; 'John came yesterday';
' I am very tired.'

A Preposition (Latin pra^, ' before,' positua, ' placed
')

is a word which, when placed before a noun or a pro-

noun, shows some relation in which some thing, or some
action or attribute of a thing, stands to something else,

as, ' A cloud in the sky
'

; ' Come to me'; ' Fond o/ play.'

A Conjunction (Latin "on, ' together,' jiinz/o, 'join ') is a

word which joins togotli'^i words which have a common
relation to some other word, or sentences which have a

mutual relation to each other, as, 'We eat bread avd
meat,' ' He heard the noise, hut sat still,' ' Though he ^'s

rich, he is humble.'

An Interjection (Lr " «n inter, 'between,' jac<u.s, 'thrown)
is a word which expresses some feeling or emotion, but
has no grammatical relation to other words, as ' Oh !

'

'Alas!'

INB^LI vION.

Inflexion (Latin ivjlectere, ' to bend ') is a change
made in the form of a word either to mark some modi-
fication of the notion which the word stands for, or to

show the relation of the word to some other word in the

sentence.

Inflexion is now of two kinds.

1. Somo inflexions consist in the addition of certain letters

to a word, as bonk, books
;
plant, planted. What is thus added

is called a suflix (Latin suffixus, ' fixed on '). These auffixei

I
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wers once significant words, but gradually lost their full form
and meaning.

2. Some inflexions (in certain verbs) consist lu a change in
the vowel aound of a word, caused by first doubling a root
sellable, and then blending the Uvo sounds together, as in
Jight, fought

; find, found.
*

3. The additior of a syllabic suffix ofttn caused the vowel of a
preceding syllable to be weakened (compare mtion and ndtwwl
vain iind vanity). This change often remained when the suffix-
was lost, as m man, men

; feed, fed. What we thus get is only
a spurious mflexion. ^

Nouns an<l Pronouns are inflected to mark Gender. Numberand Case. This inflexion is called Declension.
"'*'"^' «™'>«'^»

.
AcWectives and Adverbs are inflected to mark Degree. This

inflexion is called Comparison.
"b^o.

PASifn' '''??. '"^^f**? *°.™'''''f yS?««'
Mood, Tense, Number, andrerson. This inflexion is called Coi\jugation.

Prepositions, Coi«unctions, ^-d Interjections are not inflected

i. Itt^^^
(or Crude Form) of a word that admits of inflexion

IS that portion of the word upon which the inflexions are ha.sed.
That portion of a word which it has in mn.n.on with other words

itiat relate to the same notion, is called the Root.

/>€$^ EXERCISES.

A' . !: '^y^,^* '? ^^^ P''^'"^ of Speech of each of the italicised words
in tae following sentences

:

We send our clothes to a s^^Alaundry. I saw the'teP"

Ca™"^
°"' ^^°"^' ^^'^ ^^^\o^y\y through the Suez

The fuiTowr^xfinot straight. Grief/(m^^he brow

c4J22^t ^r'^ ^y accounts. We live at No. 13 QueenSqrmr^^e is trying to fiLarpund thing into a .^-OTholc.

I iK mJ^^
^^^'' ^W^^ mast, I >vas ordered to go

on beJurPT The sermon had begun ^or^ I arrived. The
umpire gave him out " leg before."

Give me that .'^!fl%d. TheStoics tried to sterl themselves
against pain. Thejjrice of ,?f?>?rirr'isiM^'.

" Here we goW^ the mnlhcrry husli." Let us play some
round games. TheTFiip could not rmmd Cape Wrath. There
18 just time to have a rovmd of whist.

m
i3l

fm^m,
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Tho^^ effects were very serious^ missed him%fer the
performance I went first, he came^ We all sat clappinc

^.sr^/ler he had left the stagc.^^
*^ °

Cathedral •BSST We shaUf^^S^We meeting with a vote of
" /oAiiL!'"'"^ "^^^^ ^^0 stove. This room seems

very clmr^^tt^f^ ^Zr^

/^ Make /entences in which the following words arc used
/Jl) as nouns, (2) as t/e-rfts-Foam, task, shoe, hook, eve, whin"

r too, v^;.v'e, time, wuar, sole, right, essay, Mirvay, rofus...

/ 3. Form sentences to show that the following words may
/ . jbe used as different Parts of Speech : Deck, equal, back, till,

I

•«£°"' ^'''^^< last, past, foot, horse.

V *i ^°'J"
* sentence which shall contiiin all the eight Parts

^\__^ speech, and point out which is which. ^

'5^

S^'

.^CAy^
.«>•• CHAPTER III.

Ij/-«V THE NOUN
: CLASSIFICATION.

Nouns are divided into tv/o principal classes:

1. Common Nouns. 2. Proper Nouns.

I. COMMON NOUNS.
A common noun (Latin, communist, ' shared by several *)

IS a word that is the name of each thing out of a class
ot things of the same kind, as hor.^e, stone, city, or ofany portion of a quantity of stuff of the same sort
as wheat, iron, xuater.

fotirt?'"'''".""!,'" '^
so called because the name belongs in common

whtl fK '"^'V'^"'"'
things in the class, or to all the portions intowhich the whole quantity of stutF may be divided

fromTpl-vH
"°"" distinguishes what belongs to some class or sortfiom everyth ng which does not belong to it. Thus the namehnr.e distinguishes that animal from all other sorts of things? butdoes not distinguish one hor.se from another. ^ '

Common Nouns are suMivided into—

'/''i-y/ J^- Ordinary Class Names.
'' • ' '/:•• fi»2. Collective Nouns.

3. Abstract Nouns.f

^

"^.
<«s-W
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An Ordinary Class Name is one that belongs to each
individual of a class, or to each portion of some sort of
material, as horse, tree, water, marble. Names of materials are
used in the plural when different sorts of the material are
spoken of, as ' teas,' ' sugars,' etc.

A Collective Noun is a noun which in the singular number
stands for one collection of several individual things, as herd,

parliament, multitude. In the plural it stands for several such
collertioiix.

An Abstract Noun is the name of a quality, action, or
state, as liardness, runniny, growth, sleep. As Arts and
Sciences are in fact processes of thought and action, their names
are Abstract Nouns, as astronomy, logic, grammar.

Abstract nouns are derived from adjectives (as hardness from
hard), from verbs (us growth from grow), or from nouns that denote
a function or state (as priesthood from prieti. widowhood from
widow). The infinite mood is often used as an abstract noun.
That which is denoted by an Abstract Noun has no independent

existence, but is only thought ofhy itself, the quality being 'drawn
ort"' (Latin abstractus) in tliought from that to which it belongs.
An Abstract noun is a common noun, because it stands for ever)/

instance of the quality or action that it denotes.
Abstract nouns are sometimes used in the concrete sense, that is,

standing for- that which possesses the quality which they denote.
Thus nolnlit;! frequently means the whole body of persons of noble
birth ; youth, the wliole class of young people, and so on.

Common nouns are signifimnt. They not only denote, or
mark out, the objects to which they are applied, but also
connote, or vote at the same time, the whole combination of
marks or attributes, through their possession of which the
various indivitluals named by the common noun are grouped
into one class.

II. PROPKR NOUNS.

A Proper Noun is a word used as tlie name of some
particular person, animal, place, or thinor, as Johv,
London, lincephalu.% Exadihtcr. Tlie word proper
(]jatm proprms) means o^vn. A proper navte is a
p(?r.son'H or tiling's own name.

Proper nouns arc written with a capital h-ttor at the
beg^inning.

Proper nouns, as such, are not significant. Even if

the DMv.v, con.sidered merely as a word, has a meaning,

j^'^KfJf r^^^smsm^'^^-^^^' J«tewaf*ilk^ r^Mi^H
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It IS not applied to the object which it denotes in con-sequence ot that meaning. Margaret means pearl but
It IS not imphed that a person called Margaret hasVmrly qualities^ Many proper names, however, such

Le'^r.^'
^^^^'^^'^^^^' ^'-'-^"«' -- at first

wh^n'^^fTrT T ^r^"'"^^
"««d like connnon nouns,uJien they denote classes or collections of personsgrouped together because they resemble each other "ncertain attributes that marked some individual, as if we«ay of a poet, 'He wa^ the Homer of his age' or of astrong man. that he is 'a Hercules,' or spelk of 'theHowards, meaning philanthropists like Howard.

When a proper (nonsignificant) name happens to belontr tnseveral persons, it may be used in l.e plural. Efs still a nrfn^^name, a=.
' the O'eorget,' ' the Caemn.' ^ '

' * P'^^P"

EXERCISES.

1. Classify the nouns in the following passages under thefollowing heads: (a) Ordinary Class ifaSTs. S) CollectivenouMs. (c) Abstract nouns, and (rf) Proper nouns:
^''''^'^'

(1

)

" O Solitude ! where are thy charms ?

"

(•J) Attracted by the serenity of the evening, my friend

in one of the public walks near the city.

(3) Dick Minim professes great admiration of the wisdom
and munificence by which the academics of the
continent were raised.

(4) He affirmed that there had not been one good law
passed by Parliament since King William's accession
except the act for preserving the game.

(5) Sometimes when Sir Roger is pleased with the matter
ot his devotion, he pronounces Amen three or four
times to the same prayer ; and sometimes stands
up to count the congregation, to see if any of tho
tenants are missing.

(6) " Hence ! loathed Melancholy,
Of Cerberus and blackest midnight bom."

m
i
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i

(7) " Books should, not business, entertain the light,
And sleep, as undisturbed as death, the night.

My house a cottage, more
Than palace, and should fitting be
For all my use, no luxury.

My garden painted o'er

With Nature's hand, not Art's ; and pleasures yield,
Horace might envy in his Sabine field."

(8) Lamb thought that a mob of rnen was bt ler than a
flock of sheep, and that a crowd of happy faces
jostling into a play-house at the hour of six, was a
more beautiful spectacle than the shepherd driving
his silly sheep to fold.

Y 2. Give the Collective nouns used to describe groups of the
/T\jllowing individuals

:

Cricket-players, musicians, girls, legislators, managers,
officers, assistant-masters, books, noisy people, sheets of paper,
people interviewing a minister, garments, guns, singers,
travelling boxes, actors, policemen, recruits.

3. " Many place-names, such as Snowdon, Newcastle, etc.,
were originally descriptive.-" Give as many other examples
as you can think of.

/ 4. Explain what we mean when we speak of any one as
a Shylock, a Job, a Solon, an Othe.llo, a Stephenson, a Jeremiah
a Malaprop, a Minnvber, a Pecksniff, an Edison, a Sherlock
Holmes, a Xapoleon'i

5. Form Abstract nouns corresponding to the adjectives
sjiong, true, able, rapid, snvij, brave, ready, brief, careless, wide,
distant, humble, obstinate, pious, jovial, wise, prudent, jealous, dead,
monstrous.

6. Give the Abstract nouns derived from the following
nouns

:

^

Friend, son. father, man, child, king, martyr, priest, widow,
relation, infaiu, sovereign, regent, leader, magistrate, mayor,
sheriff, captain, colonel.

7. Form Abstract nouns (not ending in ing) correspondinc
to thft fnllowing verb:- :

Offond, condescend, derange, arrange, complete, protect,
ffuspeud, deride, conceal, steal, deceive, invent, invert,
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destroy, multiply, crown, weigh, hate, justify, move, sing, ab-
struct, advance, measure, erase, proceed, depress, interrtjgate,
deviate, degrade, displace, debase, contract, dissect, convene,'
exact, please, fix, absolve, treat, depart, seize, thieve, steal.

8. Give the adjectives or nouns from which the follovvine
Abstract nouns are formed :

Fickleness, suppleness, height, depth, acidity, patience,
dependence, impertnience, elegance, uprightness, strength,
weakness, mortality, durability, gran'l.cui', width, death
wisdom, infirmity, amplitude, con -'c, piety, humilitv,
brevity, rascality mayoralty, shrie .oiedom, girlhood,
nobility, stupidity, sleepiness, green .., rigidity, ductilitv,
sonority, prosperity, magnanimity, el-^-ation, candour, in-
sipidity, heroism, breadth, senility, health, youth, dearth,
ponderosity, legibility, vacancy, discretion, enormity, pro-
fundity, contrition, kinship, worship, theft, mirth, bondage
homage, peerage. ° '

9. Give the verbs from which the following Abstract nouns
are derived

:

Intrusion, reflection, estrangement, seclusion, injection,
thought, flight, thrift, growth, tilth, decision, coercion, defence
conception, adaptation, derision, judgment, addition, com-
position, declension, pressure, action, suction, laughter.

10. Write out the following sentences, and draw one line
under the nouns used in their abstract sense, and two lines
under those used in their concrete sense, and explain the
dilterence of meaning in each ca.se :

I admire nobility of character. He aspired to enter the
ranks of the nobility. The sculptures over the porch are
very fine. Sculpture is one of the fine arts. He has the gift
of poetry. Some poetry is hardly worth . ading. That is
the nature of the animal; The vast field of nature is open to
our gaze. Can you tell me the age of. that child? This has
l)cen the case m all ages. The steeple is of immense heightWe soon reached the summit of the height. He made a
solitude and called it peace. Nothing relieved the solitude of
his existence. Painting was his chie^ pursuit. I bought u
splendid pjiinting yesterday. These alms-houses are the
refuge of old ago and poverty.

ffv^JLfl
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CHAPTER IV.

THE NOUN- -IS INFLEXIONS.

I. GENDER.
Nouns are inflected to mark Gender, Number, and Case:
thougli these distinctions are not always marked bv
inflexion. ^

Gender.

Living beings are divided into two classes or sexes the
male sex and the female sex, the individuals in the one
sex corresponding to those in the ot'aer. Things withoutMe are not of either sex. Thus all things are arrangedm three classes—things of the male sex, things of the
female sex, and hings of neither sex.

In like manner, nouns are divided into three classes or
sorts called Genders, which correspond to the three
classes of things just mentioned. These are the Masculine
Gender, the Feminine Gender, and the Neuter Gender
(jender comes from the Latin genus, ' a kind or sort.'

The name of anything of the male sex is called a masculine
noun, or a noun of the masculine gender (Latin viasculinus,
belonging to a male ).

The name of anything jf the female sex is called a femininenoun or a noun of tne feminine gender (Latin feminmus,
belongmg to a female ').

y J ,

The name of anything of neither sex is called a neuter
noun, or a noun of the neuter gender (Latin neuter, « neither')
Man, king, father, Imse, cock, bull, James, llennj, are ma.sculine

nounr""'
^"'^'*' ^^^^' """"''' **"' '^^' ^^'"^' •^""*' ^^^ feminine

Stone, tree, house, London, are neuter nouns.

accm,nhfT>f„°^
*°""^^, """^

^u°""«
^*'''^''^" ^« "f^en take noaccount of the sex, and hence they are frequently referred to bymea,m of neuter pronouns. ^ J cicn^u tu uy

mH^'U%K7'/v.^''''T?'' 'Ir'^
narratives, animals are treated asmale or fema.e, eveu when the imiw is of common gender with ageneral tendency to consider the larger and fiercer animals Mmal^*nd the gentler and more timid as female.

^

r '^^
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The names of animals sometimes do not indicate their sex,

as sheep, lard, hmvk, bear, mouse, raven, swan, dove. Also various
names of persons, as parent, spouse, servant, etc. Such nouns
are said to be of common or undetermined gender. Some
masculine nouns (home, dog), and some feminine {duck, goose),

are often used to denote either sex.

Personification.

Things without life are often peraomfied, or spoken of as if

they wore living Iwiugs, and therefore either of the mule or of

the female sex.

Thus the Sun, Time, Day, I jath, rivers, winds, mountitlns,

the ocean, the seasons, the stronger passions (as Fear, Anger,
Despair), actions connected with strength or violence "(aa

Murder, War, etc.), are looked upon as male beings.
The Moon, the Earth, Virtue, ships, countries, and

cities— Niglit, Darkness, the Arts and Sciences, abstract
conceptions, as Nature, Liberty, Charity, Victory, Mercy,
Religion, etc., the Soul, the gentler emotions, etc., are spoken
of as though they were female beings.

Sex and Gender.

Sex is a diistinction between things, not between names.
Gender is a distinction between, names, not between thinqs.

It is therefore wrong to speak of the masculine sex, or ihe
male gender ; to speak of a man as a viasruline being, or to talk
of things being of the masculine or femiuine gender. Things
may bo of the male or female sex, but only words can be of
the masculine, femiin'no, or neuter gender.

Modes of Denoting Oender.

The distinction of sex in living beings is marked in

three ways

—

First Mode.—Quite diflierent woriis are u.sed, as:

^ascvline. Feminine. Masculine. Feminine.

Father mother Drake duck
Brother sister Cock hen
Husband wife Ram ewe
Uncle aunt; etc. Bull cow, etc

^fnn (like the German .Urnfch) was formerly used of the
female as well as of the male. We see this in the compound
uoinan, a modified form of wimman—i.e., ut/man

H.O. W.

mBgat
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Father meam 'one who f,>e<ls'; from the same root as ffe-dand fa-t (compare pa-(er and pa-sco). Mother is from a root

nniKmaid Ihe root is the same as in dnq.
^ '

*/.fei<, and mne come to u, (throi.eh French) from U,«

'"/ranZ;'/'"""'"'
"'"' "''''' The oije' atior-ve';:

W 13 a shortened form of hidford (i.e., hldfweard 'lr,.,f

jn^a^o...; 4i from Zr^:,,:, f^ ^hnidraTolity

M.).
"'"'' = '"'"'^«' 'grandmother.' Friar is from /mJ (Fr^

fro^tt E VasiL^''"'"?"'' '^"V'
"'^'''^ '^'^^ indifferently

/^'(^e (old i\orse andrikl; root and -1 at nm„t -i
•

connected with German mc7^ 'and Latin 7,4of the ducks.; Luck is connected with the verTSz- ^f^

form d f^^\^%l««!^ .the letter « (Germ. Oa^>s) Gatlrformed from the femmme. d being only an offgroivth of Ihe n

terSLn oti'ToT-"^"^'^^ ^^ "'^''"^^^^^^ ^^ ^'-

t).^e!^inhr'
'"''"" ^" ""' ^°^ "^« -'^-"'>- -d

AfiisruHne.

Murderer
Caterer

Governor

Feviiirin^.

murderess
cateress

governess

Masruline.

Emperor
Sorcerer

Feminine.

empress

sorceress

The termination -er (in O.E. -ere) is a true EnHi.h suffivThe correspo.iding feminine suffix Mas -ster (U E esire) as m

(ort°^. t'mLr-xr'oT r;s rrt:

f
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1

denoted oreupations carried on by women, as maltster, tapster
(' barmaid'), Baxter (from hake), H^ebster (from webban 'to
weave

'), etc. Seamstress and sougdress are double feminines.
The suffix -er has now ceased to be exclusively masculine.

B. The feminine is formed from the masculine by
adding feminine suffixes.

1. The commonest of these, and the only one by which
fresh feminines can be formed is -ess, as count, mmtesx;
vi'iyor, nuiyoress.

This termination came to us through French, from the late
Latin suffix ma. (Compare Gr. uraa and araa.)
When this suffix is added to the masculine terminations

or and er, the vowel o is usually omitted, as in act(rr, actress

;

hunter, huntress. The masculines authm; mayor, prim; and tvtcr,
suffer no abbreviation. The o of negro and the y of votary are
dropped in forming negress and votaress.

Abbess (from abbot) is a shortened form of abbadtss. Lass is
probably shortened from laddess. Duchess follows the French
form duchesse. In mistress the a of master is modified.

2. One word, vixen, the feminine of fox, preserves the old
Teutonic feminine suffix, en or in (compare German iw), the
root vowel of the masculine being modified. (Compare
German Fuchs, Fdchsin.)

The suffixes -trix (as in testatrix), -ine (as in heroine), -a (asm ^idtana), -ina (as in czarina), do not belong to English
grammar, but ^re foreign importations.

Widower is perhaps a masculine formed from a feminine.
Gander is formed from the feminine goose, which has lost ati n
(German ga.ns). Bridegroom is merely a compound noun
groom = goom = guma, ' man ' (O. E. ).

Third Mode.—Masculine and feminine nouns or pro-
nouns are prefixed or affixed to nouns of common gender.

Masculine.

Man-servant
Man-singer
ITe-devil

Boar pig

Buck-rabbit

Bull-calf

Feminine.

maid-servant

woman-singer
she-devil

sow-pig

doe-iabbit

cow-calf

Masculine.

Cock sparrow
Dog-fox
He-goat
Pea-cock

Cuinea-cock

Feminine.

hen-sparrow
bitch-fox

she-goat

pea-hen

guinea-hen

mmi

Turkey-cock turkey-hen

^mt
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Sometimes proper names are used to answer this purpdse,
^s m jack-ass, jenny-ass ; tom-mt, tib-cat; billi/yoat, iMnuiigoat

;

jarMaw. In O.E., carl and cwen were used, as curlj'ugel (cotk-
foivl), cwen-fugd {hen-fowl).

EXERCISES.

1. Give the feminine words corresponding to the following
masculine words : Viscount, earl, duke, marquis, czar, emperor,
sultan infante (Spanish prince), signor, don, landgrave, gentle-
man, elector, heritor, ogre, poet, merman, fox, bachelor, hero,
founder, tesUtor, stepson, goodman, moor-cock, barman, bride-
groom, beau.

2. Form sentences or find quotations to illustrate the
Personification of the following : Time, the Thames, Liberty,
Justice, Death, a ship, Winter, Spring, Nature, War, Peace.

3. Explain the following quotations from Milton and Gray :

(a) " Laughter holding both his sides."

(^) " retired Leisure
That in trim gardens takes his pleasure."

(c) " Spare Fast, that oft with Gods doth diet."

(il) " Civil-suited Morn . . .

Not trick'd and flounc'd . . .

But kerchieft in a comely cloud ?

"

(e) •' In gallant trim the gilded vessel goes :

Youth on the prow and Pleasure at the helm."

(/) " Close by the regal chair
Fell Thirst and Famine scowl
A baleful smile."

(g) " \\'isdom in sable garb array'd
Immersed in rapturous thought profound."

(A) " Disdainful Anger, pallid Fear
And Shame that sculks behind."

(t) " W[hen first thy sire to send on earth
Virtue, his darling child, design 'd,

To thee (i.e. Adversity) he ga^e the heavenly birth
And bade to for;- her infant mind."

w ''
' ^•.-

';
I
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CHAPTER V.

THE NOUN: ITS INFLEXIONS.

II. NUMBER.
Number is a difference in form which shows whether
we are speaking of one tiling or of more than one.

There are two numbers in English, the Singular and
the Plural. The Singular Number of a noun is that fornj

of it which is used when we speak of one of the things
for which the noun stands, as ship, hcn^se, herd.

The Plural Number of a noun is that form of it which
is used when we speak of more thai* one of that for
which the noun stands, as ships, horses, herds.

Modes of forming the Plural.

The plural is fornivd from the singular in the follow-
ing modes

:

First Mode.—By adding the syllable es shortened to s

whenever the pronunciation pdmits of it. The full

syllable es is now added only when the singular ends in

a sibilant (s, sh, soft ch, x or z), as gas, gases
; la>>h, lashes

;

witch, witches; box, boxes: f<ypaz, topazes. Words like
horse, horses really come under this rule, the mute e not
being regarded.

The letters es are also added (but without being sounded
as a separate syllable) after several words ending in o, as
hno, heroes; potato, potatoes; in the word alkalies; after y
when it is preceded by a consonant, the y being changed to

i, as ladjj, ladies; and after words of O.E. origin ending in If

or f preceded by any long vowel sound except oo. In
these cases the voiced sound which s always has in es affects

the preceding consonant, and f is changed to v, as elf, elves
;

shelf, shelves ; leaf, leaves ; thief, thieves ; loaf, loaves. Wife and
knife get / changed to v in a similar way

—

vive^, knives.

Nouns ending in oof, ff, and rf, and nouns in f of Norman-
French origin, have only voiceless s added to form the plural,

and retain the sharp sound of the /, as roof, roofs ; cliff, cliffs ;
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!

J ;

I »

'l!^-'^Z^:Li^'f
'^''^'' S<'-'«o-/.y'>.a,uI.s./n/. Beefoeeve,, and .s/«/, ./,„..., are exceptions in modern K.igli.sh.

All nouns except those above mentioned and the fownouns which f<a-n. their plurals in the Snd and tS

lni.«7 * •
^"^'*^' ''"^ '^^ voiced sound (z) after a

the p°rot'1;£ l'"-«."-i«'. from dropping" the vowel of

only i„ raJculne ll^'Jo/ I'
''"""'"•'

T' "^«''

as^oi'^l^^r^^
changing the vowel sound of the word.UM lootii^ teeth; mouse, niicp f„at i\>„t • r.

man, men.
>
mue, joot, Jeet, goose, geese;

'» /""" ""> ''i'*--

After numerals we often use the singular to do duty for the
I. aa 'Iwo brace of birds'; 'Te.; .ad of the line'; 'Sk

plural,
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'

ffross of buttons'; 'A threepenny book,' etc. Horse ( = horse-
soldiei-s) and Fuot ( = foot soldiers) have become a sort of
collective nouns.

Names of Materials (as suffar, xvive, etc.) ar..l Abstract
Notms may have plurals to denote varieties or diflerent
instances of what is named, as ' stigars,' 'wines,'
' negligences.'

Plurals of Foreign Words.—Latin, Greek, French,
Italian, and Hebrew words generally retain their own
proper plurals. Thus (1) in Latin words

Nouns in us (masculine) form the plural in i, aa focus, foci.

„ us (neuter) „ „ era, aa genua, genera.
n um „ „ „ a, as in datum, data.

»» a, „ „ „ a, as formula, fornuila'.

„ ix<ii ex„ „ „ ices, as radix, radices.

X ios „ „ „ ies, as series, series.

(2) In Greek words

Nouns in on form the plural in a, as phenomenon, phenomena.

II

SIS

ma
II

'I

ses, as crisis, crises.

mata, as miasma, niia.smata.

(.3) Chemh and semph (Heb.) make cherubim and seraphim :

bandit makes banditti ; beau (Fr.), beaux ; nuidame, nusdames
;

mister {i.e. master), messieurs; virtuoso (Ital), virtuosi.

If a foreign word has passed into common use, the plural
may be formed in the English fashion, as cherubs, bandits,

dogmas. Sometimes both plurals are in use, and occasionally
with a difference of meaning.

Double Plurals—Some nouns have double plurals, which
differ in meaning, as

:

Singtdar. Plural. PIutjI.

Brother brothers (6?/ WrtA) yvdihv&n {of a community)
Cloth... c\othB {kinds of cloth) clothes (grar»!e?t(s)

Die dies (/or coining) A\cq {far play)
Fish f^&hen {regarded separately) fmh {collective)

Genius geniuses {men of talent!) genii {ftpirits)

Index... inAeiiQs {tahles of contents)., indices (m Mgebra)
Pea peas {regarded separately)... pease {collectine)

Penny.. \iem\\G» {separate coins) i^enct) {sum of money)
Shot.... B\ioi% {discharges) shot (6a/^«)
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Plurals used as Sinjrulars.

i C^^inlovl^T'
^'''^ adjective., a« maae,natics.

plural, as "Pains were uken '' " Wa^^lwlf
''^

'.7 %r«''^'" ^''^

a.wa,s singular. W/-;.T(«i„7;5 l^^ro^r/a pS."
"^^

Plurals in appearanc3.

Ae!;S;,7«„Sr^'*"i;« '" Chaucer) alnu, (O.E. «.6«..... from
for such.

^' ^^- "^"•"^ *« ""' P'"''«'«' '^"t have been n.isUken

Nouns nsed only in the Plural.-Nouns ronresontiim

etc^' .^Tatv 'relil l'*^^'
"'''^"] d'«f«<^«. games, ceremo„ies,

Ttrn I ^ i^^n.^'K'^'' ^Od'-etintes of a number of parts a^enUads, meccslc, btlhurds, nupiuUs, matins, ashe., stocks.
^ '

Plurals of Compound Nouns.—Compounds of a noun

aie not tu.sed to^rether into a sinirle word annex

t'omerH-in-law. Similar compounds of two nouns•nHoct botli parts, as kni.fhts tcrlplur., men-.^anT
^^Jtjs_ usual to say "The Miss Smiths." not "The Misses

Summary of Plural forms.

Oenrml niile.-Add -es to the .sir>gular, shortened to swhen the pronunciation admits of it

«"""enerl to -s

Obs. :

(i.) Nouns in y preceded by a consonant take es andchange y to i.

(ii.) English nouns in If or f. preco.lnd by anv lon^ vowel
except 00, take es, and change / to v.

'

(ni.) Nouns ending in a sibilant {s, s/t, soft ch, x or z) take e£
(IV.) Some nouns it, o take es.

'^
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Old modes of forming the Plural

:

(i.) Add en.

(ii.) Change the vowel sound,

(iii.) Leave the singular unchanged.

Foreign modes

:

(i.) Ancient, e.g. foci, data, radices, etc.

(ii.) Modern, e.g. beaux, mesdames, virtuosi.

/

4

EXERCISES.

1. Write the plural forms of the following nouns : Port
folio, axis, formula, kidney, Mr. Smith, oratorio. Irishman,
Ottoman ( = Turk), memorandum, ficf,vthief, turf, 'no, Mis.s

y Arnohl, grouse, sally, gas, daily, automaton, bureau,* German, v
' foemin, maid&f-honour, lord-Justice, poet laureate, port-

manteau, f

y, 2. Write sentences to show how the following abstract
nouns may be used in the plural : Verity, depth, enorviity,

impertinence, vacancy, convenience, weakness, de/ence, jealousy,

infirmity.

3. Show what is wrong in the following sentences

:

(i.) I do not like those sort of people.

(ii.).The effluvia from the drain was most offensive,

(iii.) Did you witness that curious phenomenal
(iv.) He has passed through many crisises.

(v.) The diamond was found in the lower strata._^^

/^^\ Form sentences in which statements are made about ^w
U-nhe following : Wages, news, gallows, riches, alms, cloths, clothes, /^
^ amends, eaves, genii, geniuses, nuptials.

5. Show by sentences that the following nouns have twoj ^
meanings in the plural : Custom, effect, spcrt<irle, height^ light. "-^

6. Is there anything wrong in the following sentence

:

"Sometimes the pair of them (i.e. swallows) cling to the
niorur they have fixed under the cave anrl twitter to eachv^
other about the progress of the work." (U. Jeliciies.)
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^

CHAPTER VI.

THE NOUN: ITS INFLEXIONS.

III. CASE.
Definition.—Case is the form in which a noun (or pro-

noun) IS used, in order to show the relation in which it
stands to some other word in the sentence.

The word case (Lat. casus) means falling. The ancientbreek grammanans took a fancy to represent that form of
a noun m which it is used when it is the subject of a sentence,by an upright hne, and compared the other forms to hnes
falling or sloptng off from this upright Hne at different anglesHence a collection of the various forms ,which a noun mightassume was callftd the deden.,ion or sloping down of the noun.What we call the Nominative Case was called the uimgJU case.

fl,?"^!?'^*^
aE. stage had five cases, at least in pronouns,

Jid to H?^
dropned jn nouns. Ultimately the Dathe came to be

called the Ohective. We have now only three cases, the Nomi-nauve Casetae I'ossemve Ccu>e, and the Objective Case. In rounsthe nonunative and objective cases are alike in form.

Nominative Case.

The nominative case is that form in which a noun forpronoun) is used when it is the subject of a verb; that
IS when It stands for that about which somethinff is
said by means of a verb, as 'Men build houses,' 'The
boy was struck by his brother.' If the verb of the
sentence be m the active voice, the subject of the verb
stands for the doer of the action described by the verb
It the verb be in the passive voice, the subject of the verb
stands for the object of the action described by the verb
in either case the subject stands for that about which
something is said by means of the verb.

It answers the question made bv putting w7/«? or wh'n

•U-uck?' -The^r
'^^^^ ''""'^ ''''"''' ^' '^^'"•' '^'^^ ^"
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M

i
vH^ NominatiTe (Latin nomtnatwus, 'naimne') is the ITaminirroim, Uidname, either the person or thing We! ^ofS!

1
Possessive Case.

^hJi! P°'T'^^=f«>ihajaona.oLaj,Oun (or pronoun)

hffV?^--^li^'i^^ «^°^ *'^^* somethiiJ belongs

saw Johns book/ the pos.se.s8,ve "case jo/iw's shows thatsomething (namely a book) beUmgs to John.

mn™ ?l*^.?".^^'f
this case had a wider use, correspondingmore to that of the Genitive in Utin. It still sometimesdenotes the more general idea of 'connected t.i/A/ hut cSy

in nouns that denote persons «or animals,' except in a few
special mstances, as 'the earth's axis,' 4he moon's orbit

'

^try ^ "^ *"
' "''^''^ ^""^' *'« "««d onJy '"

The meaning of the possessive case may be expressed by

Thn fn M PW^'ti"" '>/ with the objective case after it

mvLtr'^ ^ I'^lt''
'^""'''' ^« "^^y^y 'The house of

Tlfhll v" .
possessive case must not be substitutedfor the preposition of, unless the o/ implies 'belonging to 'insome one of the senses of that phrwe. ^ ^ '

'

f>,JJ'^
possessive case in the singular number, and inthose Pinrals ^yhleh end in any ?ther letter than 8. t

wThl l^'f'"Jf
'^' ^'''''-^ ^^"' ^" apostrophe before

iti.',
' W i^ nominative case

; as, John's. men\
geese s. When the plural itself ends in s in the nomi-
native, s 18 not adcfed to form the possessive, but the

KvS'^jr"^"^^ ^ '-'''^^'^ *^« -«

^

''- ^y^' -

When a noun of two or more syllables ends in a sibilant inthe singular, the pos-sessive suffix . is sometimes dropped
prose especially ,n words of more than two syllables) ands rare)y addcl m poetry, but the apostrophe if retained as

ooiS'TinS m^'T' -""•^^f "Z-/^-
i- 1)^ 'Felix'

tin ;
^ !• 1 ,

^
'

^'^'"^''^ «""• B"t this droppine ofthe s IS optional, at least in prow, ^^ '^
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The old Genitive or Possessive suffix in English was -es (still

preserved in Wednesdaif, i.e. Wodenes day). It was used only in

masculine and neuter nouns, and in the singular number. Its

syllabic force is still heard after a sibilant, as in Thomases. The
apostrophe in the possessive case singular marks that the vowel of

the suflix has been dropped.

The Possessive is the only case in nouns in which a case-

suffix is now used.

In the case of a complex name, the possessive suffix is put

only after the last word of the name, as 'John Smith's

father,' ' My father-in law's house,' ' Henry the Eighth's reign,'

etc. The same usage is followed when something belongs

in common to two or more persons who «re closely connected,

as * John and Mary's uncle.'

h-'"'^ ^..-"~-'""' Objective Case.

/^'The objective case is that form in wliich a n^Jin or

pronoun is used when it stands for the object of the action

spoken of in some verb in the active voice, or when it

comes after a preposition. In the sentence, 'The stone

struck the boy,' the word ho]i, wliich stands for the object

of the action, is called the object of the verb and is in the

objective case. In the sentence, ' John was riding in a

coach,' the noun coach, which comes after the preposition

in, is in the objective case.

The objective case is often used, like the Latin dative, to

denote the indirect object of a verb, that is to say, it stands

for .some person or thing indirectly aftected by the action,

but not the direct object of it ; as ' Give the man a shilling,'

' Tell me a tale.' In old English the dative differed in form

from the accusative.

When a noun in the objective case is the object of a verb,

the noun in the objective case answers to the question formed

by putting whom or what before the verb and its subject.

As in the example given above, ' whom or what did the stone

strike t ' Am. ' The boy.'

ti;itiv('. Tlu\v I'iui "Illy lie distinpiiislird by llu'ir use. In .'in

«ii(liii:uy (loclmative HPiitiruo the nominative case precedes the
verb aiid the objective case comes after the verb.
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Tx-e following are examples of the declension of nouns
in modem Eng ish

:

Singular. Plural.

Nominative Case, • . Man Men.
Possessive Case, - - - Man's Men's.

^ ,
.' Objective Case, - - . Man Men.

'jV Nominative Case, - . Father Fathers,

i
Possessive Case, - - - Fatlier's Fathers'.
Objective Case, ... Father Fathers.

EXERCISES.

K 1. Write the declension, singular and phiral, of the *ollow-

, . ing nouns: Mother-in-law, lady, maiirservant, thief, donkey,

mayoress.

J

2. Write t>»r ossive case singular of the following
• >names: Mr. T ,,, Socrates, Giles, Coriolanus, Moses, Mr.

"- Chambers, St. ^ Ignatius, Charles, Miss Bates, Measrs. Pears.

4

3. Find mofo pnrases similar to the earth's axis, the moim's
^orhit, in which names of inanimate things are used in the
possessive case. (The nouns month, sun, life, law, year, wed;
quarter, fortnight, harm, boat, mt, mind, may be used.)

4. Write the case of each noun in the following passages

;

(i) " Souls of Poets dead and gone,
What Elysium have ye known,
Happy field or mossy cavern,

Choicer than the Mermaid Tavern t*

(ii) " Where the bee sucks, there suck I

:

In a cowslip's bell I lie."

(iii) " Thou hadst a voice whose sound was like the sea

:

Pure as the nalced heavens, majestic, free,

So didst thou travel on life's common way
In cheerful godliness ; and yet thy heart
The lowliest duties on herself did lay."

(iv) " Mighty seaman, this is he
Was great by land, as thou by sra.

Thine island lovos thee well, thou famous man,
The greatest sailor since the world began."

.t*..'
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(v) " The rose had been wash'd, just wash'd in a shoTrar,

Which Mary to Anna convey'd

;

The plentiful moisture encumber'd the flower,

And weigh'd down its beautiful head."

5. Make a diagr."K. m show how the ancient Greek gram-
marians represented the cases {vid. the beginning of Chapter
VI.).

A- •-'•

CHAPTER VII.

THE ADJECTIVE: DEFINITION AND
CLASSIFICATION.

When we speak of a thinj; we often require to mention
some quality or state of the thin<;, or its number or

quantity, or some relation in which it stand.s to our-

selve.s or to other things. The words that do his are

called Adjectives.

In the phrase 'a white horse,' the word white is an adjective. It

denotes a certain qualiti/ of the horse.

In the phrase 'a book lying on the table,' the word lying is an
adjective. It denotes a .state of the book.

In the phrase ' two men,' the word two is an adjective. It points
cut the quantitji or number of that for which the noun stands.

In the phrase 'this child,' the word this is an adjective. It

points out that the child stands in a certain relation (of nearness)
to me.

Definition.

—

An Adjectiv*" is a word that may be used
with a noun to describe, to delimit, or to indicate that for

whicli the noun stands.

An adjective answers the questions (1) 'Of what sort'? or ' In
what state ?' (2) ' How much ?' or ' How many ?' (3) « Wliicli V
When it is attached directly to the noun to which it lefers, an

adjective is .said to be used attrihutivehf ; aa 'a red hall' ; 'a bird
flying through the air'; 'which hand will you have?' The
adjective and noun together form a compound description of that
which we have in our thonglits. When an adjective is connected
with a noun hy means of some part of the verb he (or some other
verb of incomplete predication, sudi as herome), it is said to If
used predicntivi'l;/, as, 'the l)all is red' 'the bird ^a9 jlyiwj.' All
true adjectives can be used in both ways.

I

yi
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As things are dhtinifvishoA by quality, quantity, and relation,

an adjective joined to a noini usually Jistinyiiishei what the noun
stands fur from other things that may be named by the same noun.
The class-name ' horse ' stands for that aggregate of resemblances

by virtue of which one horse is like another. The compound name
white horse means all that horse means, and white besides. It adds
something to the meaning of horse. But the more marks we
group together to distinguish a class, tlie smaller must the class

be. The class denoted by white horse is smaller than the class

denoted by horse. Hence we may also have the following

Definition.—An Adjective is a word which may limit

the application of a noun to that whicli lias th*^ quality,

the quantity, or the relation, which the adjective

denotes.

To be an adjective, a word must do this by virtue of its o?pn

proper meaning. Certain forms and uses of other ,;arts of speech

may also have a definitive or limiting force. Thus in 'John's
l)ook' the possessive case * John's' has this force, but 'John's' is

still a noun in the possessive case, and not an adjective, just like
' Caesaris' in the Latin 'Caesaris uxor' (Caesar's wife). But the

possessive case is so like an adjective, that in some pionouns it was
formerly declined like an adjective.

In combinations like teaspoon, apple-tree, cannon ball, the first

word is not an adjective. It does not e.rpi-ess an attributive idea,

it merely suggests one. The two nouns form a compf.Hnd name.
Hence those most commonly used have come to be written as one
word. The word tea, apple, or cannon cannot be used as a
predicate, as a true adjective can.

As an adjectiveJsiitA-tbfl-iiflmgi)£-a.Rf^narai*i object

of THought, an adjective can never be used as the subject

of a sentence, or as the object of a verb, or be governed
by a preposition.'

t
CLASSIFICATION OF ADJECTIVES.

Adjectives may be arranged in the following classes

:

1. Qualitative Adjectives, or Adjectives of Quality.

2. Quantitative Adjectives, or Adjectives of Quantity.

3. Demonstrative Adjectives, or Adjectives of Belation.

I. Qualitati\e Adjectives, or Adjectives of Quality, de-

note some quality or attribute (from the Latin quaZia, ' of
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which sort'), as virtuoiis, white, larje, small, great, little

(in the sense of ' small '), auch. They may also be called

Descriptive Adjectives. Participles l)elong to this class.

11. Quantitative Adjectives, or Adjectives of Quantity,

are adjectives which denote how much or how many of

that for which the noun stands, we have in our thoughts

(Latin qtuintua, ' how great '). This class includes

—

(a) The Caidinal Numeral Adjectives, one, two, three, etc.

(The words hundred, thoxuand, million, like pair and dozen, are

nouns. They may be used in the plural, as hundreds.)

(b) The words all, any, some, half, many, few, much, more,
most, less, least, both, several, other, enough, no {=noi any).

Some of these relate both to number and to quantity.

(c) The distributive words each, every, either, neither, which
show that the things named are taken separately.

Examples

:

(rt) He received forty stripes save one. I have to read the

Thirty-nine articles.

(6) All people that on earth do dwell. I have not slept

half a wink. No Cross, no Crown,

(c) Each day a report came in. Neither side won a point.

Observe :

(i) Little, less, least, wWifhfty flpimfa tiV am qualitative

adjectives ; as 'a little boy,'"^notTn the least degree.

(ii) Many may be used vith a noun in the singular, provided

the indefinite article follow it ; as ' Many a Hower is boru to

blush unseen.'

III. Demonstrative Adjectives, or Adjective) of Relation

(Lat. demons^ro, I point out) are adjectives wMoBtpoiot
out thg.f. ^h ir^ Vf "'^^ speaking of by indicating jsome

kind of relation which it bears to other.s or to the

^leaker. This class includes

—

(o) The so-called Articles the, a or an (see next Section), and
the pointing-out words this, that, which, what,

(i) The Poaaessivea my, thy, his, her, etc. (See under Pronoun§.)

(c) The Ordinal Numerals, first, second, etc.
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Examples

:

(a) A message from thf limg^Thia living flog is better

than that dead Hon. "Under ^l'hi<•h king, Bezonian t

What new doctrine is thisi

(6) "My name is Norval." "Hallowed be Thy name
"To each his sufferings."

(c) The^rs^ chapter. The thirty-ninth ar ijle.

ARTICLE.
\.-i

\

. \ ,^ The Articles (^t. articulus, a joint) are often classed ^
\ ^ as a separate part of speech, but they belong in reality \
^j to the class of Adiectiveg .

\ There are two Articles, the Indefinite Article an or a,

and the Definite Article the.

The Indefinite Article an is another form of the numeral

one (A.S. dn). It indicates that we are speaking either of

some one, or of any one of the things for which the noun is a

name, as, ' I saw an old man
'
; ' A child (i.e. any child) should

obey its parents.'

The form an is used before words beginning with a vowel sound
or mute k, as an apple, an heir.

An diops the n, and becomes a before words beginning with a

consonant, the aspirate h, or the letter u wlien the sound of i/ is put
before the « in pronunciation, as A man, a horse, a yellow hall, a
useful book. But an is kept before the aspirate when the accent is

not upon the first syllable of tlie word, as 'an historical event.'

In some expressions what is now conin'.only regarded as tlie

indefinite article a was originally a weakened form of the pre-

position on (=in). Thus 'Twice a week' was 'tuwa on wuciur
{Luke xviii. 12).

The Definite Article the is used to define or mark the

particular individual or individuals that we are speaking of.

The definite article is used in English before significant

nouns.

(a) It ia used to mark out or individualise out of all the thing.s

usually denoted by the p.anif', t.li.at one to which attention is

directed. It does this by directing attention to some attributive

adjunct by which the individual is distinguished. Thus, when we
say, tlie black horse, the points attention to the adjective black.

When we say, the Queen r^ £nyland, the points to the adjunct of

M.O. IN. D
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England. It also indiiates that i)jiiticul;if tiling with which we
have some obvious connexion or concern, .w when we say, the suit,

the moon, the Queen, the Vit//, the street, the Church, etc.

(6) Tlie word the is used to ahow tliat one individual is taken as
the representative of its class, iis when we talk of the lion, the eagle,
or to show that we are speaking of the whole of the chiss to wliicli

the name belongs, us when we sjjeak of the start, the English, the
good, the Alps.

isi'

OBSERVATIONS.

I. Inflexion of Adjfctives. Adjectives, in modern Englit.h, are
not declinable words, as they were in I^atin, Greek, and Old
English, and as they still are in modern tieiinan. Two demonstra-
tive adjectives, however, have separate pluial forma, i.e. sing., thi$
and that

; plur., these and thote.

II. Adjectives used as Nouns :

(a) In the plural sense, describing people, as The good are
happy. "The poor ye have always with you." " Blessed
are the meek."

(6) In the singular sense, to describe a general or abstract
idea, as " From the sublime to the ridiculous.^ He is a
lover of the beautiful, the good, and the true.

(c) In certain phrases, as In common ; in general ; in future ;

through thick and thin ; for better, for worse.

(d) Quantitative adjectives are often used as nouns, as. All is

lost. Few have worked harder. Much has been said, br.t
more remains to be told. We can do but little.

(e) Some adjectives are used completely as nouns and form
plurals, as Romans, Christians, elders, nobles, eatables,
greens, etc.

III. Nouns used as Adjectives. This is a very common use, as the
f.llowing examples show : Brick walls, stone houses, iron gates, silver
thread, jt>a;>er collars, carpet slippers, etc.

IV. The three ordinal numbers, First, Second, Third.

First is really the superlative of /ore (see Chapter VIII.).
Second is from the Latin secundus, following, and has replaced

the word other,

7%irrf was originally thrid. The word Riding, describing a
division of Yorkshire, was formerly written Thridinq,
that is, a third part.

V. • The' with a Comparative. The word the when used
comparative is sometimes an adverb, and means by how much
M much, M The more the merrier. The sooner <A«' better.

bi
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EXEHC.SES.

1, Classify the adjectives in the following passages under

the heads : (i.) Qualitative adjectives, (ii.) Quantitative adjec-

tives, (iii.) Demonstrative adjectives, (iv.) Adjectives used as

nouns, and (v.) Nouns used as adjectives

:

(«) " The way was long, the wind was cold, jj_
The minstrel was infirm and old ; ^v^.

.

His withered cheek and tresses grey ^

Seemed to have h^own a better day

;

The harp, his sole remaining joy,

Was carried by an orphan boy.

'

(6) " Which spills the foremost foeman's life,

That party conquers in the strife."

(c) " Less easy task it were, to show
Lord Marmion's nameless grave and low.

They dug his grave e'en where he lay,

But every mark is gone."

(d) " what a tangled web we weave.

When first we practise to deceive !

"

(e) " Oft before his infant eyes would riui

Such forms as glitter in the Muse's i-ay

With orient hues, unborrow'd of the sun
;

Yet shall he mount and keep his distant way
Beyond the limits of a vulgar fate :

Beneath the Good how far - but far above tho Great."

(/) "Give all thou canst; high Heaven rejects the lore

Of nicely-calculated less or more."

(g) " And everybody praised the Duke
Who this great fight did win.

• But what good came of it at last ?

'

Quoth little Peterkin."
,

C^ '"
2. Form sentences in which the following adjectives are

used : (i.) attributively, (ii.) predicatively

—

tired, ill, heavenly,

ra'pable, able, complete, certain, apparent.

3. Write a short story or a fable without using a single

Adjective of Quality.

1
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4. Explain the Italicised words in the following passages:

(a) ^ "(If we are luaik'd) to live

Tfte fewer men, the greater share of honour."

(/>) Longinus has written a book on " T/ie Subtmi."

(c) " I wish, sir,—
I mean for your particular,—you had not
Join'd in commission with him."

{(I) " Sherlock Holmes was smoking his beft breakfast pipe."

(«) " A little man with a puffy Say-nothing-to-me,-<n-ril con-
tradict-you sort of countenance."

(/) " He is a leader of the Great Unxoashed."

(g) " The Muse has broke the tw'diglU gloom."

(A) " None but the brave deserves the/oir."

P
,nfi:^

CHAPTER VIII.

THE ADJECTIVE: INFLEXION.

"or gender, number
uiglish and Modern

Adjectives are no longer inflected
and case as in Latin, (Jreek, Old 1

(jernian, but only for comparison.

Comparison of Adjectives.

Adjectives have three forms called Degrees of Com-
parison. These are

1. The Positive Degree.
2. The Comparative Degree.
3. The Superlative Degree.

The Positive Degree of an adjective is the adjective
in its simple form, used to point out some quality or
attribute of that which we speak about, as ' A black cat,'
' A. fine day.'

The Comparative Degree of an adjective is that form of
it by means of which we show that one thing, or set
of things, possesses a certain quality or attribute in a
greater degree than another thing, or set of things.
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The Comparative Degree (Utiii lomiMirahmx, tromcomparo

•1 put together') is formed from the Positive by adding to it

the syllable -er, before which mute e is dropped aa 'My

knife is sharj^er than yours'; 'John's book is pretty but mine

is prettUr ' • ' Your parents are rii-Jwr than mine One thing

may be compared either with tme other, or wah ajroup oj

several; and Tgroup of things may be compared either with

another group or with a single thing. Also a thing may be

compared with itself under other ciicumtances, as John is

stouter than 'a j was last year,'

The Superlative Degree (Lat. mperlativus, '
lifting up

above') of an adjective is that form of it which sliowa

that a certain thing, or gioup of things, possesses the

attribute denoted by the adjective iw a greater degree

than any other among several, of which %t %8 orne.

It is formed by adding st or est to the adjective in

the positive deg>'ee; as, greatest, largest, riius ol

several boys in a group, we may say, 'John ^h the tallest.

Of the countries of Europe we may say, England is

the wealthiest'

Ob» 1 Many adjectives, from the nature of the ideas which they

exnresa cannot have comparative and superlative degrees ;
aa, n^ht,

n Z-o^rsiuare, triangular. Sometimes, however, adjectives

a?e used ?n i^sens; which falls short of then; strict njfan.ng. and

Sen they admit of degrees of comparison
«^^•';^7«S"as when

wise be tolerable. For example, extreme, perjet cAte/ as when

V. say. 'Tliis specimen is more perfect tuna that ;
He died m tne

extrerLst misery > ; 'The chiefest among ten thousand.

06* 2. The superlative degree is sometimes used >n an absolute

Ben^ when the t^ing spoken of is not compared with the rest of a

S'but^s regardelas^^possessing a certain quality in a very high

S?ee, as' Hail. rf.V.n..« Melancholy '(J/iYM. In modern English

m^t is uBually prefixed to the positive to express this sense.

There are certain changes in spelling when the inflexions

marking comparison are added :

(1) If the Positive ends in -e, cut off the -e : e.g. hrav-er, fin-eit.

(ii) If the Positive ends in -y, change the y t« i if a consonant

precedes : e.g. pretti-er, merri-eat.

tm\ Words of one syllable ending in a consonant preceded by a

^ ^
shOTt vowel double the consonant to show that the vowel

is short : e-g. ladder, thinnett. ^^

mm
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Irregular Comparison.

Ill the case of some iwJjectives, tlie degrees of conipaiiwn
arc marked by wliat are commonly termed irr^yuUir U.nua
These are the following:

Positive.

Good

Much
Many
Had
Ute
.Nigh]
roi-e

Old
Far
[Forth]

Comparative.

better

more
more
worse
later or latter

Higher
former
older or elder
farther

further

Superlative.

beat

least

most
most
wornt
latest or hist

nighest or next
foremost or fii-st

oldest or eldest

farthest

furthest

Ndtes on the above forma :

(i) Better and beift (=bet-est) are formed fr-ni an old word
ooc<= good.

^
(ii) much is the O.E. ware?,

«
great ' {viicHe is still used ui Scotch

dialect). The form moe for more is found as late as
the time of Shakespeare, e.g. "Here come moe voices"
(Coriolanus, Act ii. Sc. iii. 116).

- (iii) leorse is formed from O.E. weor, 'bad.'

(iv) Liter and latest refer to time; latter and latt (=- latest)
refer generally to position in a series.

(v) near now a positive, is really the comparative of the
U.K. veah (nigh). The three degrees should be: n!ql,
near, next.

''I (old). EldiT
(vi) Elder and eldest are formed from O.E.

cannot be followed by than.

(vii) Far is the O.E. /eor, which was compai.^d feor,fifrra. ft/rrf.
The M has probably been inserted thion h the influpnc-
of further KnA furthest, which are formed from a positive
forth or furth (furth ia still u.<.ed in legnl S. .tch in the
phrase furth of Scotland, 'outside Scotland').

Gomparison by means of 'more' and 'moat.'

Adjectives of more than two syllables and most adjectives
of two syllables do not allow of the formation of comparative
and superlative degrees by mean.s of suffixes. But th same

1;!!

J
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1

ideas are denoted by prefixiii<: tl

the adjective in the positive H ;^rni

Thus, we say Virtuous, mm- virt,

nu/re Imrned, most learns'

adverbs more ir i nw >>

iiSf miist irtuou ; Leai l,

Tlie (liaayllabic adjecti es wliith

paiis«)n are those ending i _y (w
nolient) ; in er ''as t> nder, "uderer

admit of suffixt of coin-

TnWr, : 'rrriest ; I, /i/, liolier,

,.^,.. >..», , ... V-. — ~ , ,.,.„. ^. retC w»e m -hie (&» able,

abler, iblest) ; hose which have tue accent m he last syllable, as

polite, politer, volitesf . severe, nn'^er, sevete.it , and some others,

a» plecuanter, pleiuantct' ; T>itrroiri?r, ruirroxc>M,

Double compar. 7es anrt superlatives.

In O.E. there were »vo superlativ suffixes, ost or -est ami

-ema. Ther-' area few superlative \n English ending in -most\

hindmoM, U itost, m mod, foremost, .itermast !" >st of these are

deriveil fro jiadveriw. They are not comjxMii of the adverb

iiui. but doui)if 3uperlativp-s, foriiied by t, use of both

ten lation* laujid-oxt. irn r n {wars to be a comparative

for 'il fro! '^ O ' -^upe nxefo'ia
uperlativi , are common in the

' ' kin 'er,' 'more braver,' 'the

hoky
)'f

' he most straitest

j > iibji- ( ,u aiativr-i ami
ol'ier writers is ' >vor r 'i

ni)-t luikindcst ^
" ot all

sec! ' etc.
f-j^-^

A EXP:KCl^i.S.

ir>.

Uompar.

-V, em

tie following adjectives : Worthy, magnificent,

'liversnl. copious, sorry, manly, circukir, friendly,

I', tender, sprightly.

2 -^ uses the iovm ferret, as in 'Now drawoth cut,

er t irer twinne' = 'Now draw lots, before we farther

g you consider the more correct form feirer or

/tt,' why 1

3. sentences to show the difference between (i) later

and I ii) older and elder, (iii) farther and further, (iv) less

and feu v) much and many.

^. Comment on the comparative and superlative forms in

the following passages :

(a) "If I had found a fairy in it, I couldn't have been

startleder."

I
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(b) " That was the most unkindest cut of all." {Shaks.)

(c) "I would have been much more a fresher man."
(Shaks.)

(d) That war the most unanimous meeting I have ever
attended.

(e) " The envy of less happier lands." (Shaks.)

(J) "He promised the beautifulest things in the world."

. (Carlyle).

i

:
I'

Mi

Ml

CHAPTER IX.

THE PRONOUN.

Definition.—Pronouns (Latin pro, 'for,' nomev, 'name')
are words which denote persons or things without being

names for them ; as when the speaker, instead of naming
himself or the person to whom he is speaking, says, 'I

am rich
'

;
' You said so

' ; or uses a demonstrative pro-

noun to avoid the repetition of a noun, as 'John has
come home, he is very tired,' instead of ' John is very

tired.'

Pronouns designate persons or things by indicating

some relation in which they stand to other persons or

things, and primarily to the speaker.

Classification.

1. Personal : /, thou, we, you, ye.

2. Demonstrative:

(a) He, she, it, they.

(b) This, that, these, those.

(g) One, ones, vone.

(d) The indefinite demonstratives one, fhey.

3. Reflexive : myf^df, yourself, hivif>elf, etc.

4. Relative or Conjunctive: irlm, trhich, that, (U.

5. Interrogative : who, which, what. X
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1. PERSONAL PRONOUNa

The Personal Pronouns are

:

(a) The Personal Pronoun of the first person.

(6) The Personal Pronoun of the second person.

(o) The Personal Pronoun of the 1st person is the pro-

noun which is used when a person speaks of himself singly

or of himself in conjunction with one or more others, without
mentioning any names. It is declined thus :

Norn.

Poss.

Obj.

Sing.

mine or my
me

Plur.

we.

our or ouTk.

us.

(6) The Personal Pronoun of the 2nd person is the pro-

noun which is used when we speak of the person or persons

spoken to. It is declined thus :

Siiig. Plur.

Norn. thou ye or you.

Poss. thine or thy your or yours.

Obj. thee you or ye.

'liij

.'11!

OBSERVATIONS.

(1) r« was once exchisively nominative and you objective, but
even the l)e8t writers sometimes used i/e as the objective, e.g. "The
more shame for ye, holy men I thought ye" (Shait.). Now you is

imlillerently nominative and objective.

(2) In O.E. only the singular forms of the 2nd personal pronoun
were used in addressing a single person. In ordinary usage the
singular is now restricted to solemn addrasses, as in prayer to the
Deity and in poetry. In Shakespeare's time thou was used as the
pronoun of anection towards clnldren or friends, of good-natured
superiority to servants, and of contempt or anger to strangers.

{a.g. " Prithee, don't (Am and tkou me ; I believe I am as good a
man as yourself.")

At a very early period the plural came to be used in speaking
to a single person. It was at first employed as a mark of special

respect (as when a subject speaks to a King or a son to his father)

as though the person addressed were as good as two or more
ordiuin y people.

VoH and i/oHraie now the ordintiry pronouns of addreM, whetlier

we are speaking to one person or to mure than one.

'I
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(3) The Personal Pronouna have, properly speaking, no Possessive

Case, that is to say, no Possessive Case witn the force of a tub-

itantive. In O.E. when the genitives of these pronouns were used

in the possemve sense, they were regarded as adjectives and inflected

accordingly.

\L^ The forma mjf, our^ your are used only before the noun and are

therefore adjectives. The forms mine, ours, etc., are never followed

by a noun, except in such stock expressions as "mine host," "mia*-
own."

(4) The pronouna of the first and second persons do not mark
distinctions of gender, because when a person speaks of himself or

to another person, the sex, being evident, does not need to be
marked in language by gender, and the plural forms may include

persons of different sexes.

(5) Sovereigns speak of themselves as im in their official capacity.

Editors of newspapers also use the plural form. Sometimes it is

used ironically.

2. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

A DemonstratiTe Pronoun is used for a noun that l:xa

already been employed.

(n) He, she, it, they. This is often called the Third Personal

Pronoun. It is thus declined :

Mate. Fern. NtvU.

Nom. he she it 1 They 1

Obj. him
her, hers its \Sing. their, theirs [Plur.

her it J them.
J

Xote 1.—The plural forms they, etc., must l)e ambiguous as to

Sender, because tliey may be used when speaking of persons of

itferent aexes, or of persons and things togetner.

A^ote 2.—The O.E. feminine of he was heo, which is still used in

Lancashire dialect and pronounced Aoo. The present form she is

the fomiaine of the O.E. demonstrative se.

Note 3.

—

It. The t in this word is a neuter suffix like the t in

what and that and the d in Ijat. id, quod, etc. The O.E. form was
hif, and the aspirate is stilt heard in Soitch dialect. The old

genitive or possessive case was his, e.g. " If the salt have lost hit

savour," etc. Its is comparatively modern. There is only one
instance of it in the Bible {Lev. xxv. 5).

I^ote 4.—The plural forma the;/, etc., are borrowed frjm the O.E.

demonstrative se, and have replaced the forms At', hira, him.

Nott U.

—

Her, thfir, are attributive only ; hers, thrirs, are always
predicative ; Us, its are both attributive and predicative.
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(b) This, that, these, those. These words are adjectives when
used with a noun, but pronouns when used for a noun. When
two things which have been already mentioned are referred to
thii refers to what has been mentioned last, that refers to what
was mentioned before it, as " Virtue and vice oHer themselves
to your choice ; this leads to misery, that to happiness."

^ote 1.
—

^The adverbs here and th/re coinMned with another
adverb form compounds which are often substituted for that a.nd
this preceded by prepositions, thus: therein= in that, hereby ^hi/
this.

Note 2.—The word the ^ lien used with comparatives, as in Uhe
sooner, the better' (see under Article), is really the Instrumental
Case of the O.E. demonstrative se, and means by that (cf. Lat
quo . . .eo).

(e) One, ones, none. One stands for a singular noun ; ones for
a plural, but none may stand for either, as

:

You have two pens ; lend me the finer one. I saw three
white horses und two brown oties. You have three prizes ; J

have none. Give me some salt, please ; I have none.

Note 1.—In the Bible we find none used as an adjective, as
' There is none end of the store and glory." " There was none other
boat there." This tise of none is now obsolete.

-Vote 2.—There is no exact parallel to this use of 07ie and ones in
other languajj'es.

(d) One, they, are used as Indefinite Demonstratives, like the
French on and the German num. One can be iised in the
Objective and the Possessive as well as in the Nominative, as ,

One can hardly believe it. "A quiet conscience makes me
•0 serene." " A sonnet to one's mistress." v;

8. REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS.

The objective case of the Personal Pronouns, and of the
demonstrative he, she, it, may be used in a reflective sense
(Latin refiedo, ' I bend biick '), when an action directly or
indirectly affects the doer of ifc. Thus, in Shakespeare
we have

:

"Til disrobe mo." " I can buy me twentv." " Get thee
wood enough." "Signor Antonio commends him to you."
" Let every soldier hew him down a botigh."

Hi
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JnOldEngliah the ^Mn'sonal pronouns, in whatever cane t>»oy

were uaedT^ere atrengthened by having the adjective silf, i.e xel^

{=tame, compare telfaame), agreeing with them ('I self,' etc.). This

combination of pronoun and adjective is still 8e?n in himself herself,

the7)iselves, oiieself but in the case of the pei-sonai pronouns selfc&me

somehow to be regarded as a substantive, and was preceded by the

Cossessive case (myself, thyself, ourselves, yow^'selves). This coin-

ination is now restricted to the First and Second Personal Pro-

nouns, but was formerly (and quite as properly) used also for the

Demonstrative of the Third Person, as ' nis self,' • their selves.'

The use of the Personal and Demonstrative Pronouns in a
reflexive sense 13 now almost obsolete, and the forms in -self

and -selves have taken their place. They are used in two
ways

:

(i) As the object of a verb, denoting the same person as the

subject, i.e. as Reflexive Pronouns, as 'He killed himself.'

' You will hurt yourselte.'i.'

(ii) To mark emphasis, as ' I myself heard it.' •* Myself am
Hell " {Miltm).

4. RELATIVE OR CONJUNCTIVE PRONOUNS.

A Belative Pronoun is so called because it relates to

some noun or pronoun already used. It is also called

conjunctive because it joins two sentences. The word to

which the relative pronoun refers is called its antecedent.

The relative pronouns are

:

(a) Who and what. Who refers only to pcisons, and docs

not by its form mark gender, number, or person. It. is

declined

:

who
"I

whose !- Sing and Plur.

whom J

Nom.
PDSS.

Obj.

Examples

:

You who have done this damage must repair it

Ho is a man whose appearance is pleasing.

T never saw the man vihom you spoak of.

Sometimes its antecedent is omit tod. as

:

" fFho steals my purse, steals trash."

Ii
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^h.1 wa.a iiiB. neuter of wjb, and a& a substantive in the
nominative or objective only denotes a thing, and now never
relates to any antecedent except the neuter that, which, niore-
ovcr, is aIway8_oiiatted
The old genitive of what was whose (O.E. hwaes), and is still

used as an ordinary relative in poetry, as

:

" I could a tale unfold whose lightest word," etc.

The adjectival v.ue of what in the relative sense is seen in :

I gave him wfuit help I could.

(h) Whirh iannwJ^^A pr,<;..a«-y
"fflflti"? rektitifr t^ n,.im alg

>tnd things. Tt was originally a compound of the relative hua
(^who) and -lie ( = like), and was equivalent to the I^tin
qualis ( = of what sort 1). It was formerly used like who, as in

" Our Father, which art in Heaven."

Which, precedftdby a prepnsitiQn^isjaftanjfiflacfid hy.where,
as wherein = in which, whereto = to which.

(c) That is the oldest of our relative pronouns. It is the
neuter of the O.E. demonstrative se, seo, thoet.

^^"^!'-y^~^!SJ^^*L^.^^\^y3±^JiiSty' relat»*iU»«r4i) peraons
or things. It is umudseted, and - a«v«i! biM- «^ pc'«po&ition
placed before it

^•S.—That cannot now be used in all cases where who can
bejjMd. A^ clause beginning with that limits or defines the

Hence, we cannot

__ auoo jcgiiiiiiu^ wii/u uiMi iimiu or aennes tne
oun tojv]uch^jt refersj and IS therefore improper when that
oiin does not admit of furthgr limitation.

' Thomas that died yesterday.'
• My father that is in America.'

(d) As. The word as is often used as a substitute for_a^

tskMXifirQUOUU* espeoiaUy alter mme and mcK^'ai:

' This is not the same as that'
' His character is not such as I admire.'

N.B.—The relative pronoun is often omitted, an :

' That is the per.son I spoke of.'

But it ia not now omitted unless, if expressed, it would be m the
objective caae. ^

^
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I

5. INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

Interrogative Pronouns are used in asking queptiona.

They are who, what, which.

JVho is used of persons only, and is declined like the

relative who.

What ia the neuter of who. It is now indeclinable, and is

used both as a substantive and as an adjective.

ffhich is a compound (ace above), and is used both as a

substantive and as an adjective.

Examples.

" JFho is on the Lord's side, who 1

"

" Unto what shall I liken this generation ?

"

" Here are two roads : which will you uke ] "'

"I

EXERCISES.

1. Explain the nature and use of the pronouns italicised in

tho following passages

:

(a)
" I had as lief not be as live to be

In awe of such a thing as I mipcJf."

lit) '''^fexi conscience^ictutes to be done,

_^ Or warns mg'^^to do,

.
j /lV^'- 'I'll''* teach me moio than hell to shun,

'^ TIujU more than heaven pursue."

fcdare do all that may become a man,
. m . I*

yS/^ jLawIu) dares do more is «*»«•"

{o) '

*'*^ " This is servitude—

To serve the unwise, or him whu liath rebelled

Against his worthier, as thine now serve Ihee,

Thyself not free, but to thyx<lf enthralled."

(e) " Try what repentance can : ^hat can it not

;

Yet what can it, when one can not repent ?

"

(/) "I have lived my life, and that which I liave done

May H€ within Himself make pure 1

"

!• !i

iMi*i
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4/,

(g)
" IHuit we oft do best,

By sick interpreters, once weak ones, ia

Not ours or not allowed."

(h) " fVe are no tyrant, but a Christian king."

2. The antecedent of the neuter relative ' which ' is often
the fact stated in a previous sentence, or the (implied) gerund
or infinitive which expresses that act or fact in an abstract
manner, as, "The kings two sons are stolen away and fled,

which (namely, the fact that the king's two sons are st-olen

away and fled) puts upon them suspicion of the deed." State
clearly what ' which ' stands for in the following sentences

:

He promised to follow my advice, which was the best thing
he could do. We studied hard all the morning, after which
we went for a walk. "And, which is more than all these
boasts can be, I am beloved of Hermia." "I see thee still,

and on thy blade and dudgeon gouts of blood, which was not
so before." " Thou didst smile, which raised in me an under-
going stomach {i.e. courage to endure)"

3. Distinguish the uses of the word Ihat in the following
sentences

:

Is that the hand, that did Ithese valiant deeds 1. "There
is that scattereth and yet increaseth." Remember that
old saying :

' He that runs may read." " All people that on
earth do dwell." "On the day that thou eatest thereof thou
shalt surely die." "Hadst thou but seen that that this

knight and I have seen." " That thou doest, do quickly."

4. Join each of the following pairs of sentences into one by
using a relative pronoun instead of the pronoun which is

italicised:

(fl) That picture was painted by my brother. You liked

it so much.

(6) Why, Harry, do I t«ll thee of my foes? Thou art my
near'st and dearest enemy.

(c) He shall bo my brother. He sheds his blood with me
today. '

{d) I am contented. / am poorer than you.

{r) They are but faint-hearted. Their courage fails in time
of danger.

\

^ ^
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( f) I could a tale unfold. Its lightest word would harrow

up thy soul.

(g) This cloth is not the same. I asked for tluit (cloth).

(h) The fortress was soon captured. The defeated troops

had fled to it.

(j ) I saw the captain. You are going to sail in his ship.

{k) He had many heavy burdens to bear. The pressure of

them nearly crushed him.

5. Make five sentences contjvining (1) the indefinite pronoun

one in the possessive case, (2) un interrogative pronoun in the

objective case, (3) the pronoun ourselves used reflexively,

(4) the pronoun ourselves used to mark emphasis, (5) the

relative pronoun as in the objective case.

6. Steele, the Essayist, wrote in 1711 a "Humble Petition

of iriio and IFhich," and made the petitioners say, " We are

descended of ancient families and kept up our dignity and
honour many years, till the jack sprat thut supplanted us."

Criticise the statement of the petitioners.

CHAPTER X

THE VERB: CLASSIFICATION.

Definition. A verb is a word by means of which we
can say something about some person or thing.

The word which stands for what is spoken about is

called the subject of the verb, and is in the nominative

case. In relation to the Subject, the verb is called the

Predicate.

A verb tells ua with regard to wliat is spoken about that it does

something, or that it is in some state, or that it has something
done to it.

CLASSIFICATION OF VERBS.

Verbs are divided into two classes

—

1. Transitive Verba. 2. Intransitive Verba.

\

^i
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A Tr ditive (l^̂ v/iraninre, 'to go acroaa^^ the action

pa8sin^ over, as it were, froin the doer of it to tlie object

of itkVerb ia one wjuch denotes ^ao^action or feejjng

which is jii-ftfitnd towards Bome pbject; as, strike, 'He
sffikea the ball

'
; Utdb, ' He lovex his fatlier.' The

word which stands for the object of the action described

by the verb is called the olDtject of the verb. It is put in

the objective case. T.he_grajjMua^icaZ object o£ a^wrb
must not be confojinded .with the reoi object of tiic

actioj}.

An Intransitive Verb is one which denotes a state or

condition, or an action or ft'eling which is not directed

towards an ohjfct ; as, to be, to divell, to sit, to rejoice, to

run. Verbs of this kind are sometimes called Neuter
Verbs.

Intransitive verbs used transitively.

Some verbs, generally intransitive, are aometinu'.'-

U.se(l tranfiitively, as:

{He ran away. Intrans.

He ran a thorn into his finger. Trans.

{The child speaks already. JrUranx.

He speaks several languages. I'rans.

/I walked to town. Intrans.

\I walked my bicycle to the repairer's. Tram,

Transitive verbs used intransitively.

{He moved the stone. Trans.

The stone moved. Intrant.

(I opened the door. Tram.
\The door Ot oned. Intrans.

/The horse drew the cab. Trans.

\The army drew near the town. Intrant.

The second verb may, however, be regarded as reflexive

with itself understood after it. Thus compare ihe door

opened (itself) with the French 'la porte s'ouvrit,' and the \

German 'die Tiir o^ne/f «(/i.' /.

M.G. IN. I /V*-V^
^

\
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I

!
I

1:

'}^ Otber classes of verbs.

Besides these two main elass4-.s of verbs there

three other kinds of verbs to be distiiijjuiHhed

:

RFH

1. Verbs of Incornplele Predication. These are verbs whicii

do not make a complete statement uiile«s they are followed

by a noun or an adjective or a verb in the itiniiitive mood.

'He is,' 'Henry can,' 'The meeting became,' 'All seem,'

are expressions without meaning. We give them meaning
by adding a significant word. Thus

:

' He is captain.'

• Henry can shoot.'

• The meeting became uproarious.'

•All seem pleased.'

2. Auxiliary and Notional verbs. The amiliary (T^at.

auxiliuin, 'help') verbs are six in number be, have, shall, will,

may, do, and are used, as we shall see later, to help to make
the different forms of the verb. I am going, I have goife, I

shall go, he will go, (though) he vmy go, does he go, are all

different parts of the verb go.

But these six little verl)s have also moainngs of their own.

Thus, in 'I have a large garden,' have conveys the notion of

possession. In 'I will be heard,' will conveys the notion of

determination. In ' Maij I come in?' way denote." permission.

Hence these verbs, when so used, are sometimes called

Notional verbs. ^^j»/v-

S. Impersonal verhs. These are verbs which are used in the

3rd person singu lar, \\ ith a~v^|ug„siil)je(T7?pTo express 7iL*
grTTTTiiX v»y t^liiir iiulili iniiTT^ninr nrrrrr a state existing*

"KTost of them denote ^yeather-phenonlt'tla, as, it rains, it

snows, it licihtfns. In Old English tjiere"were many ijupersonal

verbs, which had no subject expressed, but which were

"accornpanied hv a personal pronoun in the objective or dative

to denote the person afl'ccted.

Thus, the hungreth = (it) hungreth thee, i.e. ' Thou art hungiy.'

Him gmerte=' (it) smarted him, i.e. 'He was hurt.'

We 9i 11 have two of these verbs without a suliject, i.e. methinkt

fO.E. methipirth, 'it seenis to me') and me-teemg. ff you please

( = if it please you, like the Latin «' tihi placet) ilhisttates the same
construction, but tlie j/ou has been taken as a ncTiiinative, and the

verb pUate as a percnal verb. Hence, if J please, if they pleatt.

1 I.

Hi
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1. Show, by sentences, that the i lowing verbs can bo

used both transitively and iritransitvely (or reflectively)

Sink, return, run, twist, start, grow, fuutm, shake, swear, halt.

2. Point oiit the verbs in the following passages and saA

to which class (whether transitive or intransitive orjm^^jOJuU^i

verb of incomplete predication) i . .^-^
(o) " And now, fair dames, methinka I see /y^^-^^ ~

You listen to my minstrelsy ; ^ .

.

'

Your waving locks ye backward throw, .•>—

And sidelong bend your necks of snow : -^-'

Ye seem to hear a melting tale, .,>. -
Of two true lovers in a dale." i

(*)

^

' When in other climes, we meejL<^'\^v^

Some isle or vale enchanting, ^w»'t4«-
^ ^^^

Where all looks flowery, wild and sweet^^^i*^ 2 ^^^
And nought but love is wanting : >^vt. Sfi^M- " <^
We think how great had been oiuubliss Mt-^^^r-, Q -^^
If Heaven had but assign'd us X/^A'"'^^ ^
To live and die in scenes like thi8,^fcA'v>#

With some we've left behind u8."yi(AA«iA*

" The vapours linger round the heigh

They melt and soon must vanish
; ^

One hour is theirs, nor more is mine-
Sad thought ! which I would banisL^vv^

But that 1 know, where'er I go, /CCZ«o

Thy genuine image, Yarrow \ . ^

Will dwell with me, to heighten joy -*

And cheer my mind in 8orrow."y<iN*>-

-^ (

.^fRM

CHAPTER XL

THE VERB: INFLEXIONS.

(^ Verbs adip^^ ^^f
^ba fnllnwing rn"^'^""*^'""" • yblca,JHQod,

•^pnse. Number. Pgrppn.

usel^ auxiliary verbe.
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VOICE.

Voicej§_the form of a, verb by means of which we
Si^aWJVfhethQT the subiject of the sentence 8tan<7sTur the
doerT or for tiie object of the action spoken ot by the
verb. There are two voices

:

I .

1. The Active Voice. 2. The Passive Voice.

Definition :

The Active Voice is made up of those forms of a verb which
denote that the subject of the sentence stands for the doer ofthe
action described by the verb; as, 'The boy slrilfs the ball,'

' The cat killed the mouse.

The Passive Voice is made up of those forms of a verb
which denote that the subject of the sentence stands for the
object of the action described by the verb ; as ' The ball is

struck by the boy.' ' The mouse uas killed by the cat.'

The same action may be expressed by either voice, but then
the word that is the ohjed of the active verb must be the
subject of the passive verb, y^ JL,^^^^

Formation of Passive Voice.

The Passive Voice of a verb is formed by prefixing the
various parts of the verb be to the perfect participle of the
verb. The perfect participle of a transitive verb is passive
in meaning.

OBSERVATIONS.

(i) In the strict sense of the ab<we definition only transitive
verbs can properly be used in the passive voice. But [ix EukUsIi a
nounjjor pronoun) in t.h«> «»hj«whivA case follow'ing a verb and
jir^.prMiit.inn, or tlifl JnHirBpf. objcf.t t>f a. verbKmay be made the
subject of a complex passive phrase, as, • He spoke to the man—The
man was spoken to.' ' They took great care of him—He was token
great care of.' So, ' He was promised a new coat.' ' The dead were
refused burial.

(ii) Some intransitive verbs have their perfect tenses formed by \means of the verb be, followed by the past or perfect participle ; as, i

• I am come.' ' He is gone.' Great care must be taken not to con-
jfound these with passive verbs. The sign of the passive voice ia /

not the verb be, but the pcmive participle that follows it
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(Hi) TranHJtive verlm are soiiietini«i> lined in the active with a

•ort of paaaive Hignitioution, e.g. 'Tlie meat cuIm t<>ii};li- I'Ik' ificui

vt tough when it is cut.'
' The cakes eat nhort ami ciist» I'Ik < ;ik( h

are short and criap when they are eaten.' 'The book y/an Hclling

wellsThe book uhu being sold well.'

MOOD.

Moods (that is Modes, li in Lat. modus, 'a maniuT )

\

are certain variations of form in verbs, l»y int^Atm gl

which we can show tli; mode or manner in which the

action 5r fact denoted h\ the verb is connected in our

thought with the thing that is spoken ot

There are four moods

:

A. Three Finite Moods.

1. The Indicative Mood.

2. The Imperative Mood.
3. The Snbjtmctive Mood.

B. The Infinitive Mood.

A. The Finite Moods.

1. The Indicative Mo< I {or Mood of Fact)

The Indicative (I^at. indie ire, 'to point out') Mood
comprises those forms of a verb which are used when t\

statement, question, or supposition h-\s relation to sonu-

event or state of things whu^h is regarded by the speaker

as actual, and independentof his thought about it; as,

' He struck the ball,' ' We shall set out to-morrow.' ' If

he wcLS guilty, his punishment was too light.'

2. The Imperative Mood (or Mood of Volition).

The Imperative (Lat. imperare, ' to command ') Mood is

a form of the verb by means of which we utter a com-

mand, request, or exhortation ; as, ' Give me that book.'

' Oo away.' The subject of a verb in the imperative

mood is usually omitted, but may be expras.sed ; as, " Go
tkou and do likewise."

'When we express our will in connection with the. first or third

person, we either employ the subjunctive mood (as "Cursed be he

that first cries hold.'' "Oo uv to the king"), or make use of the

w
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t f[

i:

iiufwiutiva let (wbich is of the second persr.ii, with ita auHject
omitted), followed by au infinitive complement, as, ' Let us pray

'

^Let huu be heard.' lliese aie not imperative forma of pra^ and

a TAe Subjunctive Mood {or Mood of Conception).

The Sul^Junctive (Lat. suhjuvgere, ' to join on to *) Mood
comprises those forms of a verb which are used when a
statement, question, or supposition has relation to an
event or state of things which is only thought of, and
which is not treated by tht speaker as matter of fact,
independent of his thought about it.

/ ^.^-S? \^-^ Subjunctive is empioved (i) to express a tcill or ivixh

^^. -Ihy kingdom coww")
; (Ji) in clauses denoting i^MrBo;.*- (as "See

that all 6« in readiness," "Govern well thy appetite, lest sin sur-
pnse thee ); (ni) m clauses denoting the purport of a wish or
command (a& "The sentence is that the prisoner be imprisoned for
life ) ;

(IV) to express a supposition or wish contrary to the fact, or
not regarded as brought u,- the test of actual fact (as ' If he were/j
hare he would think differently," Oh ! that it were possible')^ >y

^erb >n the Subjunctive Mood is generally (but not alwSys)
preceded by on3 of the conjunctions if, that, lest, though, vides*, etc.;
but the Subjunctive Mood is not always necessary after these
conjunctions, nor is the conjunction a part of the mood itself.

In modern English the simple present or past tense of the Sub-
junctive Mood is often replaced by phrases compounded of the
verbs may, might, and xhould, which for that reason are called
auxiliary, or helping verb.i. Thus, for 'Lest sin turprite thee.' wenow commonly say, ' Lest sin should surprise thee.'

B. The Non-finite or Infinitive Mood (See Chapter XII.).

TENSfi.

Tenses (Latin tempus, ' time ') are varieties of form in
verbs, or compound verbal phrases made with the help of
auxiliary verbs, which indicate partly the time to which
an action or event is referred, and partly the completeness
or incompleteness of the event at the time referred to.

There are three divisions of time—the Present, the Past,
and the Future. There are also three 'vays in which an
action or event may be viewed :

1. It may be spoken of as incomplete, or still going on. A
tense which indicates this is called an imperfect tense.
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A tense which indi-/'
/

2. It may be spoken of as complete,

cates this is called a perfect tense.
^

/

3. It may be spoken of as one whole, without describing it

as complete or incomplete in relation to other actions. A
tense which does this is called an indefinite tense.

An action may be viewed in these three ways with reference

to past, to present, or to future time. We thus get

Nine Primary Tenses.

1

.

The Past Imperfect ( or Progressive), showing that at a

certain past time an action was going on ; as, I was taiting;

I was being taught.

2. The Past Perfect, showing that r a certain past

time an action was complete ; as, I had written ; I had been

taught.

3. The Past Indefinite (or Preterite), speaking of the

action as one whole referred to past time ; as, / wrote

;

J tms taught.

1. The Present Imperfect (or Progreasive), sho.zing that

an action is going on at the present time ; as, / am writing;

1 am being taught.

J 2. The Present Perfect, showing that at the present

\ time a certain action is complete ; as / hare mitten ; I have

been taught.

3. The Present Indefinite, speaking of the action as one

whole, referred to present time; as, J write ; I am taught.

1. The Future Imperfect (or Progressive), showing that

at a certain future time an action will be going on ;
as,

/ shall be writing ; I shall be being taught.

2. The Future Perfect, showing tliat at a certain future

time an action will be complete ; as, / dall have written ; J

shall have brm taught.

3. The Future Indefinite, speaking of an action as one

whole, referred to future time ; / shall writ':; I sliall be

Jaught.

From thi« table it appears at once that p«rf<'<'f. .ind pnH are not

the Banie. When we say, '/ hare vritta,,' although the act of

writing tonk place in past time, yet the completeneM ot the action

(whicli is what the tense indicates) is referred to pretenl time.

Hence the tense ia a preient tenee.

B.

Si-N^"

I i
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Secondary Tenseit. ^ -"
I

Besides the Pdmary Tenses we have the following

:

The Present Perfect of continued action —I have been iwUing.

The Past Perfect of continued action— I had been writing.

The Future Perfect of continued action—I shall have been
wiiting.

n
i

ail

'!

FORMATION OF TENSES IN THE ACTIVE VOICE.

The Present Indefinite and the Past Indefinite in the
Active Voice are the only two tenscvS formed by inflexion.

The Imperfect tenses are formed by the indefinite tenses
of the verb be, followed by the imperfect participle.

The Perfect tenses are formed by means of the inde-
finite tenses of the verb have, followed by the perfect//*

participle. ^
Comparative Table of Tennes in English, Latin, Greek,

French, and German.

AcTivK VoiCK.

—

Indicativk Mood.

Prttnt.
Indef.

Jnptrf.
Per/tet

Fait.

Indff.

Imperf.

Ptrftet.

Pvltirt.

Itidff.

Imptrf.

Perfiet.

Ptrffet of
ron'iimetl
artion.

Kriglish. Utln.

Hs writes
He is writing
He has written

He wrote
He was writing

He had written

He will write
He will be writ-
ing

He will have
written

Ho hafl l>eeD

writing

scribit
scrihlt

sorii.9it

gcripxlt
scrilwbat

8cri{i»en»t

Bcribet
scribet

(icripserlt

Greek.

y'ypa<^

rypai^ff

eypa^c

iytypa^i,

ypd>liu

French.

il *crit
il «crit
il a icrit

II dcrivit

il icrivait

f il avuit licrit

I
il cut tcrit

il 6crira
il ^crira

German.

er Hchreibt
er schroibt
cr hat Keschrloben

er schrieb
er schrieb

er hatte gcschrieben

er wird schrefben
er wird «chreiben

U aurs icrit or wird geschriebcn
h..ben

Tho Future tenses are formed by moans of (ho
auxiliary vorV)S ohdll ami irilt, followed by (' c infinitive

mood : shaii being used for the first person, tvill for the

\
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second and third in affirmative principal sentcmccs ; but

in subordinate clauses, after a relative, or such words as

if, when, as, though, unlem*, uvHl, etc., the verb nhall is

used for all three persons ; as, ' If it shall be rihoved
'

;

" When He shall appear we si>all be like Uim."JrJa^^*'

N.B.—For the other uses of shall and will see Chapter XIV.

'V

X

^ USES OF THE TENSES.

'--^' The Present Indefinite Tense is used

:

1. To state what is actually taking place, as, "Here comes

tl^e rain."

J''^2. To state what frequently or habitually takes place, or is

* universally true, as, " It raim here daily "
;
" Honesty is the

ji
' l)e8t policy."

3. In lively narrations a person often imagines himself to

be present at the events he is describing, and so uses the

present tense (Historic Present) in speaking of past events.

4. !t if used for the future vrhen the real time is fixed by
Vi^e context, as, " We start next Monday for the Continent^^^

^^^flesides its ordinary use, the Past Indefinite Tense is

used

:

1. With the force of an Imperfect, as, "They danced while

I pkf/ed."

2. To express what happened frequently or habitually, as,

"In those days people ate without forks."

The combination of the verb be with the pa.ssive participle

may denote either an action, or the results of the action. In

"Every house is built by some man," is hvilt is a present

indefinite tense, of the passive voice of the verb hiUd. In

"This house is built of stone," built is used as an adjectivp,-

Use of the niLxiliary do in Indefinite Temfsir.

Tlie auxiliary do is used in four ways

:

(1) To repliirc tht Present and Past Indefinite Tenses: ^

" You all do knmo this mantle."

" They did $et bread before him and he did eat."

A.
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(2) In negative sentences

:

He did not come. You do not hear ma
(3) In interrogative sentences

:

Did he come 1 Do you hear me 1

(4) To mark emphasis

:

It did rain when I was out last night.

She does paint well.

(Here a stress must be laid on did and does.) r^

T> NUMBER
Number

F.
^>^ Momoer is a modification of i-he form of a verb by

means of which we show whetner the verb is spoken of

one person or thing, or of more than one. Tliere are,

therefore, two numbers in verbs, the Singular and the
Plnral, corresponding to the two numbers in substantives.

\
Person is a modificat

we indicate whether tF

^

PERSON.

>n of the {(frva of verbs, by whicli

^)eaker speaks tA Xxwu^Al, or
speaks of the person or ^litsons addressed, or spettks of
some other person or thinr. "^.^

There are three personaT \
1. The<First P^on.
2. Thei Second Pe^on.
3. Th# Third PersoiK. ^

The Pirgt Person is used when the speaker speak* of him
self either singly or with others.

The Second Person is used when the suhjcot of the verb
stands for the person or persons spoken to.

The Third Person is used when the subject of the verb
lenotes neither the speaker nor the person spoken to.

EXERCISES.

1. Explain the use of the Subjunctive Mood in each of the
following sentences

:

Take care that dinner he ready for me by two o'clock. If

you ttw« generous, you would help me. Oh ! that it wtr%

S'^r.J
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with me as in the days that are pattt ! Bowai^ lest sonething
worse happen to you. I would I urre a waiver. " A south
west Mow on ye and blister you all o'ew." If he ivere to

swear to it, I would not believe it. Pe^e be to his ashes
Live temperately that you may live long.

lids lest the gems should blind my pu
you succeed, or all is lost, "//oof not
purpose, stefled the Uiearts of men, th

melted." "If wish

"Though gods they
gives thee, see thou keep.

" I closed my eye-

se." Heaven errant

od, for some stiong

must perforce have
v}ere horses, teggars would ride.''

e, as men tUey died." "What he

the verb do in the following2. Distinguish the uses

s^^tences

:

He certainly does talk mostVer-sfctently. •• Why do these

steeds stand ready dightl" "SBori halt did Deloraine make
there." "Sweet Phoebe, do not^iorn me, do imt, Phoebe."
" His hair did bristle on his head."

,

so early a\valvc 1 " " If thou dost

hanged to feed the crow." lie dl

you. " The tide did now its flood/

k" Why does fair Margaret
klet me go, Til have thee

OTeak the window, I tell

larKN^ain.

3. Change the following sentences soy^ as to u.se passive

verbs i?istcad of active verbs : [

The hciidma.ster promised us a half-holidkv. The Cabinet
arrived at a dofinito conclusion l»cfore 6 o'clock. One Norman
knight, at the head f)f a few warriors, .scattered the Celts of

Connaught. The King bestowed many English estates on
the Normans. The founders of the Anglican Church took a
middle course. The officers conspired against their new chief.

The commander determined on a change of tactics One may
accomplish many things by a little effort. His conduct well

illustrates the whole policy of his house. A hundred thousand
soldiers will keep down ten millions of ploughmen. It was
imp«>8sible to alwlish kingly government. Cromwell had
now vanqui.shed King, Lords and Commons in turn.

4. Show the Voice, Mood, Tense, Number and Person of

the itiiHrkM verbs in the follow ing sentences, and add any
explanations you think n^^esaary ;

(1) " He is govfi on the mnmitaiu

;

He is lost to the forest."
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I

KV

(2) Mr. Pincro's new drama reads very well.

(3) " Think we King Harry strong."

(4) " Duncan comes here to-night."

(5) ''A stitch in time saves nine."

(6) Few of us were allowed our expense*.

y^) Pray, teach the boy a little grammar.

(8) The report is being circulated widely.

(9) Long live the King

!

(10) His life has been lived in vain.

(11) The manager thinks the new play uvill take well.

(12) It has been raining all night.

(13) "Are you crept hither to see the wrestling 1"

5. Separate the following sentences into two groups, one

containing those in whicli the verb be and the perfect parti-

ciple form a tense of the passive voice, the other containing

those in which the participle is a mere qualitative adjective:

The ship wa.s built by contract. The ship was built of iron.

1 Ic was stretched upon the rack. He was stretched upon his

bed. The string is stretched too tight. The captives were

already slain. They were slain by onjer of the captain. The
I)nor man is badly hurt. The poorS^ man was hurt. The
troops were surprised by the enemy, i was surprised by his

behaviour I am .surprised that you dk) not see that. The
prisoner was starved to death. The chilch;en are famished.

\

CHAPTER XII.

THE VERB: INFINITIVE, (iERUND AND
PARTICIPLE.

Thki!K arc sovcnil voilt-fonu.s which are often clas-sed

to;;ellier as (,h(> Non finite Verb or the Verb Infinitive,

bc(!iauM(^ tlipy iire not liiuiffil jis ri';,'ards in isoii, uuuibor

and tiiiii', like the throe moods dtalt with in the last

chapter.
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These verb-forms may be distinguished by the three
Daines

:

1. The Inflnitivs.

2. The Qerund.

3. The Participles.

1 1 know

1. THE INFINITTVE.

The Infinite mood expres^s the action or state denoted
by the verb without retereace to person, number or time.

It may be atWched to a Subject in dependent phrases

( = the accusati\e and the pifinitive), as:

n to be honest.'

fall'

ig it a Mood.

orce of a mibfifantive and may
ject or as the object of another

positions (naniely fo and bnl)

t properly a mood at all.

saw hit

,the

sul

This justifies us

It commonly hi

be used either as th

verb or after cortai

When thus used it is

the following examples

(o) To drive

(h) I love to

(c) He can (h

(</) He does

calll

Kote

lotor requires skill,

a moror.

<ve ns own motor,

othiinr but drive a motor.

In each of these exantples th^word drive has the force of a

verb and also of a noun. \

It is a verb because in each sentence it governs the noun
tnofor in the objective ease. It is a\noun because in sentence

(a) it is the auhjeet of the verb retpi'iirs ; in sentence (b) it is

the object of the verb lore ; ^n sentence (c) it acts as the

complement of the iticomnietc verb am ; and in sentence (d)

it i.s governed by the preposition hit.

You will notice ih.it the pref)ositinn fo is not always to be
found with the inlinitivc. It is not used .ifter the v('v)y> nnmf,

run, Jrf, linn; bill, innkf, xrr, hear, Jed, need, uor aiier the

auxiliaries shall, will, may, do.
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Obs. The infinitive in also used with the force of an adverb to

denote (a) purpose, (b) de$tination ov (c) result, (rf) after adjectives

exprescing emotion or desire^ and (e) in certain absolute constructiona

Examples (a) He came to see me.

I was left to finish the work.

(6) They called him worthy to be loved.

I was bound to see it out.

(c) He was so weak as to give way.

(rf) We were all anxious to go.

(e) To tell the truth, I have no faith in him.

2. THE GERUND.

A Oerund is a suh^tuntive formed from a verb by
the suffix -ing, and wlien formed from a transitive verb
it has tlie governing power of the verb. Examples:

(a) Driving a motor requires skill.

{h) I love driving a motor.

(c) Ho oariis his living by driving a motor.

Here yon sec that the Gerund is used in very much the
same way n= the iiifiuitive. It is both a verb and a noun.
It takes a direct object after it and it serves as the subject

of the verb in sentence (a), as the object in sentence (/'), and
it is governed by a preposition in sentence {r).

When this form in -ing is preceded by fhe and followed by
of, as in the sentence :

' Tlie driring of a motor requires skill,'

it I)econies more of a noun and less of a verb, and is generally

called a Verbal Noun.

The gerunds of the verbs hare ano hf help to form com-
pound gerunds, as

:

He went crazy though hnving lost his fortune.

Ho is desirous of being admired.

». THE PARTICirr.ES.

P(irfiriplr.<i arc verbal adjortivea, so called boranse

they jxtrtiih' of the nr.ture both of a verb arid f)f an
adjective (Lat. partic'pare^io partake). There arc two

1
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participles formed by inllexion, (i) the present or imper-

fect iu -ing, (ii) the past or perfect in -en, -n or -ed, etc.

(i) Present Participle in -ing.

(a) The chauttieur is driving the lybtor to-day.

(b) Driving his motor round th« corner he ran into a

cart.

(c) I saw him (fnVtn^is motoWdown the hill.

(d) He was out in the\riving min.

Participles are those non-finitl^ forps that are used partly

as verbs and ptirtly as adjectives.

In sentence (a) drivimj has a veWal force because it forms

with is the Present Imperfect TciAe of the verb driie, and

also governs the noun mvlor in the objective.

It is used as an adjective b/cauip it describes tlio noun

chaufftur.

in seiitence (b) driving governy an obj^it and also describes

the subject he. In sentence {c) ft governsymo/w and describes

the object him. In sentence {&) it does not show its verbal

foice so clearly, and so may l>e called a participial adjective.

(ii) Past Participle in -en, -n, -ed, etc.

(a) He was driven to the station,

(i) Driven out of the house by the noise, I took a stroll

in tho park,

(c) This cloth is as white as the driven snow.

In sentence («) driven forms with vas the Past Indefinite

Indicative of the Passive Voice, and it also descri!)e8 lie. I >

('<) driven describes the subject /, and it is also part of the

passive voi e of tli'i verb dri-e. In (c) its verbiil forte is i..)l

quite 80 c' ar, and it may be called a participial adjective.

The Infinitive and the Gerund, then, are alike in be)i;g

used as nouns, '.vhile still retaining *he power that a verb has

of governing an object. There is one diflerence in their use,

and that is.that ivhorcas the Infinitive is only usccl after two

Prepositioiis {to and hut), the Gerund may be upjd afttr any

PreposiMon. Thus we may say Ij driiing, from Jr'ving,

ihiough (/':-• ig, '^ driving, etc.

The two P.iiliciples are rliko in being partly verbt and

partly adjectives.

wmammmmimm
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•:

I
i)

EXERCISES.

1. Show how the Infinitive is used in the followine
sentences

:

(rt) " To obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the
fat of rams."

{b) " I dare do all that may becotae a man."
(c) "Full many a flower is horn to blush unsoen."
{(l) " To err is huri^n, to forgive/divine."

(e) " They love to seisxhc flaniidg forge
And hear the belrows roir."

(/) It is pretty to see thVn cArryiiig the childrto,

(g) To tell tlie truth, I thVitf you are to blaim for trying to
sUep to kill time.

(h) Methinks 'tis idle to laf^t^^

(j) He asked to be allowed to einilain.

(k) " Art thou a man and/shaiiVst tliou not to beg^"
(I) " To be or nol /o U~qvdt is the question."

(m) IIo came /-/ (jlaat oven my misrortunes.

1". Classify the forms Sn ing in 'the following .sentences
under the heads : Al)straci Noun in -m^ Gerund and Present
Participle

:

/

(a) He strode up the hall bowing right and left.

(h) " By the pricking of my thumbs sometiiing wicked this
way comes."

(c) He loves to hear the little brook a-gurgiing.

((/) "Quitting ihe forest we advanced into the open plain."

(«) Ho died in c(jiisequence of pricking his hand with a
poisoaed rlagger.

(/) Out of the houses the rats came tumbling.

((^) Haning ac ulenta. we will be with you to-morrow.
(h) " Always roa ,ing with a hungry heart

Much have I seen and known."

(;) " J)o not go agathering after gall."

(k) " May there be no moaning of the bar
When I put out to sea."

HP
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(I) In avoiding Scylla you fall into Charylxlii.

(in) He set:ms to be ploughing the sand,

(n) There was a great gathering of the clans,

(o) " A widow-bird sate mounting for her love."

(p) Have you read "The hunting of the snark" T

3. Fori.; sontences showingybach of the following words aa

(i) participles, (ii) gerunds, (iil) verltal nouns: Cryivg, sailing,

runiiiuij, doitw, keeping, tellingJsinging, stamping, reading, telling.

CHAPTER XIII.

[E VEltl?: CONJUGATION.

Thk Conjugation of a /Verb is the foiiuation of all the

inflexions and fconibinanons used to indicate Voice, Mood,

Tense, Numlx^riand Person.

There are twi cla-ssei of verbs in English, distinguished

by the fonnatton of/ the Past Indefinite or Preterite.

These are

:

\

A. Vtobs It the Strong Conjugation.

B. Vd^bs ht the Weak Conjugation.

tie Strong Coiungation.

The Past Indefinite of verbs of the Strong Conjugation

is formed by modifying the vowel-sound of the root.

Tills tense was originally formed 1)y reduplication, that is by

repeating th'^ root <'f the verb. By the successive omission of the

final consonant of the fust root and the initial consonant of tlie

second, and the wrakeiiing and ultimate Mending into one of

the tvio vowel sounds thus brought together, the resulting form

appeared as if produced by modifying the vowel sound of the

original root.

The Perfect Participle of all verbs of the Strong Conjugation

was originally foinied by the (adjective) suffix -en and the prefixed

particle ge. The suffix -en has now disappeared from manv verbs,

and the prefix ge, after being softened to y or i, was finally dropped.

This Conjugation contains no verba but such as are of the old

Teutonic stock of the language. If we disiegard an occasional

prefix the verbs that belong to it are all monosyllabia

M.O. IM. '

5 i'

1^
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T:
f.

i i

B. The Weak Coiyugation.

The Past Indefinite of verbs of the Weak Conjucration
13 formed by addu.^. -ed or -t to the .ten, e^iinal (Tfthere is one) bein^r omitted, as wait-ed, lov-ed, deal-t.

The suffix -ed ia pronounced as a ser)ariite svll.lil« -^„i„ of.
-lenUl n.ute, as in Ld-ed, paM-ed,rST ff vowe i ^ er aconsonant is changed into i bef..te it, as piu, vitied Afl • .11
Suttural or labial niute ed has the soun/.^.C f.^i ^wi?In several verbs the suffix },:« vanished/ though ksnrevion.existence ,s son.etMnes either seen in the wea'kenin|of he vowel ofthe 8te,u, or .n the change of final ,/ int.. ^ as meet, met le)7, tent.

^^::^r^ri^t^i:^ ^-- «^ ^^« -b ^ .hich

^^^ii^Z^TTi^J^^JXlt^!:.:^ ^ ^" meaning,/ Wis
The perfect participle of most verba of the wpiW Pnni,w,.,f;^„ •

r.f p'l.'^rT^""'*^"'"
'^''"t^'""« "'a".V verbs of the old Teutonic stock

A. Verbs of the Strong Conjugation

,^^i^l^t:tjS:':r:i^r'' "^ vowelCange. and the

Prea.
(a) blow

crow
grow
know
throw
mow
draw
hold

(i) drive

ride
rise

smite
ohide

Pret.

blew
crew
grew
knew
tlirew

niowed
drew
held

P. Part.
blown
crowed
grown
known
tlirown

mown
drawn
holden or
held

drove or driven
drave
rode
rose

smote
chid

slide slid

ridden
ridden
smitten
chidden or
chid

sliddirj or
slid

Pres. Pret. P. Part.
fall fell fallen
lie lay lien or

Iain
slay slew slain
see saw seen
eat ate eaten
beat beat beaten.

stride strode stridden
strike struek stricken
strive Rtiove striven
tlirive throve thriven
write wrote written or

bite bit
writ

bitten or
bit.
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Prei.

(e) bid

give

Fret.

bade or
bid
gave

P. Part.

bidden or
bid
given

Prtt.

spit

Pret.

spat or

8pit

P. Part.

Kpit.

id) forsake

shake
take

forsook
shook
took

forsaken
shaken
taken.

stave

come

stove or
sUvved
oanie

(staved)

come

8S

2. In most of the following verbs there is a tendency to assimilate
the vowel-sound of the preterite to that of the perfect participle.

Pru. Pret. P. Part. Prea. Prtt. P. Part.
bear bare or borne or tear tare or torn

bore born tore

break brake or broken wear wore worn
broke. weave wove woven

shear shore shorn
speak spake or spoken climb clonib [cJomhtn\

spoke fight fougiit fought
steal stole stolen hang hung hung
swear sware or

swore
sworn

3. Verbs in which the vowel of the poi'fect participle has been
assimilated to that of the preterite, or the preterite lias been adopted
as a participle.

Prts. Pret. P. Part. Pru. Pret. P. Part.

abide abode abode tread trod trodden or
shine slione shone trod
awake awoke awoke it sate or sat sat

stand stood stood get got or gat gotten or
got

4. In most of the following verbs the preterite in O.E. had a in the
singular and a in the plural. Hence probably came the twofold forms
of the preterite. Tiie perfect participle has usually lost its suffix.

{a)

Pres. Pret. P. Part. Pret. Pret. P. Part.

begin began or begun shrink shrank or shrunken o>

begun shrunk shrunk
drink drank or dnmken or spring sprang or sprung

drunk drunk sprung
ring rang or

rung
rung stink stank or

stunk
stunk

sing sang or sung strike strake or stricken or
sung struck struck

sink sank or sunken or swim swam or wum
sunk sunk WUB

pin span or

pun
spun
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Prea.

(b) bind
tiiid

grind
cling

tting

hide

Prel.

buund
found
ground
clung
flung

hid

sling alung

P. Part.
bound
found
ground
clung
flung

hidden or
hid

slung

Pres.

slink

stick

string

swing
win
wind
wring
run
burst

Pret.

slunk
stuck
strung
swung
won
wound
wrung
ran
burst

P. Part
slunk
stuck
strung
swung
won
wound
wrung
run
burst

5. The following verbs in O.E. had the following vowels

:

Pres. eo ; Prel. Sin<j. ea ; Pl.vi; p. Part. o.

Prta.

freeze

clioose

•ileave

Pret.

fi'oze

chose
clave
flew

P. Part.

frozen

chosen .

cloven
flown

Prea. .

heave
seethe

shoot

Pret.

hove
sod

shot

P. Part.
hoven
sodden or
sod

shot

6. Verbs not included in the preceding classes.

Pren.

dig

(be)queath

Pret.

dug
quoth

P. Part.
dug

il

NOTES.

(1) Took, mistook, forsook, shook, rode, broke, spoke, aioam, drank nnused OS past participles by Shakespeare and other writers.

(.^^.f::Z'clXcm''
''*""• '"" "" "'"^ °' '''' "'^'^ conjugation

J'LI^r'^^Sd'J^'^^^'^J^^i.^r'' '"""^- ^""^' '"'"*• *^""''-

usiJonfy^aSwj'" '"""^'"' *""*'»• •*"*"**«• "'-•*-• -« "-

B. Verbs of the Weak Conjugation.

Be.^idea the large cla.s.s of what are frequently tailed RegularVerbs because the preterite and perfect participle are ..nifor Ivmade by the simple addition of -ed, which include., all verl" of

cinJugaSon^^'"
""^'"' '^® *°"°^'°« ^•''b* l^elong to the Weak
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1. Verlw in which the addition of the suffix d or t is accompanied by

a shortening of the vowel sound of the roo'

I'lM.

bereave
creep
deal

dream
feel

tlee

liear

keep

Fret.

bereft

crept
dealt
dreamt
felt

fled

heard
kept

P. I'art.

bereft

crept
dealt

dreamt
felt

tijd

heard
kept

I'res.

kneel
leave

lose

mean
sleep

bweep
weep
shoe

r,tt.

knelt
left

lost

meant
slept

BWfpt
wept
shod

r. Part.

knelt
left

lost

meant
slept

swept
wept
shod

2. Verbs in which the suffix has been dropped after the shortening of

the vowel.

Pres.

Meed
breed
feed

lead

Pret.

bled

bred
fed

led

P. Part.

bled
bred
fed

led

Pres.
meet
read
speed
light

Pret.

met
read
sped
lit

P. Part.

met
rend
sped
lit

3. Verbs in which the addition of d or t is accompanied by a change

in the vowel-sound of the root.

Pres.

beseech

buy
catch
bring
sell

Pret.

besought
bouglit

caught
brought
sold

P. Part.

besought
bought
caught
brought
sold

Pres.

seek
teach
think
tell

vark

Pret.

sought
taught
thouglit

t/>ld

.V rought

P. Part.

SOUgllt

taught
thought
told

wrought

t 4. Verbs in which the saffix te has disappeared, but lias changed a

final d to t (voiced sound to unvoiced).

PrcK.

l>end

blend
gild

gird

lem

Pret.

bent
blended
gilt or
gilded

girt or
girded

lent

/'. Part.

bent
blent

j-ilt or
gilded

girt or
girded

lent

Pres.

build

rend
send
spend
wend

Pret.

built

rent
sent

spent
went or

wended

P. Part.

built or

builded
rent
Bent

spent
wended

5. Verbs in which the suffix has disappeared without furthos change.

Pres.

cast

cost

cut
hit

hurt
knit
put
rid

Pret.

cast

cost

cut
hit

hurt
knit
put
rid

P. Part.

cast

cost

cut
hit

hurt
knit
put
rid

Pres.

set

shed
shred
sliut

slit

split

spread
thrust

PrH.
set

slied

shreil

shut
slit

split

spread
wrust

P. Part.

set

shed
shred
shut
slit

split

sp-ead
thiuat
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6. Verbs whieli have preserved
tiou ill i,iie perftut purticiplo.

Prea. Pret. P. Part.
'fi guno
Len]grave [en Jgraved [enJgraven

or engraved
helped ' '

the formation of the strong conjuga

help

hew

lade

melt

mow

saw

shape

hewed

laded
melted

mowed

rived

sawed

shaped

holpen or
helped

lievn or
hewed

laden
molten or
melted
mown or
mowed

riven or
rived

sawn or
sawed

sluipen or
sliaped

Prea.

shave

shew or
show

BOW

strew

^vvell

wash

wax

Pret.

shaved

shewed or
showed

sowed

strewed

swelled

washed

waxed

P. Part.
shaven or
shaved

shewn,
shown,
shewed, or

showed
sown or
sowed

strewn,
strown, or
strewed

swollen or
swelled
washen or
washed
waxen or
waxed

f

7. Verbs not included in the preceding classcB.

Prea.

clothe

freight

work

Pret.

clad

freiglited

wroiigiit

or
worked

P. Part.
clad

fraught or
freiglited

wrought
or

worked

Prea.

lay

say
have

make

Pret.

laid

said

had (i.e.

haved)
made (/.« mads

Jj..ed)
.

P. Part.
laid

said

had

A''

tional £, f.
P

..
V^^olU^ (O.E. tigan). Diatraught is an excep-tiona form from the verb d,./ract. Straight is for .stretrhtd. DiAtshortened from dighfed) is from O.K. dihfan=' to adarn '

}'cV«,< is

v'^h:
^^"/"^'^ ^"''; ^'^/'^"ft« «^11- Oo borrows a pre^ te frJ^^tl everb wend, prcperly to wetid {or turn) one'i, way.

1 i ;

m
M
ilil

i

NOTES.

in cirSn Sot' ^"™' "'""' '"'"' ^*''' "'' '"""'^ '" ^'^'''y ^''''^'^ ^ '^'

(2) Dreamed and bereaved are used as well as dreamt and bere/t.

(3) Ic the verba think and bring the n does not belong to the root

'Aa. i
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PERSONAL INFLEXIONS OF AN ENGLISH VERB.

The following table exhibits the personal ivjiexions of

a verb. Let a single stroke ( ) stand for the in-

finitive mood (without to), and a double stroke ( - ")

for the first person singular of the past indefinite tense.

Indicative Mood.

Present Indefinite Tenne.

Singular.

1. 1. -

2. eat or 8t 2. _

3. eth, es, or a. 3. _

1.

2.

3.

riuraL

Pout Indefinite Tense.

Singular. Pl-iral.

1. ===== 1-

2. _________-_: est o»' St. 2. —
3. — 3._=

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Indefinite Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1.

2.

3.

Past Indefinite Tense.

The same as it the Indicative Moo.^

The suffix es is added to verbs ending in a sibilant (as ^a.w-«.5,

ci(tch-es) ; o (as go-es, do-es) ; or y pretedeu l.y a consonant, /i-«^,

piti-es. If a verb ends in ic, t is changed to ri- before -ing, -ed, or

th e, to preserve the hard 8(>iiiid of the a, as trafficking, mimicked.

i»''

THE NOTIONAL AND AUXILIARY VERB BE.

Infinitive Mood.

Indefinite Tense, ['''o] be. Perfect Tense, [To] have been.

Participles.

Imperfect, Bcng ; Perfect^ Been ; Compound Perfect, Having been.
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n
Indicative Mood.

PreMnt Indelliiite Tens*.

Singular. 1. [I] am ; 2. [Thou] art ; 3. [He] is.

Plural. 1. [We] are ; 2. [You] are ; 3. [They] ara

Present Perfect Tense. I have been, etc.

Past Indefinite Tense.

Singular. 1, [I] was ; 2. [Tliou] wast or wert ; 3. [He] waa
Plural. 1. [We] wei d ; 2. [You] were ; 3. [They] were.

Past Perfect Tense. [I] had been, etc.

Foture Indefinite Tense. [I] nhall be, etc.

Future Perfect Tense. [I] shall have been, etc

%A \

If
1

1

' I!

IP

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Be [thou]. Plural. Be [ye or you].

Subjunctive Mood.
resent Indefinite Tense.

(Alter if, that, though, lest, etc.)

Singular. 1. [I] be ; 2. [Thou] be ; 3. [He] be.

Plural. 1. [We] be ; 2. [You] l)e ; 3. [They] be.

Present Perfect Tense.

(After if, that, though, unlesx, etc.)

Singular. 1. [I] have been ; 2. [Thou] have been ;

3. [He] have been.

Plural. 1. [We] have been, etc.

Past Indefinite Tense.

(Used mostly after if, that, though, unless, etc.)

Singular. 1. [I] were ; 2. [Thou] wert ; 3. [He] were.

Plural. 1. [We] were, etc.

Secondary or Compound Form.

(When not preceded by Conjunctions.)

Singular. 1. [T] sliould be ; 2. [Thou] wouidst bei
3. [He] would be.

Plural. 1. [Wo] should bo, etc.

Past Perfect Tense.

(lised iiiostly after if, that, though, tiii/rr.!;, etc.)

The same in form as the Indicative.

;h
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K

Secondary or Compound Form.

(When not preceded by Conjunctions.)

Singular. I. [I] should have been ; 2. [Thou] wouldst have been ;

3. [He] would have ueen.

Plural. 1. [We] should have been, etc

Inspection of the preceding forms will show tliat the conjugation

of this verb is made up from three different roots.

(1) The present tense of the indicative mood is formed from the

old Aryan root a», wliieh appears in Greek and Latin in the form

M. The t of the root is dropped in am=a(»)mf and softened to r in

art and are.

(2) The present subjunctive, the imperative, the infinitive, and
the participles • • f ed ironi the root he.

tense of the indicative and subjunctive is

or VKU, » being softened to r in the plural
(3) The past

formed from
and in the sul

In old Engli. ^we ar =am not, nart {ne art)=art not, etc.

As a vot/onal veib be !•» ^dicates exittence, e.g., *God it,' 'Such

thiwjs have been,'

l>.THE NOTIONAL AND AUXILIARY VERB HAVE.

Have is conjugated as an ordinary weak verb except for

the following modifications.

(1) The past participle is had ( — kared).

(2) The pres. indie. 2nd sing, is hast { = havegt).

(3) „ „ 3rd „ is has or hath ( = hares, haveth).

(4) Unless the verb have is followed by a noun that implies

some continuous act, as '/o have a game,' 'to have on^s dinner,' it

does not take the ini|)erfect forms ' am having,' ' wo» having,' etc.

As a notional verb have predicates possession, as, *He hat a

large fortune.'

THE NOTIONAL AND AUXILIARY VERB DO.

A."? an nmiliari/ verb (see Chapter X.) do is used only in the

present and past indefinite tenses, do (do.sl, doth, or does, etc.)

and dill.

Do (whon used as a notio "1 verb) is not defective in Voire,

Mood, or '['("list!. Did is a rediipliciittd Preterite. The forms

doest and doeth do not belong to the verb when it in a mere
auxiliary. IContinued on p. 94.
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I

•.vt

hi

Hi

Aa a notional verb Do had also the sense of put. Thus don=de
on=put on; dup=do up=pui vp, or open; doff=do off=put off;
dout (douse)=do out=put out.

This verb do (O.E. ddn) must not be confounded with do from
O.E. dugan, 'to avail, to be stiong, to profit,' which is used in the
phrases ' That will do,' ' How do you do ? ' etc. Through confusion
the preterite did is now used for both verbs.

INFINITIVE AND PARTICIPLEa

A. Infinitive.

fvdefinite -

Imperfect -

Perfect

Per/. Conl.

Imperfect

Perfect

Per/. Cont.

Active.

(to) smite
(to) be smiting
(to) have smitten
(to) have been smiting

B. Participles

Active.

- smiting
-

;
having smitten

•
I
having been smiting

j

Pctsstve.

(to) be smitten
{A'o7i,e)

(to) have been smitten
(None)

Paim've.

being smitten
smitten, or having been
smitten

(iVone) ,

EXERCISES.

1. Form sentences to illustrate the nttrihidive use of the
following past participles: icoven, sfrickm, mnkm, drunken,
shrunken, cloven, Kodden, molten, shaven, nhapen, swollen, hewn,
laden, riven, gmven.

2. Form sentences to illustrate the meaning and use of the
verbs

:
rive, wax, herearr, seethe, stare, urinij, heave, Idend, strew.

3. Explain the words italicised in the following passages :

(rt) "Storied windows richly diqht

Shedding a dim religious light."

(h) " He hath holpen his servant Israel."

('•) A knight " jHadd in niiirlitie .armes and silver fihielde."

(d) "Brutus, you have nuich mistook me all this while."

(«) "They are become great and tvaxen rich."

amgrn
saSTTTTTiSTii^is^r^. -n/. .#'«:>'. ...Vi
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(/) "^hcfeV dixtrad,

And, her atteiidaiits aliseiit, swallowec fire."

{(j) " So cloiiib this first grand thief into Gods fold."

(A) "To those ychuined in sleep,

The wakeful trump of doom must thunder through
the deep."

(J)
" Come, tliou goddess, fair and free,

In Heaven yclept Euphrosyne."

4. Change the verl)5 in the following sentences, successively,

into all the other eight primary tenses, without altering the

voice, the mood, or the person :

He is lying on the sofa. I laid the book on the table. It

will rise. You have rai.sed the [)iii'e. We were knitting

socks. The field will be sown. The bird has flown. They
are weaving at the loom.

CHAPTER XIV.

THE VERB : DEFECTIVE AND ANOMALOUS VERBS.

Defective and Anomalous Verbs.

The verbs shall._milL mn^i
,

tn^iaf
^ ff^ f^ ^

^are. wit are

defective ; that is, have not the full complement of

mood.s and tenses.

A peculiarity which all these verbs (except will) have in coramou,
is, that the present tense is in reality a ppftrritn nf tha ntronr
conjugation, which has replaced an older present, and has hadiw
own place supplied by a secondary y)reterite of the weak conjuga-
tion. One consequence of this is, that none of them take -8 as a
suffix in the third person singular, as that suflix does' not belong
to thu preterite tense. They take after them the infinitive without
to.

SHALL.

Indicative Mood.
Present Iiuhjinite Tenxe.

Sinriv/iir.

1. [Ilsiiall

2. [Thoulshalt
3. [He] shaU

Plural
1. [We] shall

2. [You] shall

3. [They] shall

Pa^ Ivdf finite Tenne.

Sh}mdnr. Phirnh
l.[T] should 1. [We] should
2. [Tliou] shouldst 2. [You] should
3. [He] should a. [They] ihould

i

^3SS3? *ft^^S^^P
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Subjunctive Mood.

Pofit Indffinllt 'J'etiae.

Sing. I. [I] should 2. [Thou] shouldest or shouldst

PI. 1. [We] should 2. [You] should
3. [He] should

3. [Tliey] should

In O.E. • I shall ' often means 'I owe. ' Thus (in Lule xvi. 5) we
find "Hu micel scealt thou " ? ('• Mow much shalt thou "

?)

The verb then came to indiVjifa ohliprnfinn ...a.-ny frffo. some
esiBEnaL-autliauty, or the force of fate or circumstances. Tims
"Thou shalt not steal" ; "Ye sliall not surely die," i.e. "There is
surely no edict that ye shall die" ; "He demanded where Christ
should be born," i.e. ' was destined to be born,' etc.

-atc^-tgtains th is meaning «f ohfiffa t f'o»-os~-
•"' iic-aafflaiatSfirb. When it is used as a

mere auxiliary, the idea of obligation disappears.

WILL

Indicative Mood.

^resent Indejtnite Teiise.

Singular. Plural.
1. [I] will 1. [We] will

2. [Thou] wilt 2. [You] will

3. [He] will 3. [They] will

Past Indefinite Tam.
Si7igular. Plural.

1. [I] would 1. [We] would
2. [Thou] wouldst 2. [You] would
3. [He] would 3. [They] would

Subjunctive Mood.

Past Indefinite Tense. Like the Indicative.

Will is followed by the infinitive without to; as, "Be will not
obey."

This verb is also used to express determination or intention.
When used in this sense the verb may be conjugated like an
ordinary verb.

Tliis verb is also used to express the frequent repetition of an
action

; as, " When he was irritated, he would rave like a
madman."

An old form of the present was / wol, or / wole, whence the
negative /w'o«V. In old English this verb was combined with the
negative ne. ic nille'=I will not, ic nolde= I would not. We still
have the phrase mlly nilli/ = uHl he nill he, or will ye nill ye.
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MAY.

Indicative and Subjunctive Moods.

Present Indefinite Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. [11 may 1. [We] may
2. [Thou]mayest 2. [You] may

or mayst
3. [He] may 3. [They] may

Past Indefinite Tense.

Singular. P/uraf.

1. [I] might 1. [We] might

2. [Thou]mightest 2. [You] might

3. [He] might 3. [They] might

The verb mai/ formerly denoted the possession of stienyth or

power to do anything. It now indicates the absence of anv

physical or moral obsUcle to an action, as " A man may be rie.i

and yet not happy" ;
" He might be seen any day walking on the

pier," i.e.
' there was nothing to hinder his being seen.' \N hen thus

used it is a principcl or notional verb.

The verb may is often emjiloved as a mere auxiliary of the

subiunctiv.. afteV that and leM. Instead of "Gi%'e me this water

that I thirst not." we now say " that I may not thirst. >

MUST.
/;

This verb has now no variations of form for tense or nerson.

When it refers to past time it is now usually followed by the

perfect infinitive, as "That must have been delightful.

The modern form mmt is borrowed from the old preterite, in

which s is a softened form of the / in mot before the suttii -te

(compare wist).

QAN.

Indicative Mood.

Present Indejinite Tenne.

SiwjitJar. Plural.

1. [I] can 1. [Wo] can

2. [Thou] canst 2. [You] can

3. [He] can 3. [They] can

Past Indefinite Tense.

Singular,

[I] could
[Thou]
couldest or

couldst

,
[He] could

rrural.

1. [Wc] could

2. [You] could

8. [They] could

Subjunctive Mood.

Past Indef. Tense. Like the Indicative.

The I in conld does not properly belong to the verb. It has

i.een inserted lo make it agnu in form with -^'^-^«^</ -and u-oiild.

The old meaning of the verb is 'to know,' a sense which it stiU

bears in Chaucer, and which is preserved in the form to con.

U.Q. IK. *
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vJk" -rvJ''"^'y®
cunning is the old Imperfect Participle of the

J^^
• ^,Vf

adjective uncouth 13 a compound of the I'ast Participle,and in Milton it means ' unknown ' {Lycidaa, 186).

OUGHT.

o«?A*n!\*^flP™**1'^
tense ,f the verb to owe (" He said youought him a thousand pounds," Shakspere). It is now used as apresent tense. "He ought to do it," iTieans " He owe^ the dofng

The original nieaning of the verb owe (O.E. cuian) was 'to

(uS%e«J
'^J''''"* ""^ '' *^'" ^^'^^'^ Participle of the verb

WIT.

'/wot-^?od ZT^ ^^''Ti^ ^r^L "The present tense is

wiR^' Vilu ^°V=^.°^ ''"»^«- The Preterite Tense is «Iwist, rhe old participle is preserved in unwittingly.

The forms icot^, wotteth, wotted, and 'I wis' are either mere

= '^Knewnot^'''^
""^ ^'•*- "* «^0= 'Know uot,> «/.Ye (n« «;/,<,)

DARE.
I dare is an old preterite, now used as a present. The tb .dp-^rson IS therefore properly he dare, not he dare,. The past tensenow in use is 'I dursf (The older form of the root was /««",)

To dare is also conjugated like an ordinary Weak Verb.

THINKS.

f^n!?^l'^P^A'''T•c*^'°''^^^"
we^Am^.) means 'seems,' and oomes

me«,o«^h^"^T'*;^'''""/^r""'
'*° '^PJ^'^^'-' Tl.e past tense is

^Jj^Wi*- u^^!' r^ '^^
f"'« ^'^ ^^'« ^^'IJ 'I think' (from

Acnca«), though the latter verb (meaning 'I cause to appear '
t.«.

LISTS.

'Me lists'^it pleases me. 'Him li8ted' = it pleased him.
J Ins verb is sometimes u.sed as personal; 'J .at,' etc. like
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WORTH.

" Woe worth the day "= ' Woe be to the day.'

of the old verb weorthan=: to become.

Worth is a relic

NEED. EIGHT.

Need, though not a pietei ite, lias been so far assimilated to the

preterite-present verbs, that the third person is 'he need,' not 'he

needs.' ^Vhen thus used, the verb has the sense 'to be under a

necessity to do something.' Where it signifies ' to bp in want of
'

it is conjugated in the ordinary manner. The third person siiigular

needs must not be confounded with the adverb needs (i.e. of need or

necessity), as in " He must needs go through Samaria."

Eight ( = ' was called') is the (reduplicated) preteritti of an old

verb hatan, 'to be called,' as "The grisly beast which by name
Lion Aight" {M.N.D., Shahpere).

exercisj:s.

1. Explain the exact use of the italicised verbs in the

following sentences

:

(a) " All little birds that are,

How they seemed to fill the sea and air

With their sweet jtirgoiiing !

"

(6) "Some dream that they can silence, when they will,

The storm of passion."

(c) "The man hath penance done."

(d) " How long in that same fit 1 lay

y. I have n>. to declare."

4^(«) He will awalvc no more.

•_,(/) "There are who say we ai-e hut dust."

-WXL(^) " We will drain onr dearest veins,

^.^ But they shall be free."

(h) May the earth lie light upon him I

(;) F is gone j at least I think so.

(k) Although it nay seeu absurd, it is true.

(1)
" It may be, we shall f >c the great Achilles."

(m) The cats, that h been dist.irbing your rest, ar«

poisoned.
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t!

:

2. Write notes on the italicised words in the following

passages

:

(a) " Thus sang the uncouth swain to the oaks and rills

"

(Milton).

(h) " Wei coiuie he sitte on horse and faire ryde " (Chaucer).

(c) " These be fools alive, / wis.

Silvered o'er " (tiliaks.).

(d) " Wist ye not that I must be about my Father's

business?" (.v. r.).

(e) " Him thought he by the brook of Cheritl- stood

"

(Millon).

(f) " Woe worth the chase ! Woe worth the day
That cost thy life, my gallant grej'

!

" {Scott).

(g) "She at her parting said. She Qucene of Faeries

hight " (Spenser).

(A) " Whenas him list the ayre to lioat

The cloudes before him fled for terror great

"

(Spenser).

CHAPTER XV.

y THE ADVERB.

Definition.—Adverbs are words which denote the con-

dititHis which modify or limit an action or attribute.

This is what is meant by sayfng that an adverb is a word

J
which modifies a verb, adjective or other adverb, as "He

\ writes badly
"

;
" The book is too long."

An adverb adds something to the meaning of a verb or adjective,

but does not alter the meaning of the word itself. ' Writes badly,'

means all that 'writes' means, and 'badly' besides. But this

word 'badly' restricts tlie application of the verb 'writes' to a
certain cla.sa of the actions desciibed by it. Therefore we may
also have the

Definition.—.ui Adverb is a word wliicli adds to the
meaning, and limits the application, of a verb, adjective,

or other adverb, i
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CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERBS.

Adverbs may be classified in two ways, (1) according

to their syntactical force, (2) according to their meaning,'.

As regards their syntactical i'orce adverbs are ci two

kinds :— 1. Simple Adverbs ; 2. Ocnjunctive Adverbs.

A simple adverb is one which does nothing more than niodify

the word with which it is used, as " Wa arrived yesterday ;

" He is coining hither."

A cmjundive adverb is one which iio^ or.l;' modities some

verb, adjective, or other adverb in its own clause, out connects

the clause in which it occurs with the rest of the sentPice
;
as

when (" Come when you are ready ") ; whither (" Whither I go,

ye cannot come ").

Here when modifies the verb are, and uhither modifies go.

Connective Adverbs must be carefully diatiuguished from con-

junctions. The latter do not modify any verb, adjective or adverb

in the clause which tiiey introduce.

The following words are conjunctive adverbs: H/ien, mere,

whither, whence, why, wherein, wherehij, wherefore, whereon, whereat,

whereotU, whereafter, wherever, as.

Both simple and connective adverbs may be classified

according to their meaning, as

1. Adverbs of Time: Noiv, then, after, before, jn-^cntly, imme-

diately, when, as, etc.

2. Adverbs of Place and Arrangement : Here, there, thence,

where, whither, whence, wherein, whereat, in, out, up, down, wtihm,

without, firstly, secondly, etc.

3. Adverbs of Repetition : Once, twice, etc.

4 Adverbs of Manner : Well ill, badly, hmo. however, so, as.

To this class belong the numerous adverbs formed from

adjectives by the suffix ly, as rightly, badly, etc.

5 Adverbs of Quantity or Degree : Very, nearly, almost,

quite, much, more, mod, little, /fss, least, all, half, any they the

inore the better," etc.). These are only a particular kind of

Adverbs of Manner.

6. Adverbs of Afarmation and Negation : Not, no, tioy, aye,

yea.

7. Adverbs of Oauw and Consequence : Therefore, wherejore,

why, consequently.

.
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f-l' FORMATION OF ADVEKHS.

I

Adverbs are for the most part formed hy inflexion de-
rivation, or composition, from nouns, adjectives and pronouns.

Adverbs derived from Nouns.

Need.i{= of necemty\ straightwa,/s, noways, and some others areold geiut.ve cases -f nouns. Adverbs of thi.s sort were once more

whdes'
( foriuerly,' 'on a time'). The adverbs in mealy,^vecomoounds of the dative plural maehcm, 'by portions'; as piece-

meal, inchmeal {Shuks., Temp. ii. 2), limb, eal (t>«6. ii.. 4)!
^

Many adverbs are made up of a noun (originally in the
accusative case) and a qualifying adjective, which have
hardened into compounds. Such are

Sometimes, ahaays, othervise, meantime, midway, yesterday.

Many adverbs are compounds of on (weakened to a) and a noun
as^a/oof ( = on foot), abed, asleep, ahead, aloft (on ly/te=' in the air '),

fJsZth
"'""''''^ ^""^ ^^ ^^' *"'''"'''' '"''""** ^''•' *2'-'''«"). *«*'^'''.

A few adverbs are derived from nouns by the suffix -lona
{fovnieily hnye, answering to -lings in Ger -.an) as headlong, side-
long, or sidlmg. ^'

' Adverbs derived from Adjectives.

Tlie genitive s.,,lli.x -g appt-ais in she (formerly elles, the genitive
of a root el or a/, meaning other), once (for ones, from one), twice
(fovmevly twyes) thnce (formerly th,ye.i or thrie.), nnaxoar:s, etc.Mucfi{^B ,n much areater^,greater hy much) and little were datives..\mid=on mid ; abroad=on broad, etc.

The common adverbial suffix in O.E. was -e, the omission of

ron w^' oWl"""'^
'''^''^'^' \ '^^ ''^'''^ f"™ as the adjectives

became He smote h.m hard." « His spere sticode faeste "= " Hisspear stuck fast" In O.E. there was a numerous clas. of adjectivesending in -he, the adverbs from which ended in lice ( = Uke= lv\

f-Uri \ t '"^^''^'^'l'
«"fti* » ffill into disuse, the suffix lice(-ly) came to be treated as an ordinary adverbial suffix, and isappended to Romance as well as to O.E. words, as perfectly,

nmm
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Pronominal Adverbs.

These are formed from pronominal roots.

(1) By the suffix -re, marking place ;—/ere, t/iere, where.

(2) By the suffix iher ;—hither, thither, whit/ier.

(3) By the suffix -n ;—then or than, when.

(4) By the compound suffix -nee, of which -ce ( = «) is the

genitive suffix ;

—

hence, thence, whence.

(5) By the O.E. instrumental inflexion: the { = \>y) before coin-

paiiitives, as in " The sooner the better," whi/= hwi or hwy, and

how= hwu.
What ? has in old writers the sense of why % or in what degreel

Many adverbs are identical in form with nrejwsitions, as by ('he

rode by') on ('come on'), off ('be off')' I'rom, as an adverb, sur-

vivoa in to and fro. The adverbial use of the words ia the older

of the two.

Adverbs of Negation.

The old English negative was ne, put before the verb, while mt
is put after it, when the verb is finite. Xnt is a ahortened fon f

nouqht or naught (i.e., ne-d-wiht= n-ever a thing), and conae<iueiU.y

is a strengthened negative, meaning 'in no degree,' or 'in no

respect.' It was at first used to stiengthen a previous negative as

"They ne had not." In O.E. negatives were strengthened not

neutralised by repetit'"'>.

No and nay are only varieties of nd= never. No is now used

before comparative adverbs and adjectives, as no further, no bigger,

and as the absolute negative, as " I )id you speak ? No." The

affirmative particle ay or aye is the same as the O.E. a = ever.

(For ayc = for ever). }V.< is a compound of yea or ye and the olJ

subjunctive «t or tie 'be it.'

Adverbs are sometimes used after prepositions, so as to

serve as compendious expressions for a qualified substantive,

as " I have heard that before mm "
;
" He has changed since

then." Now is equivalent to " the time now being "
; then to

" the time then being."

COMPARISON OF ADVERBS.

Soind adverbs admit of degree.s of comparison.

The comparative degree of an adverb ia that form of

it which indicates that of two actions or qualities which

m
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are compared together, one surpasses the other with
respect to some condition of manner or degree by which
they are both marked, but in different degrees. Thus,
"John reads ill, but Thomas reads ivorse"';"! was but
little prepared, but he was less prepared."

The superlative degree of nn adverb is that form of it
which indicates that out of several actions or qualities
which are compared together, one surpasses all the rest
with respect to some condition of manner or degree
by which they are all marked, but in different degrees

;

as " Of all these boys, William writes bfist
"

;
" John was

less cautious thai. I, but Thomas was the least cautious
of the three."

The suffixes for comparison are now -er and -est. In modern
English adverbs in -er and -est are seldom formed except from
those adverbs which are the same in form as the corresponding
adjectives, as hard, harder, hardest; Img, hrtgcr, longest, etc"
The usual mode of iiiclicating comparison is to prefix the
adverbs rrme and most, as wUehi, vinre wmly, most wisely.

The following forms should be noticed

Positive.

well

evil {rontr. ill)

much
nijih or near
forth

far

late

{adj. rathe = early]

Compamtive.
better
wor.so

moie
nearer
further
farther

ere

later

rather

Svperlativt.

best

worst
nio.st

next
fuitlieat

farthest

erst

last

-^ EXERCIHIvS.

1. In the following sentences sub.^titute pronouns preceded
by prepositions for the adverbial compounds.

Herein do I exercise myself. Thereon I pawn my credit.
She dares not thereof make discovery. My heirt accords
thereto. I will hereupon eotifoss I am in love. Proscnt to
her a handkerchief, and bid her dry her weeping eyes there-
with. Whereunto shall I liken this generation ] Wherewithal

^aMM
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shall a young man cleanse his way 1 You take from me the

means whereby I live.

2. Make the reverse change in the following sentences

:

I long to know the truth of this at large. Thy foo<l shall he

withered roots and husks in which the acorn cradled The

earth is the Lord's and its fulness. Take this chain, and bid

my wife disburse the sum on the receipt of it.

3. Classify the words italitrised in the following sentences

under the heads: Adjectives proper, substantival adjectives,

and adverbs

:

1 gave him all I had. In general I approve of his pro-

ceedings. Miirh depends upon his answer. He knows more

than he tells. Here is some wme, will you have a littlel He
told me less than his brother. You know vwnt about it. The

long and the short of it is, that I had my pains for nothing. I

will follow you through thick and thin. He is my best friend.

I did my best. He is t. best dressed man in the room. He
slept all night. Ho has ^ost all. All bloodless lay the un-

trodden snow. That is ull nonsense. He is eUl powerful

here. We have much cause for thankfulness. He is much

worse to-day. Much remains to be done. I am much happier.

He has more ability than his brother. He is more contented.

I could hear no more. He is no wiser than before. I have no

ink. He shows but little gratitude. Wc expect not a little

from him. He is bu't little better. That is a most lovely

frospect. Nobody e/se was there. I have not meat enough.

have enough and to spare.

He is less restless than he was yesterday. He ran all round

the park. You know best. Do your best. Th' fi-'
•>

hidden from our gaze. In future times he will be

That decision was right. He cut right through the ..dt.

Hear the right, Lord. We have a choice between good and

ill. Ill weeds thrive apace. The house is ill built. The

earth turns round. He wears a round hat. Such a nmnd of

pleasures is wearisome. That is a pretfi/ picture. He is pretty

sure of the prize. He was a very thunderbolt of war. You are

very kind That is the very least you can do. The corn was

scattered all over the yard. He sailed nil round the world.

Enough has been done. They have money enmigh. He is likt

my brother. He swore like a trooper. I ne'er shall look upon

his /wfc« again. Izmjome^d. We were;i«sUtarting,
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4. State the Decree of Comparison of each of the adverbs

in italics in the following sentences, and point out what verb,

adjective, or adverb it modifies.

John reads weU, but Thomas reads bfttfr. He is most careful

in his conduct. He acted more prudently than his friend. He
walked farther than I did. He works harder than ever. They
get up very early. I get up earlier than you. You write worse

than your brother. He often comes here. He comes oflenn

than ever. He is less restless to-day. He is more composed.

He was the letixt alarmed of all. He is viod attentive to his

work. My brother came last. I would rather not go. I would

soouer die. The children were here soonest. That poor man is

the vx>rst hurt.

5. Form sentennos to illustrate the use of the following

words, (1) as adjectives, (2) as adverbs: only, the, next, still,

ill, enough, half, near, past, like, very, long, clean.

6. Explain the meaning and use of the italicised words in

the following sentences

:

(o) " irhilnnie in Albion's isle there dwelt a youth."

(b) "The whihme daughter of Lucrece."

(e) "I was chained grievously and beaten with a Turkish

&\rord jlatling.

'

(d) " The wakeful bird sings darkling"

(e) " If thou doubt, the beasts will tear thee piecemeal."

(/) "He vever yet no vileinye ( = clinrlish word) ne sayde

( = said) in all his lyfe "
( = life).

(g)
" Needs must when the devil drives."

CHAPTER XVI.

THE PREPOSITION.

Definition.—A Preposition ia a word which when placed

before a noun or a pronoun denotes some relation in which

a thing, or some action or attribute of a thing, stands

to something else. In, ' I saw a cloud in the sky,' in is a
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preposition, and marks the relation (of place) in which
the cloud stands 'to the aky. In ' Tom peeped through
the keyhole,' thrmigh denotes the relation (of movement
from one side to tlie other) of the act of peeping to the
keyhoJ'!. In ' He is fond of music/ o/ denotes the relation

of the attribute fond to miuaic. The noun or pronoun
which follows a preposition is in the objective case, and
is said to be governed by the preposition.

Things and their actions and attributes can only Ivear relations
to other things. Therefore a preposition can only m placed before
a word that staiuls for a tkiwj, tnat ia, a milMitntive. It connects
the noun or pronoun which follows it with a preceding substanti ire,

verb, or adjective.

It;

I

CLASSIFICATION OF PREPOSITIONS.

Prepositions ma^ be arranged in the following classes:

1 Simple Prepositions.

at forth of or off till

by from on to
for in through

with
up

2. Prepositions derived ttom Adverbs.

(a) By a comparative suffix.

after over

(6) By preflziiig^ a preposition to an adverb.

abaft afore beneath
above before beyond
about behind but

without

under

throughout
underneath
within

3. Prepositions formed by prefixing a preposition to a noun
or an adjective used substantively.

aboard (=on board)
across (from Fr. croix)

adowp or down
against

along
amid or amidst
among or iimongst

anent
around or round

aslant

astride

athwart
below
beside or besides ( = by side)

betwppti ( = 'by two')
inside

outside, eta

rmm
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4. Prepositions formed by prefixing an adverbial particle to

a preposition :

into until upon without

onto unto within throughout

In O.E. passive and other verbs might be used impersonally

without a subject of any kind, simply to affirm that an action tales

place. Participles are often employed impersonally in exactly the

same manner, as, "Speaking generally, this will be found true" ;

" Barring accidents, we shall arrive to-morrow." Participles thus

used are'soiuetimes wrongly set down as prepositions, as concerning,

considering, respecting, etc. In some cases these active participles

have supplanted passive participles which qualified the noun.

Thus, " considering his conduct" was " his conduct considered," just

as we still say, " All things considered." Notwithstanding, pending,

md during are participles qualifying the noun that follows in the

nominative absolute. Save (Fr. sauf) and except are of French

origin, and are remnants of Latin ablatives absolute. In old

English, out-taken is found for except. In Shakspere we still find

excepted; "Always excepted my dear Claudio."

Relations indicated by Prepositions.

The principal relations which prepositions indicate are

those of place, time, and causality.

Prepositions were first used to express relation in space, then

they were applied to relation in time, and lastly were used meta-

phorically to mark relations of causality or modalitt/.

By means—(1) ' Alongside of,' or * clo.se to,' as ' Sit bi/ me
' ;

' The

path runs by the river
'

; ' We went by your house.' (2) If I arrive

by ten o'clock, the time of my arrival is close to or jmt before ten

o'clock. By ai.d by properly denotes a time clo.ie to tho present.

(3) It is natural to seek the doer or instrument of an act in close

neighbourhood to the locality of the action. Hence by came to

denote the agent or instrument.

For in O.E. means 'in front o/,' 'before^ From the idea of

standing in front of came fiist that of defending, as when we say,

'To fight ;' le'a'king' ; and then that of representing or taking

the place of. Exchange passes into the sense of requital, as ' He

was punisiied for the crime'; or of purpose, as ' I do this /or

your good.'

Of and oflF are onlv various modps of writing and pronouncing

thn saiiin word. The word indieates mmrmnit or .trpordllon from.

s..ni.'thing, as in Miet o^ tint eli;in' ;
' lie comes <f a k-mkI stnek '

;

'T.i buv of 9, person'; 'Of a child,' i.e. \froni the time when he

was a child.'
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Tbat which comes from a thing was a part of it, or belonged to

it in some way. Hence : 1. 0/ is used in the partitive sense, as in
' A piece of cheese,' etc. 2. Of denotes possessiouy as in ' The house
of my father.'

A thing is made from the material of which it is composed.
Hence we say, ' A bar of iron ' ;

*A stack of corn.' From denoting
the material of a thing, prepositions came to denote the constitution

or characteristic of a thing, as in 'A man of high rank '
; ' A person

o/ great wealth.'

A man's acts, works, or productions come from him. Hence we
ay 'He was led of the Spirit,' and speak of 'a play o/ Shakspere.'

A result springs from a cau.se. Hence of marks the cauge or
ground of an action or feeling, as in ' To die of a broken heart '

;

' Fond of ;
* weary of etc.

To (spelt too in some of its adverbial uses) denotes the point to

which a movement is directed, or (nictapliorically) the object or

Surpose of some action (as in ' He came to see me
'

;
' They came to

inner ').

With. The ancient meaning of with is from, which we still

preserve in withhold and withdraw. The notion of separation

passed into that of opposition, from which with derived its ordinary
O.E. meaning of 'against,' still maintained in * withstand,' * to be

an(jr>f yiith,' etc. Opposition implies proximity, and proximity sug-
gests association, and so with came by its modern sense, as in

'Come with us.' In this sense it denotes attendant circumxt(in<rs

(iis in ' I will come with pleasure'). Among the attendant circum-
stances of an action is the instrument with which it is performed.

With has supplanted the old preposition mid ( =German mit).

Most of ilie above words are adverbs as well as prepositions.

'4

EXERCISES.

1. Make five sciiteiices in which a preposition shows the
relation of a th'nuj to a tluug ; five, in which it shows the
relation of an action to a thimj ; and five in which it shows
the relation of an attiihute to a thing.

2. Form sentences so as to show what preposition is used
after each of the followins; words : die, addicted, differ, averse,

angrji, unworthi/, ai^sociate, exchange, adjacent, amalgamate, parallel,

synonj/mmia, hnrmoniae, endm, prodigal (adj.), desist, consist,

jHTsi-sf, respect (noun), as^ml, conducive, suhrerdre..

.3. Form sentcnros in which the words on, off, hfhind, above,

before, down, are used (1) as prepositions, (2) as adverbs.

nil
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4. Explain tht notion expressed bj the preposition tn in

each of the following examples of its use

:

He will return in five minutes.

Cambridge is in England.

He is skilled in medicine.

Do you believe in your doctor t

In doing this there is great reward.

He travels in 'soft goods.'

He has been brought up in luxury.

He stood there in all bis dignity.

ir

I ; :

•fi;

4i

CHAPTER XVII.

THE CONJUNCTION: THE INTERJECTION.

CONJUNCTION.

Conjunctions are so called because they join words and

sentenct's together (Lat. (Ym = ' together,' J7r/?flro= ' I join ');

but a word is not necessarily a conjunction because it

does this. Who, which, and that are connective words

which are pronouns. When, where, as, etc., are con-

nective words which are adverbs.

Definition.—Conjunctions are connective words, which

have neither a pronominal nor an adverbial signification.

Prepositions show the relation of one notion to another. Con-

junctions show the relation of one thon<)ht to another. Hence
conjunctions for the most part join one sentence to another.

CLASSIFICATION OF CONJUNCTIONS.

Conjunctions are of two kinds.

1. Co-ordinative Conjunctions.

2. Subordinative ConjunctionB.

Co ordinative Conjunctions arc those whi<h unite either

roonliiiato rlauscs {i.e. clau.^e.s of which neither is depeiifleiit

on the other, or enters into its construction), or words which
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gtiiiid in the same i elation to Bome other word in the sciiteiice,

'['hey may bo subdivided according to their meaning into

1

.

Simple Conjunctions :

—

and, both.

2. The Adversative or exceptive coiviunction :—hU.

3. Alternative Conjunctions :

—

either—or ; neither—nor.

Both is the numeral adjective used as a conjunction.

Either is the distributive word which represents the earlier

awther or outher used aa a conjunction. Or is an abbreviation of

it. With the negative ne these give neither—nor.

But has oisted the older conjunction ac. But was first a prepo-

sition meaning vnthout or except, as in 'AH but one.' Wheii

followed (like other prepositions) by a sentence stating a fact,

instead of a noun or pronoun denoting a person or thing, it

produced such constructions as " No man knoweth but my Father

only [knows]," i.«. ' leaving out the case that my Father knows.'

From this exceptive sense it passed easily into the adversative

sense.

Subordinative Conjunctions are those which unite sentences

of which one is in a relation of dependence upon the other,

that is to say, etiters into its amstruction mth the farce of a sub-

stiintive, an adjective, or an adverb.

Subordinative Conjunctions may be subdivided into

1. The Simple Conjunction of Subordination :

—

tJiat.

2. Temporal Conjunctions, or conjunctions that express

relations of Time -.—after, before, ere, till, while, since, now.

3. Causal Conjunctions, or such as relate to purpose or

consccjuence :

—

because, since, far, lest, that.

4. Hypothetical Conjunctions :

—

if, an, unless, except, etc.

5. Concessive Conjtmctions :

—

though, aWwugh, albeit.

6. Alternative Conjunctions :

—

whether—or.

7. The Goniunction of Comparison :

—

than.

That w .d originally simply the neuter demonstrative pronoun
used as the representative of a sentence to show its grammatical

relation to some other sentence. Thus "I know that he said so"

is virtually " He said .so. I know that." Clauses introduced by it

maT I'C the subjects or objects of verbs, or come after prcpositioris,

as " In that He hath suffered being tempt«d" (//ei. ii. 18) ; "The
skv would pour down stinking pitch, but that the aea dashes the

tire out " ( Temp. I. 2, 4).
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Unless is a compound of on und less. The older phrane waa
* upon less than,' an imitation of d mains quc. " He will be ruined
unless you help him" means 'if matters fall short of (or 'stop at

less than') your helping him, he will be ruined.'

The Temporal Conjunctions after, before, etc., and the con-

junction for were originally prepositions governing substantive

clause beginning with tAa(. When the conjunction t/( s retained,

after, be/ore, etc., had better still be regarded as prepo-sitions.

Because was originally 'by the cause that,' while was 'the

while that' (whUe=hwil= ' time'), tkat introducing a substantive

clause in apposition to the noun cause or while. Now that became
the conjunction now in a similar way. Albeit (all-be-it) is a short
concessive or imperative sentence.

Than originally meant when. It waa employed to introduce an
elliptical sentence expressing the standard of compaJson. "He
came sooner than I expected " meant " When I expected [him to

come soon] he came sooner," "John is taller than Charles" meant
" When Charles [is tall], i.e. when the tallness of Charles is re-

gaided, John is taller." But the real meaning of t/ian has so

entirely evaporated, that it may now be regarded as a Conjunction.

INTERJECTION.

Interjections are word.s wliich are used to express

some emotion of the mind, but do not enter into tlie

construction of sentences; as, Oh! 0! Ah! Ha! Alas!
Fie ! Pshaw ! Hurrah !

In written language interjections are usually followed by what
is called a mark of admiration (!).

EXERCISES.

1. "Conjunctions, for the moxt jtart, join one sentence to

another."

Point out the conjunctions in the following sentences,

and show whether they do or do not join one sentence to

another

:

(a) Two and three nialce five.

{h) No one knows the secret but Smith.

{r.) Either the secretary or the treasurer will have to resign.

{il) Tom sat between John and .Tames.

(e) The farmer and his wife have gone to market.

M
f^r-TOK

»
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2. Form sentences to illustrate the use of albeit, now, ere,

Vfhether ... or, lest, except as subordinative conjunctions.

" Show what part of speech that is in each of the following

sentences

:

Show me that picture. He did not say that. That book

is mine. He is the very man that I want. Play me the tune

that I like so much. He says that we shall never succeed.

He does that that he may vex me. I am afraid that he says

that, that he may deceive me. They that will be rich fall

into temptation. There is not a man here that I can trust.

I lent you that book that you might read it. I hear that he

has lost that book that I lent him. You ought to know that

that ' that ' that you see at the beginning of the clause is a

conjunction, because I told you that before.

CHAPTER XVIII.

WORD-BUILDINQ.

COMPOSITION AND DERIVATION.

Words may be divided into t vo daaaas—primary

words, and secondary or derivative words.

A word is a •primary word when it does not admit of

being resolved into simpler elements ; es man, hm-ne, run.

A word is a secondary word when it is made up of

significant parts, w'-^h exist either separately or in

other combination.'

Secondary word j formed pr-^ly by Gompositiov,

partly by Derivatio.i..

COMPOSITION.

A word is a compound word when it is made up of

two or more parts, each of which is a signiiicant word

by itself ; as apple-tree, tea-spoon, spend-thriff.

All compounds admit of being divided primarily into two words ;

but one of these niay itself be a compound word, so that the entire

word may be separated into three or four worda ; aa midtlupman.

M.a. iM. ^

.
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(made up of man and miihldp, midship l)eiiig itself made up of mid
and ship).

In most compound words it is the first woid whicli modifies the
meaning of the second. Rosebush means a particular kind of bush,
namely, one that bears roses. The accent is placed upon the modi-
fying word when the amalganation is complete. When the two
elements of the compound are only partia''.y Mended, a hyphen is
put between them, and the accent falls equally on both p;irts of
the compound, as in knee-deep. Composition is accompanied by
limitatim of sign i ficance. Com pare reii breatt and redbreast, monfs
hood and monkshood.

A.—Compound Nouns.

Compound Nouns exhibit the following combination*^ •

1. A noun preceded by a noun, as haystack, cornfield, oaktree,
teaspoon. The first noun may be a defining genitive, as swordsman.

2. A noun preceded and modified by an adjective, as roundhead,
blackbird, quicksilver, Northampton, midditi/, miilriff. TwiUqht
{twi = two), fortnight (i.e. fourteen nights), seniiight (i.e. seven niq'hts)
are from numei-als.

3. A noun preceded by a verb of which it is the object, as •' p-
gap, pvkpocket, makeweight, turncock, wagtail, spitfire.

4. A noun denoting an agent preceded by what would be the
object of the corresponding verb, as man-slayer, peace-maker.

5. A gerund preceded by a governed noun, as wire-pulling.

6. A verb preceded by a noun, as godsend (very rare).

7. A noun preceded by an adverb, which modifies (adverbially)
the noun, when that denotes an action, as forethought, neii/hbour
(O.E. «eaA-6?Jr= 'one who dwells near'), of-shoot, aftertaste, by-
path.

8. A noun preceded and governed by a preposition, h& forenoon.
9. A verb preceded or followed by an adverb which modifies it,

as mlet, welfare, onset, go-between, standstill, income.

B.—Compound Adjectives.

Compound Adjectives exhibit the following combinations :

1. An adjective preceded by a noun, which qualifies it adverbially
as sp-blue, fire-new, pitch-dark, blood-red, ankle-deep, breast-hiqh,
head-strong, childlike, hopeful (and other compounds of full, once
formed with the noun in the genitiv.-, as nilUsful ^ mlful), shame-
faced (oiiginally shamefast), steadfast.

2. The adjective in these compounds is often a participle, as in
seafaring, bed-riddm, heart-broken, tempest-tossed, seagirt, etc.

tf
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3. An imperfect participle preceded by ita object, as ta/e iM-uring,

heart-retidiny, time-seroiag, etc.

4. An adjective or participle preceded by a eiinple adverb, as

ufright, downright, under-done, ottt-npoien, inborn, almighty.

5. A noun preceded by an adjective, as barefoot, twofold, manifold,
a three-bottle man, a twopenny cake, a three-foot rule. (Conipare
the nick-naniea Hotspur, Longshankx, Roundhead, etc.) In modern
English these compounds have taken the participial ending, bare-

legged, one-eyed, etc,

0,—Compound Verbs,

Thsse present the following combinations

:

1. A verl: preceded by a separable adverb, as overdo, understand.

2. A verb preceded by its object, as backbite, brow-beat.

3. A verb preceded by its complement, as white wash, rough-hew.

4. A verb followed by an adverb, as don= do ov put on, doff= do
or put off, dotit or douse = do out, dup=do up. (Comp. Germ.
aufthun.)

DERIVATION,

Most words in all laii^juages liuve been built up by
tlie coujbinatioii of simpler elements. Word.s generally

admit of being arranged in groups, all the words be-

longing to each of which have a certain portion wliich

is common to ail, and which represents a certain funda-
mental notion.

Thus, love is common to all the words [he] lores, loving, lovei,

loveable, lovely, loveless, etc. So in Latin, /ac is common to faa'o,

feci, factum, factor, efficio, factio, fades, etc. This common funda-
mental part of a group of words is called a root.

In the course of time a large number of the formative elements
by which words have been formed from roots, or from other words,
have lost their independent existence and significance, and have
been reduced to mere prefixes and suffixes ; and frequently have
vanished altogether.

Derivation, in the wider sense of the term, includes all pio-

cesses by which words are formed from roots, or from other
words. In practice, however, derivation excludes composition,

which is the putting together of words both or all of which
retain an independent existence, and inflexion, which is the
name given to those changes in certain classes of words by
which the varieties of their grammatical relations are indicated.
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ITie addition of a aylluhle for inflexion or derivation often cauaea
the weakening of the vowel sound i)f a preceding Hyllable. Com-
pare ndlion with national ; vain with vanitj/ ; c/ii/d with children

;

voci with c/iickm ; long with linger ; old with elder ; broad with
breadth. A weakened vowel sound marks a derived word.

1

!

;r

DERIVATION BY MEANS OF TEUTONIC PREFIXES
AND SUFFIXES.

DERIVED NOUNS.

Noun Frefizes of Teutonic Origin.

1. un ; a^ in unrest, undress.

2. mis ; as in misdeed, mishap, mistrust, misconduct. Tliis prefix
(connected with the verb miss, and the Old English mys = eOT7)
implies error or fault in the action leferred to. In many words
of Roniance origin, as miscUance, »i/s=01d French mes, from Lat.
minut.

Noun Suffixes of Teutonic Origin.

1. Suffixes denoting a person or the doer of an action.

-er or -ar ; singer, baker, beggar, liar.

-Ster (originally denoting female agent) ; spinster, maltster, Napster.

-ter, -ther, -der
; father, daughter, spider (=spinder or spinner).

-nd (old imperfect participle), /ejjrf, yr/cnrf.

2. Suffixes denoting an instrument

-el, -le ; shovel, girdle, shuttle.

-ter, -der ; ladder, rudder,

3. Suffixes forming Abstract Nouns.

-dom (connected with deem and doom, implying condition or
sphere of action) ; kingdom, earldom, thraldom., m'arti^rdom. Christen-
Ilorn.

-hood, -head (O.E.=pei'son, state, condition); manhood, priest-
f<ood, childhood, godhead.

-red (O.E. rff-i'= counsel, power, state) ; hatred, kindred.

-ship, -scape, -skip (denoting shape, fashion)
; friendship, hard-

ihip, vorship (i.e. worth-ship), landscape or landskip.

-ing ; hunting, blessing, flooring, clothing.

-nees ; redness, goodness, witness.

-th, -t, -(s)t, -d ;
growth, health, death (die), gift, might (may),

Oieft,fiighl, rift (rive), mirth (merry), trust, Hood.
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4. Suffixes forming Diminutives.

.«I1 ; maiden, kitten, chicken (cock).

-el, -le ; satchel (sack), paddle (=spaddle, from spade).

-rel ; cockerel, mongrel, gangrel, wastrel.

kin; lambkin, pipkin, tnannikin, Perkin ( = Peteriin\ Tomkin,

Wilkin, etc.

-ling; duckling, ktdling, darling, suckling, hireling, starveling.

-ock ; hillock, bullock, ruddock (robin red-breast^ pinnock (tom-

tit), Pollock (Paul), Baldock (Baldwin), etc.

-y, -ie, ey ; daddy, Annie, Charley or Charlie.

5. Patronymics.

-ing( = 8on of); Browning. Common in O.E., as Elising {son of

Ellm or £Y/.s/ia). -kin, -«Vi^, -ock, and the possessive -8 aie also

used in patronymics ; Wilkin, Y Ihon, Wdkivs, Pollock.

\\*

DERIVED ADJKCTIVES.

Adjective Prefixes of Teutonic Origin.

1. a ; alive, aweary.

2. a; 3l covv\x^i\on oi ge,—cdike=gelic.

3. un (negative, not the same as the un in verbs) ;
univise, untrue,

and before Komance words, as uncourteotu.

Adjective Suffixes (Teutonic).

-ed ; the common participial suflBx. Also added to nouns, as in

ragged, wretched left-handed, etc.

-en or -n (used also as a participial suffix) ; ivooden, golden, linen

(from lin=Jlax), heathen (a dweller on the heath), green, fain, etc.

-er or -r ; bitter, lither,fair.

-em (a compound of the two last) ; northern southern, etc.

-el or le ;
fickle, little, brittle, idle.

-ard or -art ( = Aard gives an intensive force) added to adjectives

and verbs, as dullard, drunkard, laggard, dotard, braggart, blmkard,

stinkard, coward {codardo from Lat. cavda ;
properly a dog that runs

away with his tail between his legs).

-ish, -sh, -ch, added to nouns to denote 'belonging to," haying

the qualities of,' as smniah. slavish, foolish, Romish, Turkish, Welsh,

French. Comp. Germ. -sch. Added to adjectives it naturally gives

a diminutive torce, as blackish, dullish.

-less (O.E. iMwloose, free, from, without) ; heedless, senseless, lauh

less.
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-ly (a coiTuption of like), added (of eourae) to nour.8 • aodl,,heavenlj/, 'jhastl,, (fr„i„ ,jhou\ manly. ' ^ ^'

the^J^^Ut^if^^V*"^ a"'^
adjectives to denote the presence of

,«lw1 f• ^ ^^ they indicate
; wimo^ne, hujom (from huqan-^toyield), tiresome, quarrelsome, wholesome, blithesome, /nh<me

fouX°eJ ^°"S'"''"^ » superlative suffix), in numerals; third,

DERIVED VE^BS.

Verb-Prefixes (Teutonic).

r«.f;i T'''*"'"!
^"••merly out, away, off, now merely an intensiveparticle, prefixed to verbs : arise, abid; awake.

micnsne

u\^^. Ir »n^ t-'''^"
''',*' application of an action, or of an attributiveIdea, to an object and so {a) makes intransitive verbs transitiveas bemoan, bespeak, bestride, befall, or {b) forms transitive vS out

foi(=German i;«-) gives the idea of •doin'r out and out

'

overdom«,; • doing ,n a ba.l or contrary sense.' /T,r^"Lr= ' sw" ;

SSout etaS.''""'';"^""' '"^"^f'
.f<-9ive--ZZ. p,™[

fo7get
^ ''"'"'" "' P'^'^'^'ty

'
(Lat. condonare) -Jorbid

;

RpS!:
p^""^'"- *'^'^ or '''^/^''^ as in misspell, misbelieve, misqiveBefore Romance words, misadvise, misdirect

misgive.

\a.{Goth[c and=against, bark, German ent) implies the reversalof the action indicated by the simple verb ; unkild, undo%nt"e

gain (root of against, German gegen)
; gainsay, qainstrivt.

With (meaning har.k, against)
; withdraw, withstand, withhold.

piSin?3fSi;r!^jsf"
'^^'

" ^''^^ ('»^-^- *«

Verb Suffixes (TeutonicX
-el or -le added to the roots of verbs and nouns eives a con.

f^".,l/7"',"^'''^^"'^
diminutive force: dJlTe(d!e).Z7dl'(Unde), shovel (shove), swaddle {swathe), dribbU (dropi gamble {^am^i
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waddle {wade), snivd (sniff), prapple (q.-ah), from nouT'.i—hifel (kn'e),

nestle (neit), sparkle (spark), tfirof'e (throat), nibMe (m»6 or neb), curdle,

icrihble (icrioe). '

-er (giving nmch the same force as the last); glimmer (gleam),

r-ander (wetul), fritter (fret), fiitter.&ni flutter (flit).

-k (frequentative) ; hark (hfear), talk (tell).

-en forming causative or factitive verbs from nouns and adjec-

tives ; as strengthen, lengthen, frighten, fatten, sweeten, slacken.

-Be, forming verbs from adjectives ; cleanse, rinst (comp. Germ.

J Derivatives formed by Modifications of Sound.

Verbs are often formed from nouns by a modification or weaken

ing of the vowel sound, or of the final consonant, or of both. Thus
biTid (from b<md), sing (from song), breed (brood), feed ( food), knit

(knot), drip (drop), heal (whole), calve (caff), halve (half), breathe

(breath), bathe (bath), shelve (shelf), graze {qrtiss), glaze (I'flass), hitch

(hook). The same process is seen in Romance words, as prize from

price, advise (advice), etc. The weakening was occasioned by verbal

suffixes, which have since disappeared.

Transitive (causative) verbs are often formed by a slight modi-

fication or weakening of the root vowel from intransitive verba

denoting the act or state which the former produce. Thus fell

(from fall), set (from sit), raise (from rise), lay (lie), drench (drink),

wend (wind), quell (qu ').

A k or g sound at the end of words in old English tends to

become softened in modern Enf^lish. Compare dike and ditch,

stink and stench, wring and wrench, mark and march (= bomidar>/),

lurk and lurch, bank and bench, stark and starch, tcek nn ' beseech,

bark and borgc, bake and batch, stick and stitch, wake i iditch,

tweak and twitch.

The O.E. sc tcn^ to become sh. Thus .'iccal, sceap, tcapan, scip=
shall, sheep, shape, ship.

DERIVED \\ORnS '"^NTAINING PREFIXES AND
SUFFIXEL OF LATIN ORIGIN.

Prefixes of Latin Origin.

a, ab, abs (from or away). Avert, abduction, aKitract. The d in

advance is an error ; Fr. avancpr, from ab and ante.

ad (to) found also in the f .rms ac, al, an, ap, as, at a, according

to tlift onnsonant that follows it. Adnrf, nrrede^ nUvde, a.nnn,ince,

appear, ns.ient, attend, aspire.

amb- or am- (round). Amputate, ambiguouit.

ante or anti (before). Antediluviar , aiUecessor (or ancestor),

anticipate.

i.
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circtun or circa (round). Cirewnlocution, circuit.

con (with), also com-, col-, cor-, co-, according to the following

consonant. Conduct, compact, collision, correct, coheir.

contra, contro (against), often Anglicised into count<r. Con-

travene, controvert, counteract, country-dance= contre-danse.

de (down, from). Cr.i-^te, detcribe, defend.

dis (in two, apart), also dif-, d'-, de- Dissent, differ, dilute,

deluge {=diluvivm), depart, demi-^dimidium. Naturalised and
naea aa a negative beiore Teutonic words ; disband, disbelieve,

distrust.

ex (out of), eC", ef-, e-. Extrude, efface, educe. Disguised in

astonish (^tonner=e.vtonare), afraid {effrai/er), scourge {ex-corrigere),

etc.

extra (beyond). Extravagant, extraneous, stranger.

in (in, into), modified to il-, im-, ir-, en-, em-. Induce, illusion,

impel, irruption, endure, embrace. Naturalised and iiaed before

Teutonic words, embody, embolden, endear. J)isguised in anoint

(in-unctus).

in (negative). Insecin '. improper, illegitimate, irrational,

inter, intro (among, witliin). Interdict, introduce.

mis- (Old Fr. »ic»= Lat. minus) ; mischance (comp. Fr. m^chant\

mischief.

c'o, obs (against), OC-, of-, op-. Oblige, occur, offend, oppose.

per (through), pel-. Permit, pellucid. Disguised in pardon {per-

donar^, pilgrim (Ital. pellegrino=peregrinus).

post (after). Postpone.

prae or pre (before). Praelection, preface. Disguised in provost

(= prae-positus).

praeter, preter (past). Preterite, preternatural.

pro (forth, before), pol-, por-, pur . Promote, pollute, portray,

purchase (pro-captiare), purpose, purveyor.

re or red (back, again). Redaction, redound, reduce. Used
before Teutonic words in reset, reopen, etc.

retro (backwards). Retrograde. Rear in rearward,

se or sed (apart). Seduce, sed-ition.

sub or subs (un<ier), sue-, suf-, sur- sus-. Subdue, auccetd,

suffuse, surrogate, suspend. Disguised in sojourn {subdiurno). Pre-

fixed to Teutonic words in sublet, etc.

subter (beneath). Snht--rf}ig-.

super (above), -sur. Superscrihe, surface (^superficies), surfeit,

trans '>r tra (boyond). Trnia/nte, tradition,

ultra (.beyond). Cltramontant.
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Sui&xes of Latin Origin.

SolBxes Denoting Fanoni.

(Doers of actions, persons charged with certain functions, oi

having to do with that for which the primary word stands)

:

-tor, -sor, -or, -our, -er (=> Latin ator) : doctor, successor, emperor,
Saviour, founder, e>u/ianter.

-ant, -ent (participles) : attendant, tenant, aijent.

-er, -eer, -ier, -or, -ary (Lat. -arius) : ufher (ostiarim), anfier
(•ircuarius), farrier {ferrarius), brigadier, emiineer, chancellor,

lapidarij.

-ate (Latin -atus): legate, advocate. Weakene«l to -66, -e> or y
:n nominee, committee, attorney, jury (juratus), deputy {depututus).

-ess (Lat. -ensis) : fmrgess, Chinese.

•ess (-issa, fem. suflix) : countess, traitress.

Sofflxea forming: Abstract Nouns.

-ion, -tion, -sion, -son, -som : opinion, action, tension, poison
(potioi-), ransom {redemption-), recuon, season, {sation-, 'sowing
time').

-ance, -ancy, -ence, ency (Lat. -antia, -entia) : distance, infancy,
continence, decency.

-age (-agium = -aticiun) : age, voyage (viaticum), homage, mar-
riage, tillage, bondage, breakage, etc.

-ty, -ity (Lat. -tat, -itat-) : vanity, cruelty, city (civitat-).

-tude : fortitude, magnitude.

-our (Lat. -or) : labour, ardour, honour.

-y (Lat. -ia) : misery, memory. Preceded by t or s, -tia or -sia^
-cy or -ce, aristocracy, fun cii, grace.

-ice, -ess (Lat. -itia or -itium): avarice. Justice, duress {duritia),

service, exercise.

-ure : verdure, culture, picture, censure.

-6 (Lat. -ium) : exile, homicide.

-se, -ce, -S (Lat. -SUS) : case, advice, process.

Suffixes denoting the Means or Instrument,

•ble, -bule : stable, vc.itiliide.

-cle, -ere : ahxtnclc^ ;•/•/;?>.'/•, (ahtrtiach, lucre, s^pv^chrg.

-ter, -tre : cloister, theatre.

-me, m, -n (I at. -men) : volume, charm, leaven, noun.

ment : omnvient, pigment. A!ko forming abstract nouns, as

movement, payment.

f

In
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Suffixes forming DtmlnutiTea.

-nle : globule, pillule.

-el, -le, -1 (Lat. -ulus, -a, -um ; alius, -ellus, -illus): chapel,

libel, table, circle, cast/e, chancel, gam{p)/e (e.vemplum).

-cle, -eel, -sel (Lat. cuius, etc., cellus, etc.) : carbuncle, article,

parcel, dam.icl.

-et, -let (Romance, but of ob.scure origin) : owlet, ballet, pocket,

armlet, cutlet, streamlet.

Suffixes forming AugmentativeSi

-oon, -one, -on : balloon, trombone, million, flagon.

Suffixes having a Collective or Oeneric Sense.

-ery, -ry, -er (Lat. -aria or -eria) : nunnery/, carpentri/, chivalry,

cavalri/, river (riparia), gutter (channel for guttae, ' mops ').

3

I

Suffixes forming Adjectives.

(Many of these adjectives have become substantives in

English.)

-al : legal, regal, general, comical (passin^r into -el in chatmcl—
canal), hotel, jewel, or -le in cattle (capitalia).

-an, -ane, -ain, -en, -on (l«it. anus): pagan, mundane, certain,

mizzen (mediamm), surgeon, sextan.

-ain, -aign, -eign, -ange (Tjat. -aneus) : mountain, champaign,
foreign, {foraneus), strange {c.vtranens).

-ar : regular, singular.

-ary, -aiious(Lat. -arius): necessary, gregarioru. Nouns: salary,

granary, etc.

-ian : Christian.

-ine, -im : feminine, feline, divine, pilgrim (Ital. pellegrino, from
peregrinui).

-ant, -ent (participles) : volant, fluent, patent.

-ate, -ete, -eet, -ite, -ute, -te, -t (from Latin participles and
adjec^tives) : innate, concrete, discreet, erudite, hirsute, statute, polite,

chaste, honest. These adjective formations often become nouns, as

mandate, minute, fact, effect, etc.

-ile, -il, -eel, -le, -el (T>at. -His and -ilis) : fragile, senile, civil,

frail, genteel, gentle, able, keiiiiel {canile).

-able, -ible. -ble : culpable, edible, feeble (flebilis), old French
Jloih/i'. ti'ai'liable.

•ic, -ique : civic, public, unique.

vL
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-0118, -ose (full of, abounding in): vopiom, verbose, qrandiote,
focose, Ttimous.

-0U8 (Lat. -us) : anxious, omnivorous, murderout.
-acious : mendacious, loquacious, vivacious.

-ious or -y (L;it. ius, after tor and sor): cnisorious, amatonj,

-id : fervid, timid, hurried.

-ive, -iff (commonly after t an.l s of the perfect participle)

:

captive, caitiff, fdaintiff', indo-<ttlve, adoptive, restive.

-estrial, -estrian (Lat. -estris) : terrestrial, equestrian.

Verb Suffixes,

-fy (-ficare, forming compounds rather than derivatives): terrify.

-ish (esco, through the Frencli inchoative conjugation in -ir,
-issant) : banish, punish, etc.

There are two pi iiicipal modes in which verba are formed in
hnghsh from Latin veil.s. One mode is to take simply tlie crude
form of the infinitive mood or present tense, without any sufhx ; as
iHtoid, defend, incline, opine. The second mode is to turn the
perfect participle pissive (slightly modified) into a verb, as create
(irom creatus), conduct (from eonductus), credit (from crcditus),
expedite (expeditus), incense (from incensus). Wlien derivatives are
formed by both methods, one generally retains one of the meanings
of the original verb, the other another. Compare deduce and
deduct; conduce and conduct; cotistrue and construct; revert and
reverse.

Nouns (or adjectives) and verbs of Latin origin ai« often the
same in form, but are distinguished bv the accent, the noun or
adjective hav"ng the accent on the lir.s't s\ liable, the verb on tlie
second.

Verb. Noun or Adjedive. Verb.

accent 6bj((c'„ object
*iff'* pr6diice piodfice
cf>ll&fc frequent fre(|uunt
conc6rt dbsent absent

Noun.

decent
affix

c61lect

concert

GRRRK PRKFIXES.

The following prefixes are found in words of Greek origin:

a or an (not) : anarchy.

amphi (on both sidps, or rollnd^ ; nmphihious, amphitheatrt,

ana (up): Anabasis, anatomit, mxihigy.

anti (against) : antithesit, antipathy.
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apo (from) : apogee, apolixjy.

cata (ilown) : cutalfpny, catast 'opke.

di (two, or in two) : disi/llable, dlphthnng.

dia (through, among) : diameter, diaphanout.

en or em (in or on) : emphasis, enema.

epi (ujjon) : epiloijue, epitaph

ec or ex (out of) : exodiis, ecstatic.

hyper (over) : hi/perbolical.

hypo (under) : hypotenuse, hypothesis.

meta (implying change) : metnmorphof t.

para (beside) : parabola, paraphrase.

peri (round) : peristyle, perimeter, '

pro (before) : proi/ram.

pros (to) : prosody.

fjn (with, together), modified into sym or tyl : syndic, syntax^

symbol, sylloijism, syl/ahle.

eu (well) : euphony, eulogy.

GREEK SUFFIXES.

The following suffixes mark words of Greek origin

:

-e : catastrophe.

y ( = -ia) : anatomy, monarchy.

-ad or -id : Iliad, ^fJaeid, Troad.

-ic, -tic ; logic, cynir, ethics, arithmetic,

-ac : maniac, Syriac.

-sis, -sy, -se( = -o'(0: crisis, emphasis, palsy, (paralysis), hypocrisy,

fdirimsy, eclipse.

-ma : diorama, enema.

tre, -ter {— -rpov) -. centre, meter.

st : iconoclast, itophist, baptist.

• te, -t ( = .Tr;t) : apostate, comet, patriot.

sm : sophism, spasm, aneurism.

-isk : asteri-tk, obelisk.

ize (in verba) : baptize, criticize. This termination and its deri-

vativpa have been imitated in modern formations, as minimiie,

theorize, deism, egotism, egotist, annalist, papist.
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EXERCISES.

1. Show the force and origin of the prefix in tlie foIlowiiiL;

words : Irrexistihlc, i/isn-c/ioii, cmiijiatmn, oji/ioinnf, urcmoii,
iiucnml, accustotn, obscjuious, iijnm-ance, uufij'lioii//, crclmustinil,

wilhdraval, ejiiHropuri/, luiiiatural, prelude, iiiiniiunQUs, esiravje,-

lacnt, behead, unravel, secession, forlorn, foresee, alislain.

2. Anal\'se each of the following words into its component
parts, showing the prefixes and suffixes, and the force and
origin of each :

[Exain^ilc—

i

• Ibility

Pjotixcs. Root. Suffixes.

1. in- not (Lut.) 1. -ihle, forming adjective

2. ac-=^ad to (Lat.)
-cess-

(Lat.)

2. -iti/, forming abstract

noun (I^at.).]

iivsi/riijialhelic, iinreasonahh'ves^, undenmninafuinaluim, independ-
enaj, indestrudilnlity, periphrastic, disyllabic, commemoraiive,
trahsuhstantiatioit, anti-episcopalian, unremunrrative, indewnijicu
tion, perspicacious, impoverislunent, obsequioiisueas, a(fgrandiseiiient.

3. A word compoccd of parts taken from different lanunages
is called a Hybrid. Thus socialism = soci- (Lat.) -al (Lat ) -ism
(Greek).

'

Show which of the words in Question 2 are Hybrids.

4. Form (by adding or changing prefixes or suflixes) words
having contrary meanings to the following: Appear, con-
jitmiire, resolute, implicit, henerolence, liberal, romantic, legal,

respect, capable, senseless, organise, siinilar, ingress, pnntirable,
encimrage, repute, exact, ardif, perishabl". loyal, remorseful, exhale,

mature, homogenemis, pitiful, mount,

5. Explain the force nf the suffixes in the following word.«,
and give one other example of each suffix : (Uoh-nle, audible,
prira-cy, pea.<nnt-ry, pian-ist, songster, length-en, flax-en, chiclc-rn,

verlio.te, manly, magnitude, legat-ee, forbearance, duckling,

6. Write the nouns intlicating the agent corresponding to
the following nouns and verbs [Ex. library —librarian]

:

m

:
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Apply, transffress, tactics, violin, pamphlet, barge, chapel, gondola,

choir, laic, magic, intercede, fur, grammar, complain, piano,

execute, complete, fruit, pun.

7. By mean? A a suffix turn each of the following words
into an ah.-,,. act noun: JVarm, likehi, fanatic, desolate, hardy,

turbulent, rical, accurate, certain, prompt, impetuous, covetous,

supreme, dense, sober, discreet, high, authentic., grand, moist.

8. Show how many degrees of diminutiveness are con-

tained in the description—
" A peerio wee bit o' a mannikinie." (Carlyle.)

&. Turn each of the following words into a verb by means
of a suffix : Pat, daze, prate, shove, sniff, vade, vend, oriain,

magwt, person, threat, axenf, solid, solemn, deep, brutal, public,

invalid.

10. Form adjectives corresponding to the following names
of places and persons : Norway, Peru, Alsace, Troy, Paris,

Genoa, Iceland, Siam, Damascus, Fl&rence, Socrates^ Chaucer,

Saturn, Calvin, Byron, Shakespeare, Moses. Buddha, Luther,

(,hli.rofr
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SYNTAX.
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CHAPTER XIX.

SENTENCES : CLASSIFICATION.

RELATION OF WORDS TO ONE ANOTHER.

The word syntax means arrangement (Greek, syv, to-

gether, taxifi, arrangement). The rules of syntax are
statements of the wa^'3 in which the words of a sen-

tence are related to each other.

A sentence is a collection of words of such kinds, and
arriinged in such a manner, as to make some complete
sense.

By " making some complete sense " is meant, that
sometlting is said about something.

Obs. The terras phrase, clave, and sentence, which will con-

stantly be used in this section of the book, raust be carefully

distinguished.

The term tentence has been defined above.

A clause is a collection of words containing a subject-

and a predicate. It forms part of a sentence and stands

to it in the relation of a noun, an adjective, or an
adverb.

A phrase is a collection of words without a finite verbt

and is used in an adjectival or in an adverbial relation

to some word in a sentence.

f
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Coinpaie the following;

(i) He has tinislied liia work satisfactorily (adverb),

(ii) „ „ „ „ to the satisfaction of everifhoih/

(adverbial phrase).

(iii) „ „ „ „ so that everyhodi/ is satisfied

(adverbial clauae).

(iv) „ „ „ „ and everiiJmdi/ is satisfied (sentence

co-ordinate with the first part>.

It is plain that every ordinary sentence must consist of

two essential parts

:

1. That which denotes what we speak about. This is

called the subject.

2. That which is said about that of which we speak. This

is called the predicate.

Tn Logic, the subject of a proposition is the entire description of

that wliich is spoken of, the predicate is all that /.< en)ployed to

represent the idea which is connected with the subject. Thus
in "This boy's father gave him a book," the subject is 'this boy's

father,' the predicate is ' gave liim a book.' But in grammar the

single noun father is called the subject and gave the predicate,

the words connected with/«Mer and gave being treated as enlarge-

ments or adjuncts of the subject and predicate.

Whenever we speak of anything, we make it a separate

object of thouglit. A word, or combination of words, that

can stand for anything which we make a separate object of

thought, is called a substantive.

It follows that the subject of a sentence must be a

substantive.

The srbject of a sentence therefore may be;

1. A Noun, as, Bojis like football.

2. A Substantive Pronoun. If^e were beaten.

3. An Infinitive Mood. To see such things pains me.

4. A Gerund or Verbal Noun. Hiding is a healthy exercise.

5. Any word which is itself made the subject of discourse,

every word being a name for ilse'ij. In is a pieposilion.

6. A phrase or quotation ; a phrase being, to all intents

and purposes, a name for it.o'lf. Wadt vol, want not is a good

maxim
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7. A Substantive Clause, that is, a clause \vhi(;h, in ii.s

relation to the rest of the sentence, has the force of a single

substantive. That he has anived is certain.

The essential part of every affirmation is a finite verb {i.e.,

a verb in some one of its personal forms).

The subject •>-ik1 the verb are the cardinal points of eveiv

sentence. All other words in a sentence aie attached direct!}'

or indirectljr to one or other of these two

CLASSIFh^ATION OF SENTENCES.

Sentences are of three kinds:

A. Simple. B. Complex. C. Compound.

When a sentenco contains only one subject and one

finite verb, it is said to be a simple sentence.

When a sentenco contains not otily a principal subject

and its verb, but also other dependent or subordinate

clauses which have subjects and verbs of their own, the

sentence is said to be complex.

When a sentence consists of two or more principal

and independent sentences connected by co-ordinative

conjunctions, it is said to be compound.

Sentences may also be arranged as Declarative, Interro-

gative, Imperative, and Conceptive Sentences.

Thi subject of a sentence stands for sonietlr.ig that

we think of ; the predicate denotes some fact or idea

which may be connected with that thing. But tliis

union may be viewed in more ways than one.

1. When it is our intention to declare that the connexion

between what the subject stands for and what the piedicate

stands for, does exist, the sentence is declarative ; as,

"Thomas loft the room."

2. When it is our wish to know whether the coimexion

referred to subsists, the sentence is interrogative; as, "Did
Thomas leave tlic rooia 1

3. When we express our will or %vish that the connexion be

tween what the subject stands for and what the predicate

denotes, should subsist, the sentence that results is called an

U.O. IK. I
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imperative or optative sentence; as, "Thpmas, leave [tboii|

ihe room," " May you speedily recover."

4. When we merely think of the connexion as subsisting

without declaring or willing it, we get a conceptive sentence.

Sentences of this kind can only be used in combination with
others, as, " If fie were here, ho would think differently."

In all the above-named kinds of sentences, the grammntical
connexion between the subject and tlie verb is the same. It is

sufficient, therefore, to take one as a type of all. The declarative
sentence is the most convenient for this purpose.

RELATION OF WORDS TO ONE ANOTHER.

The modes in which tlie various words and groups of

words in a sentence are related to each other may be
classed us follows

:

1. The Predicative Belation.

2. The Attributive Relation.

3. The Objective Relation.

4. The Adverbial Relation.

THE PREDICATIVE KEI.ATrON.

The Predicative Relation is that in which the predicate

of a sentence stands to its subject.

The predicative relation to the subject may be sustained by a
verb, or by a verb of incomplete predication and its complement.
In the sentence, "The boy ran away," the verb run is in the predi-
cative relation to the subject hoi/. In the sentence, "The ball is

round," not only the verb is, but the adjective rouad, wliich l)elongs

to the predicate, is said to bo in the jiredicative relation to the
subject ball,

THE ATTRIBUTIVE RELATION.

When we attach to a noun or pronoun an adjective, or

what is equivalent to an adjective, tiiat is to say a

phrase or clause by which we describe, measure, or

indicate more precisely that for which the noun or pro-

aoun stands, the adjective or its equivalent stands in the
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Attributive Relation to tlu; noun or pronoiui, and is said

to be an Attributive Adjunct to it.

Thus, in " Wise men soinetimeH act fooiislil y," uiUe is in tlie

attributive n-hition to the noun meii ; it describes tlie men. If we
say "The men were wise," then were and its complement wise are

l)oth in the predicative relation to men.

Attributive Adjuncts.

Attributive adjiuicts may be of the following kind.s :

1. An adjective or participle, cither used simply, or acconi

pauicd by adjuncts of its own ; as, " A large apple, inuny men '

;

' the soldier, covered with ivtnmds, still fought."

2. A noun in apposition to the substantive; as, "John
Smith, the hilccr, said so," or a su' tantive clause in apposition

to some substantive, as, "The report that lie was killed is

untrue," where the clause thai he tuas killed is in apposition to

report.

3. A substantive in the possessive case ; as, " My father's

house"; "John's book"; "The man whose house was burnt

down " ; or a substantive preceded by of, used as the equiva-

lent of the genitive case in any of its meanings ; as, " One of

us " ; " The leader of the party " ;
" The love of money."

4. A substantive prect-iod by a preposition ; as, " A horse

for ridiiiij"; "Water to drink"; "The trees in the garden";
" A time to weep." A simple adverb may be used in a similar

way, as, " The house here "
;

" An outside passenger "
;
" The

These may be calletl qudsi-attributirethen state of affairs."

adjuncts of the noun.

Under this head we may class those instances in which an adverb
or fulverliial phrase is attached to a noun by virtue of the idea of

action which the lumn involves, as, "Our leturn home" (couijiare

'We returned home'); " His journey to J'ari.t" ('lie journoyed to

Paris'); "The revolt of the Netherlands /ron« Spain" ('The Nether-

lands revolted from Spain'), etc.

5. An Adjective Clause ; as, " They that will be rich fall into

temptation "
;
" I have found th3 piece which I had lost."

One attributive adjunct may often be replaced by another.

Thus, for "The kings palace," we may sav 'The palace of the

king,' or 'The palace whicli belongs to th' king,' or 'The palace

belonging to the king,' etc.

i
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THE OB.IE<'TIVE RELATION.

When a verb, participle, or gerund in the Active

Voice denotes an action which is directed towards some

object, the word denoting tliat object stands in the

objective relation to t. verb, participle, or gerund.

Thus, in " Tht dog biter a boy," boy is in the objective

relation to bites. In, " Seeing the tumult, I went out,"

tumult is in the objective relation to seeivg. In,

" Hating one's neighlwur is forbidden by the Gospel,"

neighbour is in the objective relation to the gerund

hating. The object of a verb is the word, phrase, or

clause which stands for the object of the action described

by the verb when it is in the Active Voice.

Besides the Direct Object, wliicli denotes the immediate object

or product of an action, transitive verbs are often followed by an

Indirect Object, which denotes that wliich is iiidirectli/ affecled by

the action spoken of by the verb, as "(Jive /ihn tlie book." "The
tailor made the hoy a coat."

In Latin, Geiiuan, or Old English the Direct Obiect is denote-'

by the Accusative Case, and the Indirect Object by the Dative

Case.

Both the direct and indirect object of the active verb may become

the mibject of the passive verb. Tlius " I told him the story," may
give us either " lie was told the story," or " The story was told

him." In this way one of the two objects of the active veib

remains as an object of the passive verb, and is called the retained

object.

The direct object of an action may be denoted by

1. A Noun ; as, " He struck the table."

2. A Substantive Pronoun ; as, " We admire him."

3. A Verb in the Infinitive Mood; as, "I love to hear

music " ; "I durst not come."

4. A Gerund or Verbal Noun; as, "He hates learning

lessons."

.'). Any word or phrase used as the name for itself: as,

" Parse wmt in the following sentence."

6. A quotation ; as, " He said ' Show me that hook:'
"

7. A Substantive Clause; as, "We heard ttiat he had

arrived."
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Any word, plirase, or clause which uiodititH or limits

a verli, adjcctivo, or attributive plirase is in the Adverbial

Relation to it, or is an Adverbial Adji;nct to it.

Adverbial Adjuncts.

Adverbial Adjuncts may bo of the foll()wln<j kinds

:

1. An adverb; as, "He fought bnnrli/." "I set out yesttr-

dai/." "He is irri/ industrious."

2. A substantive preceded by a preposition ;
as, " Ho hopes

for success." " I heard of liis (triinil." " Ht; killod the bird

with a stone." " Ho is fond of reaiUmj." " All hat one were

present."

The geruiidial infinitive often forms an adverbial^ adjunct

of a verb or adjective; e.q., "He strives to M/'vm/.' "Tlu>

food is not fit tu eat." "This house is to Id (=^Jor leltwg).

Hut, followed by an infinitive mood or a clause, often foinis

an adverbial adjunct; as, "I would buy it but that I have no

money," where 'but that—money' forms an adverbial adjunct

to would buy.

3. A noun qualified by some attributive adjunct, and so

forming a phrase denoting time when, or the meaxure of space

or time^ or marking some attendant nrnunstaure of an acticii ;

as, "He arrived last nhjhf." "We stayed there all the^

summer." "He lives three miles away." "Go that way."^

"They advanced sworl in. hand." "They went over dry foot."

In alfsuch expressions the noun is in the objective case.

4. A substantive in the objective case, before which some

such preposilioti as to or for might ha.-e been put, and which

in Old English would have been in the dative case ;
as, "Give

me (i.e. to me) the booh." "I will s ng you {i.e. fin- yai) a

song." "You are like him {i.e. like io him)" A noun thus

used with a verb is often called the indired objed of the vert)

5 A substantive (accompanied by some attributive adjunct)

in the nominative absolute ; as, " The. imn havinn risen, we

commenced our journey." " He heinq absent, iiothnig could

be done." A substantive clause may be used absolutely, ike

a simple substantive, as, " Grautid this is true, you are still m
the wrong."

w
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rarticifilt's niuy In; iiscil altsoliitely in tlii.s niuiiiit;!- wiiliout

liJiviiig any noun to lio attached lu. In siicli a sentence as

"Speaking generally, lliis is the case," the phiase 'speaking
generally ' is an adverlnal adjinict of the predicate.

6. An adverbial clause, as, " I will come when I am ready"
;

" I would tell you i/ I nudd."

What is often termed the roimate acniml'nr. (or objective)

(as in 'to run a ran',' 'to die n hii/'/n/ ,/eiitk') should more
properly be classed among the adverbial adjuncts.

It is perhaps under the head of the adrerh'uil relation that

we should class such anomaJDUs passive constructions as, "IIo
was taught hh Ifsson." " He was paid his Idll."

One kind of Adverbial Adjunct.s may often be replaced

by another.

Thus, for " He sullered putlfiitlii" we tnay say "He suffered u-ith

patience" and ric: nrxA; for "He failed thrvuijh a(reh.*.'<ii<:t.*," we
may say ''He failed Itecause he icait inn'/enn'' : for " T/<is hiing
granted, the proof is easy," we may say '* 1/ t/iis he granted, the
proof is easy."

if

»™ i I
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EXERCISES.

1. Point out the attributive adjiuicts of nouns and pro-

notuis in the following examples, and in each case stale of

what they consist, and to what they are attached. When
two or more adjuncts are attached to the sanu; noun, distin-

guish them carefully

:

John's coat is seedy. My cousin Hciuy died last week.

A rattling storm came on. I see a man walking in the garden.

My brother Tom's pony is lame. A man clothed in a long

white robe came up to me. We soon reached the top of the

mountain. The prisoner's guilt is manifest. Th.' friends of

the prisoner are very rich. Fearing to be caught in the rain,

we returned. This is no time for trifling. I .«aw a house to

let further on. AVhose hat did you take 1 I borrowed
William's big two bladed knife. A bird in the hand is worth
two in the bush. A friend in need is a friend indeed He
obtained permission to go. Leave of absence was refused

him. Give me now leave to leave thee. His right to the

property was disputed. His right to adopt that course was
challenged.
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2. Point out the adverbial adjuncts in the following sou-

teiices ; state of what they consist, and to what verb, adjective

or adverb they are attached :

They arrived yesterday. They will be here to night. He

prayed for a speedy deliverance.' 1 am much displca-sed with

your conduct. He is tiot like his sister. He accompanied us

most of the way. N'ou are to come homo directly. Hi

approached me dagger in hand. He built a wall ten feci

thick. There is a church a mile distant from the town.

You are spending your time to no purpose. I am not di.--

posed to sell the hor.sc On reaching home we found that the

rest had arrive<l before us. We were all talking of the

accident. We live in con.stant fear. Wait a bit. We had

nothing to do. What is the matter with you? He > i •

ready to take oHencc. I am content to be silent. '• >
.»ie

<'lad to see you. Why did you 6ay that'f Where were you

mi dutv last night? He comes here every day. My pony

being lame, I cannot ride today. My object having been

attai^iod, I am satisfied. To reign is worth ambition. The

eloth is worth a guinea a yard. He is a year older than I

^™* " Bloodshot his eye, his nostrils spread,

The loose rein dangling from his head,

Housing and saddle bloody red,

Lord Murmion's steed rushed by."

3. In the following examples show which of the phrases

made up of a preposition and a noun do the work of ai\

adjective, i.e. are allribuim adjuncts, and which do the work

of an adveib, that is, are adicrbial adjuncts; and show to

what word each is attached :

Ho shot a great quantity of game on the moor. What is

the use of all this fu.ss about t!io matter? I am delighted to

see you in good health. Wc weie vexed by his rudeness to

you. The 'advantages of travelling in foreign countries are

very great. He is a man of great industry. He accomplished

the task by unrtagg''ng industry. A man addicted to self-

indulgence will not ri^c to greatness. He is fond of angling.

Th.atTo. a good stre-^m for .nngling. T am fond of the pastime

of angling^^ T mast cypress my displeasure at your behaviour.

Vou have'displeased me bv your behaviour. He is not prone

to behaviour of this kiiid. We icly on your promise.

Reliance on his promises is a- less. Uo your duty to him.

i*

1^
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What is my duty to my nei<^hbour1 He adhered to his

determination to make the attempt. He is too feeble to
make the attempt. He gave him his best wine to drink.
The place abounds in good water to drink. Do you see that
man on horseback ? He has given up riding on horseback.
The master praised the boy at the top of the class. Ho
shouted to the boys at the top of his voice.

4. Take the following pairs of sul)iects and verbs and build
up sentences by putting in objects, whore they are wanted,
and enlarging the subjects, predicates, and objects, with as
many adjuncts, attributive and adverbial, as you can. Thus,
from ' Men rob,' you may make ' Men of weak character, led
astray by temptation, sometimes rob their unsuspecting friends
shamefully.'

Birds build. Ship carries. Boy lost. Loaf was bought.
Brother left. Sister came. Children went. Men found.
We arrived. Man struck. Horse threw.

5. Expand the adverbs and adjectives in the following
sentences (a) into phrases and (where possible) {h) into
clauses

:

(1) He spoke elufinrntly.

(2) He won the race easily,

(3) Come quickly.

(4) It was a stormy day.

(5) He approached me thrmteningly.

(0) He is an imiustrioits boy.

(7) Dryden was a versutile poet.

CHAPTER XX.

SUBJECT AND PREDICATE.

Subject and Predicate.

A.s f)oth the subject and tho verb of a sontonoo aro
spoken of the same tbin<,^ tboy must .ij^ree with each
otliir in tliOKC points wliich they have in cuuuaou, that
is, in number and perstm.
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The subject of a finite verb is put in the nominative

case.

Every finite verb must have a subject in the nominative

case expressed or understood.

Every noun, pronoun, or substantive phrase used as a

subject ought to have a verb attached to it as predicate.

The sul)ject of a verb is sometimes understood as, " I have

a mind presages me such thrift," for 'which presages,' etc.;

"So far as [it] in him lies "
;
" Do [he] what he will, he cannot

make matters worse." The subject oi a verb in the imperative

mood is usually omitted. i

suBjpcr.

The subject of a sentence nmy be

1. Simple. 2. Compound. 3. Complex.

The subject of a sentence is simple when it con.sists of

a sin^-le substantive, or a simple infinitive mood ; as,

" / lovo truth "
;
" Men are mortal " ;

" To err is human."

The subject of a sentence is compound when it con.sists

of two or more substantives coupled together by the

conjunction and ; as, " Caesar and Pompey were rivals."

" You and I will travel together."

The conjunctioiis eit/ier—or, neither—nor, do not couple sub-

stantives together ao as to form a compound subject. They imply

that one of two alternatives is to be taken. Hence if eacli subject

is singular the verb must be singular. Thus, "Either he or his

brotiier was in fault" ; "Neither John nor Thomas has arrived."

The subject of a sentence is complex when it consists of

an infinitive or gerundive phrase, of a substantive clause, or

of a quotation ; as, " How to do it is the question "

;

" That he said so is certain "
;

"
' England expects every

man to do his duty.' was Nelson's watchword."

A complex .subject is very often anticipated by the pleonastic

use of tlie neuter pronoun it, which .serves as a temporary sub-

stitute for the real subject, the grammatical relation of which to

the verb it iiuiicales more coiicisely. Thua : "It i» wicked 10 UU
lies "

;
" It is certain that he said tor
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Enlarged or Expanded Su1]!iect.

The subject of a sentence may have attached to it any
attributive adjunct or any combination of attributive
adjuncts, as

:

" Tlie man told a lie " (Demomt. Ailj.).

" Gml men love virtue " {Adj. of Qmlity).

"Edward tlie Black Pri a did not succeed his father"
{Xmn in Apposition).

"John's new coat, which he was wearingfm the first time, was
torn" (1. Noun in Poss. Case, 2. A,/j. of Quality, 3. Adjective
Clause).

If the subject is a verl) in the infinitive mood, or a gerund,
It may be accompanied by oljjcctive or adverbial adjuncts, as:

" To rise early is healthful."

" To love one's enemies is a Christian duty."

^ " Phujing with.fire is dangerous."

PREDICATE.

The Predicate of a sentence may be

1. Simple. 2. Complex.

Simple Predicate.

The predicate of a .soritence is simple when the notion
to be conveyed i.s expressed by a sin^^l,; finite verb: as,
" Virtue jlourishea." " Time /irs." " I love."

Complex Predicate.

Many verbs do not make complete sense by themselves
but require some other word to be u.sed with them to
make the sense complete. Of this kind are the intran-
sitive verbs be, hecome, groiv, seem, can, do. shall, will,
etc., and .such transitive verlw, as make, call.

To say, "The horse is," "The light becomes," "I can." or
" I made the man," makes no sense. It is requisite to \m
some other worrl or phrase (a substantive, an adjective, or a
verb m the infinitive) with the verb; as, "The horse is black"
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"The light becomes dim," "I can turite." "It made the man
mad." "He was made king." Verbs of this kind are called

Verbs of incomplete predication, and the words used with
them to make the predication complete may be called the

complement of the predicate.

Verba which ai'e capable of foiniing simple predicates are often
followed by cjniplenients, being verbs of incomplete predication to

far at the matter in hand is voncemed. Thus live is not always and
necessarily a verb of incomplete predication, but in the sentence,
"He lived happy ever afterwards," the predicate is lived happy,
and happy foinis a (subjective) complement to lived, which, there-
fore, is, to far, a verb of incomplete predication. So m " They went
along singing," sivgivg is the complement of went. In " He made a
mistake," made is a verb of complete predication ; in " He made his

father angry," made is a vero of incomplete predication, and
requires the (objective) complement angry to make Jie sense com-
plete.

'cate of a sentence is complex when it consists

1 icomplete predication accompanied by its com-

The pr^

of a V i

plemoi

1. Subjective Complement.

When a verb of incomplete predication is intransiti\'c or

passive, the coniplonieiit of the predicate stands in the pre

dicative relation to the subject; as, " Ho is prudent." "He
became rich." "He is called Jolui." "The wine tastes sour."

"lie feels sick." This kind of complement may be termed
the Subjective Complement.

2. Objective Complement.

When the verb is transitive, and in the active voice, the

complement of the predicate stands in the actributive relation

to the object of the verb ; as, " lie dyed the cloth red."

"She called the man a liar." This kind of complement may
be termed the Objective Complement.

3. Infinitive Complement.

The third kind of complement is that which follows such
vrrbs as ran, will, uiuxt, etc, a.«. "I can uritf," "He must 70."

This may be tciuic-d the infinitive complement, or com
plementary infinitive. I'hc ohjirt of the sentence is often

attached to the dependent infinitive.

I i
:

^1
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The Object of a verb may be

1. Simple. 2. Compound. 3. Ciomplex.

T'use distinctions are the same as in the case of the

Subject.

There is also a peculiar kind of Complex Object, consisting

of a Substantive accompanied by an Infinitive Mood or

Participle which forms an Indirect Predicate to it, as, " I sjiw

him fall " ; " He made the hear dance " ,
*' Let there be light " ;

"Let us prai/" , "He ordered the prisoners to be released";

" He knew the story to he false " ; " We saw the man hanged "

;

"They found the child dying"; "He made his power felt."

The Accusative and Infinitive in Latin is an analogous con-

struction.

The neuter tl often serves aa a temporary representative of a

complex object, showing its ijranunatical relation to the sentence,

aa, " I think it foolish to act w."

The object of a verb may have any combination of at-

tri))utivc adjuncts attached to it. It is then said to be

enlarged or expanded.

EXERCISES.

1. Point out the subject of each of the following sentences:

(1) " 'Tis sweet and commendable in your ruitiire, Hamlet,

To give those mourning duties to your father."

(2) "This spacious animated scene survey."

(3) " Perhaps in this neglected spot is laid

Some heart once pregnant with celestial fire."

(i) " Sweet are the uses of adversity."

{')) " Alike to all, the kind, impaitial heaveti

Tlic sparks of truth and happiness ha> given."

(fi) " All promise is poor dihitory man."

(7) "Tis easy to rosign a toil.s<jnie place."

(s) "Tis not unknown to you, Antonio,

How much I have disabled mine estate."
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(9) " With patient mind thy course of duty run."

(10) " Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree . . .

Sing, Heavenly Muse."

(11) " Whom the gods love die young."

(12) " The sea being smooth.
How many shallow bauble boats dare sail

Upon her patient breast !

"

2. The verb to he is a verb of incomplete predication when
it is employed in making a compound tense of a verb in

cither the active or the passive voice, as, "He is going'; 'I
was saying'; 'He is gone'; 'He was struck.' But when
used to form a tense of another verb, it is usually called an
Aiuiliary Verb. In such cases the compound form denotes the
performance, the continuance, or the completion of an action.
When the state thai is the restdt of the. action is denoted, the
participle that follows is merely an adjective of quality.
When it is not accompanied by a complement of some .sort,

to he '\s B. verb of rotiijMe prcdi'-ation, or (as it is sometimes
callcfl) the ' verb of cxidnnce.'

N.B.—An adverb or an adverbial phrase is not a com-
plement.

Point out carefully the various uses of the verb in the
following examples

:

He is in the parlour. He is going away. Such thing.s have
been. The time has been, that when the l)i ; -s were out, the
mm would die. We are ready. I am in doubt about that.

The boy was blamed for that. The poor man was starved to
death. The children are half starved. He was wounded by
an arrow. The poor soldier is badly wounded. I am trying
to do it. This delay is trying to our patience. I am delighted
to sec you. We were delighted by the concert. He is

named John. Ho was called a fool for his pains. Where
are you? Where have you been all the morning?

3. Classify the Predicates of the following sentences, care-
fully distinguishing those cases in which a verb is followed by
a romplfiwrnf, or an inflirect predicate, from those in which
it i.s followed by an a/lvnhitil nftjuvrt. Sec whctlu. the word
in (|uoslii»n dcMotcs the cniulUum of that whiih is spoken
about, or the vianncr in which an action is done.

t
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That looks pretty. The bell sounded cracked. He spoke

loud. The cry toundcd clear and shrill. His voice sounded

feebly. His voice sounded feeble. He has travelled far

and wide. They have not made the street wide enou<ih.

The people wept sore. It grieved me sore. The milk

turned sour. Grumbling will not make things better. I

cannot make my appearance sooner. You must write your

exercises better. He seems better this morning. T'.io

doctor found the patient much better. The meat cuts

tough. The fun grew fast and furious. That child grows

fast. They made his feet fast in the stocks. The news

drove him frantic. The man went mad. The stones have

made my feet sore.

CHAPTER XXI.

AN.VLYSIS OF SENTENCES.

SEPARATION OF LOGICAL SURTECT AND LOGICAL
PREDICATE.

The first stage in the analysis of a simple sentence is to

separate the^gramniatical subj 't with its adjuncts f-om

the predicate verb with whatever is attached to it aa

object, complement, or adverbial adjunct. The gram-

matical subject with its attributive adjuncts forms the

logical subject of the sentence ; the predicate verb, with

all that is attached to it, forms the logical predicate of

the sentence.
Exam:)les.

Logical Subject.

(Gi-ammatlcal Subject with Attributive

Adjuncts.)

Our nicssonj;or

We

Logical Predicate.

(Predicate Verb, with Olijeotivc and
Adverbial Adjuncts.)

ha.s not arrived.

The village preachcr'g nxxUst

mansion

will carry all our proprrty •with

us.

rose there.
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Analysis of the Logical Subject.

The following example illustnites the separation of

the logical suhjeet into the grammatical subject and its

attributive adjuncts:

" The soldiers of the isnth legion, vxaried by their long march,

and exhausted frovi want of food, were unable to resist the onset of

the enemy."

T^ogiial Subject

Loglcftl Predicate.

Gi-aiumatical Subject. Attributive Adjunct* of Subject.

Soldiers 1. The
2. of the tenth legion

3. wearied by their long
mnrch

4. exhausted from want of

food

were unable to resist

the onset of the

enemy.

Analysis of the Logical Predicate.

In the following examples the logical predicate is

separated into its component parts

:

Logical Subject

Logical Predicate.

Predicate Verb.
Object,

with Adjuncts.
Adverbial
Adjuiictn.

Thn sight of distress fills a benevolent
mind

our course

1. al\\'ays

2. with com-
passion.

We will liend !. thither
•2. from off the

tossing of

these fiery

wave*.
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Analysis of both Subject and Predicate.

In the followiii«^ example both tlie subject and the

object of tlie verb are separated into the substantive and

the attributive adjuncts of which they are compoKcd

:

" The mournful tidings of the death of his son filled the proud

heart of the old man with the keenest anguish."

Subject
Attributive
Adjuncts of
Subject.

Predicate. Object
Attributive
Adjuncts of

Object

Adverbial
Adj'incta of

rrcdicate.

tidings 1. The
2. inonrnful

3. uf the death
of liis sun

filled heart 1. the
2. proud
3. of the

old man

with the
keenest
anguish

Analysis of Complex Predicate.

The following examples show how a complex predicate

may be separated into its components

:

" That hero was deservedly called the saviour of his country."

Sul)iect with
Adjuncts.

Predicate. Ad\erbial Adjuncts of Predicate.

Verb of
Inciimpleto
Predication.

Subjective
Cijinplcraent.

Adverbial
Adjunct of

Verb.

Adverbial
Adjunct of

Coniplement

that hero was called the saviour
of his

country

deservedly

" This misfortune will certainly make the poor man miseiahle for

life."

Sub ect with
Adjunct*.

Predicate.

Object with
Adjuni^tn,

AdTcrbi&l Adjuncts of

Predicate.

Verb of

Incomplctie
Predicatiou.

Objective
Comple-
ment

Adjunct o'

Verb.

certainly

Adjunct, of

Comple-
ment

This mis-

fortuoe

will make miserable the poor
man

for life
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Direct and Indirect Object.

In analysis these two Objecta should be set down
separately, tlius

:

" Henry's kind father gavf. him a brautiful new knife."

Subject
Attributive
Adjuncta of
Subject

Predicate. Object*.
AttributiTe
Adjuncts of

UbjfuU.

Father 1. Henr^':
2. kind

gave 1. (»WiVec<)— ' him •

2. (diVecO—'akiiife' 1. l)eautiful

2. new

;i

Questions.

The parts of a Question or Interrogative Sentence are

related to each other in exactly the same way as those

of the answer, when it is written in full.

Examples.

A. (I) Whose coat is this [coatjl (2) This [coat] is John's

coat.

B. (1) What have you in your handt (2) I have this in

my hand.

C. (1) Which way did you cornel (2) We came this way.

D. (1) How did you break the dishl (2) I broke the dish

thus.

Subject
Attrib.
Adj. of
Subject.

Predicate. Object
Attrib.
A<lj. of

Object

Adverbial
Adj. of Pred.

A (2) coat

(1) coat

this

this

is John's coat

is whose coat?

B (2)1
(1) You

have
have

this

what
in my hand
in your hand

C (2) We
(1) You

canie

did come
this way
wliich way ?

D (2)1
(1) You

broke
did break

the dish

the diiih

thus
how?

M.a. iM.
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Complete Analysis of a Sentence.

Tlie thorough analysis u£ a sentence is to be conductod

in the foUowinj; mamiftr:

(i) Set down the subject of the sentence.

(ii) Set down the words, phrases, or adjective clauses which

may form attributive adjuncts of the subject.

(iii) Set down the predicji*'^ verb. If the verb is one of

incomplete predication, set ^.own the complenicfit of the

predicate, and indicate that the verb and its complement

make up the entire predicate.

(iv) If the predicate be a transitive verb, set down the

object of the verb. If the predicate be a verb of in(;unii)iet

predication followed by an infinitive mood, set down tl

object of the dependent infinitive.

(v) Set down those words, phrases, or adjective clauses

which are in the attributive relation to the object of the

predicate, or to the object of the complenient of the predicate,

if the latter be a verb in the infinitive mood.

(vi) Set down those words, phrases, or adverbial cla<ise8

which are in the adverbial relation to the predicate, or to the

complement of the prer'-Tate.

These various elements of the sentence may l)e arranged either

in the mode adopted in the following examples, or in that indicated

in the table at the end of the b«ok.

EXAMPLES OF THE ANALYSIS OF SIMPLE
SENTENCES.

"Having ridden up to the spot, the enraged officer struck tht

unfortunate man dead with a single blow of his sivwil."

Subject, ' officer.'

(\ * the

'

Attributive adjwu:t, \^-
.enraged.'

o/MUfyect,
y^ . ijaving ridden up to the spot.'

Predicate made up ( Verb of incomplete predication, 'struck.'

of \Objective complement, ^ dea.d.'

Object, ' man.'

Attributive culjuncts f I. 'the.'

of object, \2. 'unfortunate.'

Adverbial adjunct* (I. 'on the spot.'

^predicate, \ 2 ' with a single blow of his sword.'
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** Coining home, I saw an officer with a drawn stoord riding

alumj the xlreet."

Subject, ' I.*
•

Attributive adjunct
| . coming hou.e.'

oj subject, J
°

predicate, ' saw.'

Object, * officer.'

'1 ' an

'

Attributive adjunett J ^- .
^j^i, ^ j„^„ 3^^,.^

,

0/ object,
1^3

.
,.jji„g ^,^,„g jjjg 3j,.gej^i

Subject, 'It.'

„ ,. , -f Verb of incomplete prediction, ' ia.'

Pret/<m«e warf; up
o/l^^tj^c^iVa comi,lement, ' L'

Stibjtct, ' you.'

„ ,. , .( Verb of incomplete predication, 'are.'
Predicate made up o/|^„,y„^;^

-^^ coniplemenl, ' who /'

"JVow <A« bright morning star, day's harbinger, comes dancing

from the East."

Subject, 'star.'

, ... J. , n. 'the.'
Attributive adjuncts I g t bright'

OJ subject, \^- 'day's llarbinger.'

M 'e»-6 o/" incomplete predication, ' cornea.'
Predicate, \Subjactive complement, 'dancing.'

Adverbial adjunct of the predicate, ' from the East'

" He found all his wants supplied by the care of hisfnends."

Here 'supplied friends' forma an indirect predicate of

'wants.' It means 'he found that all his wants had been supplied,

etc.' The construction is the same as in ' I saw the man hanged.'

The whole phrase forms a complex object of ' found.'

•• The duke will never grant this forfeiture to hold."

Subject,

Attributive adjunct 1

of subject, J

Predicate,

Objective infinitive \
phrase.

Adverbial adjunct of\
predicate, f

'duke.'

•the.'

'will grant.'

< this forfeiture to hold.'

' never.'

IB,

!
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Illin

1

1

lit*m

r ( U
1 h

Predicate^

" lliiw oft the sitjid of meaii^ to do ill dem .luikn ill dtfih ilunf*

Subject, 'aij^ltt.'

Attributivt (uljuncti /I. the.'

of mbjiKt^ \2. of means to do i!' decdn.'

f Vfrb of inroMplelf predication ' inakt'S.'

\oiijective complement, 'done.'

Object, ' deeda.'

Attributive adjunct \ , •,

,

of object, J
"'•

A drerbial adjunct of\ .

,

,. ,

predicate, j '^°^ **"

" A man of weak health is incapable of the thorough enjoyment

of life"

Subject, ' man.'

Attributive adjuncts fl. 'a.'

\2. 'of weak health.0/ subject,

n J- f
I Verb of incomplete predication '\ii.'

1 reuicate,
{Complement of predicate, ' inca[«ible.'

Adverbial adjunct of the complement of the predicate, 'of the

thorough enjoynient of life.

" And now, their mightiest quelled, the hatlh awerrrd, vith manif

an inroad gored."

Subject, 'battle.'

....... .. . n. Article, ' the.'
Attributtye adjuncts L r„,i{J f^i ^/,,„, .^jth , „v an

oj subject,
^ j„^.„j;;j g/;.^j ,

•

of predicate,
j

Predicate,

Adverbial adjuncts

•«werved.

1. Adverb, 'now.'
.\ with attributive adjuuri. in the

liv linative absolute, 'thwr iinghtiew

quellad.'

m
f* t

EXERCISES.

1. Give the complete analysis of the following

John's account of the affair alarmed me. Ever
in a sentence has a subject. My brother Henry t

I saw the occurrence through a gap in the wall,

boy did not go out of doors all ij

heard the newst Have those little bov
the morning.

itenceo

nite vero

. wf that.

Tha '-^.ty

Havt Q«
finished their is
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exercises during my
Crying will nut ii' If you out of ' e

wi

ilwei c'' I tle.«irc w
(Jiti. >•

artle

act

jl dTspleaso his father. To do - s piof rly rciuires i

: an easi

did ye-

Who spoke la

Hoping to til

bridge. How did y(.'= h i yoi

sui- .ort his steps. Y' u say 8<

aiic he hi- done pretty veil

men could have done that. 11

for you 1 Whi I "iiiiish not

voice was heard ^he gas ten.

id you lu r at c

ad, w -^ h It our

rch thismorni

ompanions at

lis

i

.16

wayl 1 e used a stitk to

(• tease me. Considering his

t.ie examination. Very few

w much money will be enough

possesses you 1 A little girl's

A large dog's bark was 1 ard

in the di.ta. e. An < )npi bird'.s nest was found. Thi all

la.lv's dress vas torn. .Son.e i.ulies' silk drosses were sold by

p -tion Mv cousin's 'ti- n intc-rupted our game. Here

iall l>e done a deed of dreadfn » We had a purpose to

l^ h.s [>urvev.,r. He found his 'her lying fast asleep.

W iuive bouv'ht ;. pr. tty little calf .. month old. His wrat^

find *Qme v .>^-e way to our destruction. W hat more <

lesue* Wi, tn did yo find walking in the ganlct

.se uni -filla id you takef Whose exercise t'
'

st^'dt-i Th nor an's wife died last night. !

head fo. most int. e n -^r. 1 hey advanced stop b;

Give uo a cup of T u-n you my best thanks '• <J

thee that too." 1 h HI all that an hour ago. He di. a a

hanpy death. This . be ea There lay Duncan, his

sil skin laced with hi golden bl-od. The poor wrei will

fijfi . ner young ones in her nest, a-ainst the owl. V tw ra

, ' _ ^_ -1 u«1~ U...,/l f ^.niiooi*-. in W(

D

nove, a melancholy band. Conceit, in weaken' %

fc St works. Forth at your eyes, your spirit u.y

n, u Who ever experienced anything like kindiuv ai his

M W^ho but a fool would talk like thati What have

,u done with the money 1 ^Vhat arrant nonsense that

olish man talks ! Which [horse] of these horses is to be

.Id 1 He eats his food like a hog. He was taught Greek by

ins uncle. " Teach me thy statutes." " Tea.h erring man to

spurn the rage of gain." The dead were refused burial.

2. Analyse the following sentences contamin- indirect

predicates (see p. 140):
, a u

He heard the wind roar through the trees. I heard the

man say so. We saw the thief try to pick a gentleman s

pocket. I wish you to come to-morrow. I beheve the man

to be innocent. I felt the air fan my cheek. Havo you ever

4
^m-.

mmam
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known the man confess being in fanlt? The duke will never
grant this forfeiture to hold. I like a knave to meet with his

deserts. I expected the travellers to be here by this time.

The wind sits fair ft)r news to go to Ireland. It is too late

for the travellers to arrive to-night. The task was too dithcult

for him to hope to succeed.

CHAPTER XXII.

COMPLEX SENTENCE&

A Complex Sentence is one which, besides a principal
subject and predicate, contains one or more subordinate
clauses, which have subjects and predicates of their own.

Subordinate Clauses are of three kinds:

1. Substantive Clauses.

2. Adjectiye Clauses.

3. Adverbial Clauses.

A Substantive Clause is one which, in its relation to the
rest of the sentence, is equivalent to a substantive.

An Adjective Clause is one which', in its relation to the rest

of the sentence, is equivalent to an adjective.

An Adverbial Clause is one which, in its relation to the
rest of the sentence, is equivalent to an adverb.

A complex sentence is produced whenever the place of
a substantive, an adjective, or an adverb is supplied by
a substantive clause, as adjectivs clause, or an adverbial
clause.

If we say, " He announced the arrival of Caesar,* we get a simple
sentence. If we say, " He announced that Caesar had arrived," we
get a complex sentonce, the substiintive clause that Caesar had
arrived being substituted for the arrival of Caesar.

If we say, " He has lost tlie book given to liim by me," we have
a simple sentence. If we say, " He has lost the book which 1 had
given to him," we get a complex sentence, the adjective clause
which I had given to him being substituted for givtn to him by me.
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If we t&j, " The boy went out to play on the completion of his

ta«k," we get a simple sentence. If we say, " The boy went out to

play when he had completed his task," we get a complex sentence,

the adverbial clause when he hud completed hit task being substi-

tuted for on the completion of his task.

It must neyer be forgotten that a dej)endent or subordinate

clause is an integral part (.' the princiijal sentence to which it

belongs, just as though it wore an ordinary substantive, adjective,

or adverb.

SUBSTANTIVE CLAUSES.

A Substantive Clause is one which, in its relation to

tl»e rest of the sentence, is equivalent to a substantive.

It may be either the subject or the object of the verb in

the principal clause, or it may be in ai)poHition to some

other substantive, or be governed by a pieposition.

Substantive claiises usually begin either with the con-

junction that, or with an interrogative word. The coiijuiiction

tluit, however, is £re(iuently understood; as, "I saw he was

tired."

In the sentence "I know that he did this," the clause 'that he

did this ' is the object of the veib ' hiow.'

In " He asked me how old I was," the clause ' how old I teas '
is

the object of the verb ' asked.'

In " When I set out is uncertain," tht Uiuse ' when I set out
'
is

the subject of the ve>-b ' is.'

In " We should have arrived sooner, but that we met with an

accident," the clause ' t/<at we met with an acvidait ' is governed by

the preijosition ' hut.'

When a substantive clause is the subject of a verb, it is

usually represented temporarily by the pleonastic demonstra-

tive 'it' as "It is not true that he died yesierduy."

ADJECTIVE CLAUSES.

An Adjective Clause is one which, in its relation to the

rest of the sentence, is equivalent to an adjective. It

stands in the attributive relation to a subHtantive, and

is attached to the word which it qualHivs by moans of

a relative pronoun, or a relative adverb which is ocjUiva-

lent to a relative pronoun preceded by a preposition.

WBsam' ^wpi"»sw»w«nw
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In the sentence "liOok at the exercise which I have

written," the clause 'which I have mitten' qualifies the noun

'exercise,' and is much the same in force as the participial

phrase ' written by me."

In "That is the house where I dwell," the clause 'where I

dwell' qualifies the noun 'hou^.' Where is equivalent to in

whielk

The relative is sometimes omitted, as, "Where is the book I ffara

you ? " for which I gave you ;
" I have a mind premgei me such

thrift" etc., for lohich prem;feK, eta

Sometimes adjective clauses are used siibstan lively, i.e. with no

antecedent expressed, as " Who steals my purse, steals trash."

This omission of the antecedent is usual when the relative w/iat is

used, as, " I heard what he said," " There is no truth in what he

aid"
Care must be used to distinjruish those clauses in which an

indirect question is involved in the use of who, what, when, where,

etc., from clauses in which these words are mere relatives. In such

sentences as, " Tell me what I ought to do," " I asked him who

said so," " I know why he did it," " He asked nie when I had

arrived," the dependent clauses are indirect questions, and are

BubsUntive clauses, having no antecedent expressed or understood

to which they relate. In " That is what I said," "This is where I

live," the dependent clauses are adjective clsuises. The distinction

is analogous to that between clauses beginning with quia or qnid in

Latin, and clauses beginning with qui or quod.

Adjective clauses are very often co-ordinate with the demonstra-

tive adjectives this, lh,tt, etc. In such cases the demonstratiye

word is simply preiiaiatory to the adjective clause by which its

own import is more fully explained. Thus in the sentence, " I

never received those books which you sent." the adjective 'those

and the adjective clause ' which you sent ' are both in the attributive

relation to ' books.'

Clauses beginning with as must be regarded as adjective clauses,

when they follow such and smne. Thu.s, in " I do not admire such

hooks as he writes," the clniise nji he writes is an adjective clausj

qualifying books, and co-ordinate with Siich.

An adjective clause (like an ordinary adjective) has usually

a (Iciinilive or restrictive force. But it often happens that

clauses introduced by relatives are, as regards their force and

meiimng, co-ordinate with the principal clause. Such a clause

is miiinvntive rather thnn defhiHrv. Thii". in •• I wn.tn to

your brother, who replied that you li:i<l nut arrived." tlto

enae of the sentence would be the same if atuL /te were substi-
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tuted for who. So in " He heard that the bank had failed,

which was a sad blow to him," which should be treated as

equivalent to and this.

Tlie anticipative or provisional subject it often has an adjective

clause as an adjunct. Thus, "It was John who did that"= "It

(the jjerson) who did that was John." In such cases, when the

relative is the subject of the following verb, that verb usually

agrees in number and person with the predicative noun or pronoun

instead of the subject t( ; as, " It is my parents who forbid that " ;

" It is I who say so."

ADVERBIAL CLAUSES.

An Adverbial Clause is one which, in its relation to the

rest of the sentence, is eaoivalent to an adverb. It stands

in the adverbial relation to a verb, an adjective, or

another adverb.

Thus, in the sentence, " Ho was writing a letter when I

arrived," the clause ' when I ariived ' indicates the time at

which the action expressed by the verb was wril'mg took

place. The clause ' when I arrived ' is therefore in the adverbial

relation to the verb was ivriting.

CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERBIAL CLAUSES.

Adverbial Clauses may be arranged in the following classes

:

1. Adverbial Clauses relating to Tir.e.

Clauses of this kind begin either with the cornective adverbs

which denote time, or with the conjunctions Ixfore, after, while,

since, ere, vntil, etc. As, " Every one listens when heipeah." " He
punished the boy whenever he did wrong." "He mver spoke after

hafoU."

2. Adverbial Glauses relating to Place.

Clauses of this kind are introduced by the relative or connective

adverbH where, whither, whence, etc. As", " He is still standing tchere

I left him." " Whither I go ye cannot come."

3. Adverbial Glauses relating to Manner.

Adverbial clauses iplatiiif; to maiuifi- are coininnnly introdiiciHl

by the relative or connective adverb at. E.g., " He did <u he tool
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told." "It turned out as I expected." Clauses beginning with «•

are generally elliptical. At full length, "He did as he was told

to do."

4. Adverbial Glauses relating to Degree.

Clauses (.f this kind are introduced by the conjunction than, or

the connective adveibs the and at.

Adverbial clauses denoting d*/ree are always attached to adjec-

tives or adverbs. They are almost always elliptical.

Eq., "He is not so {or as) tall as I thought" («•«•" I t^«"g^

he J* tall). Here the clause 'as I thought [he whs tall]' Qualifies

(or is in the adverbial relation to) the fJ^'^^'^"
'""jvf'Vatfve

ordinate with the demonstrative adverb «o ; and the lelatiye

adverb as at the beginning of the adverbial clause qualifies tall

understood.

"He is taller than his brother"; te. "He « teller than his

brother [is toll]." " I love study more than ever [I loved it much J.

"The more I learn, the more I wish to learn." Here the

adverbial sentence *the more I learn' qua'^fi^^ .^he con.parat.ve

more in the main clause, and is co-ordinate w.th tl.e
^If

'"""^
J^a^

adverb the which precedes it ; the word m<^e in the aderbml

dause being itself qualified by the relative adverb the. fhe first

the is relative or subordinate, the second the is demonstrative.

5. Adverbial Clause* relating tc Cause.

These usually begin with the conjunctions becaute and /or.

E.g
"

I love him because he is good." Here ' because he is good*

is aii adverbial clau.se qualifying tlie verb love.

" He could not have seen me, for T was not theie." Here '/or 1

was not there' is an adverbial clause qualifying the verb could.

6. Adverbial Clauses relating to Purpose and Consoquence.

Ea "He ran so fast that he loas out of breath." Here tlie

adSial clause 'da< he teas out of bre<ak' Htands in the adverb.a

Xtion to/c«t, and is co-ordinate with so, the indefinite meaning

of which it amplifies and defines.

Adverbial clauses relating to vurpose come also under this head

Eq "He labours that he ma;i become r>rL" Here the adverbial

clause qualifies the vcib lal>0Hrs. " I will not male a noise, lest

j
TZlsturb you." Hero the adverbial clause qua .he. wdlrnake^

Tlio Suhiunct v« M«od i^ used in M.ese rlausea. It is usually in

S;.Sm^>und form, but in the older
\V ^^^/^ /' V'\,\^,%:.';£

.ubiunctVve, as, " Lest sin surprts, thee" ;
" ihat I be not fuither

tedious uuto thee,"
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7. Adverbial Clauses relating to Condition.

Clauses of this kind begin with the conjunctions t/, unleu,
except, thottgh, although, and the compounds however, whoever, vjhat-
ever, etc.

In adverbial clauses of condition, the principal sentence is called
the consequent clause {i.e. the clause which expresses the con-
tequence) ; the subordinate sentence is called the hypothetical clause.

Suppositions may be of two kinds.

(A) Suppositions of the first kind relate to some actual event or
state of things, which was, is, or will be real, independently of our
thought respecting it In such suppositions the indicative mood
is employed.

Bxamples.—"If the prisoner committed the crime, he deservei
death. If he did not commit it, ail the witnesses swore falsely."
" If he is at home, I shall see him." " If your letter is finished,
bring it to me."

In like manner concessive clauses beginning with though or
although, which relate to what actually is or u>us the case, have the
indicative mood ; as, "Though he was there, I did not see him."

(B) Suppositions of the second kind treat an event or a s-tate of
things as a mere conception of the mind. In suppositions of this
clas-s, the subjunctive mood is" employed.

A supposition which is contrary to some fact, present or past, is

necessarily a mere conception of the mind, and therefore the
subjunctive mood is used.

Examples.—"If he were present (which he i« not), I would
speak to him." " If our horse had not fallen down (which he did^
we should not have missed the train."

In old-fashioned English and in poetry we also find the past
perfect subjunctive used in the consequent clause, instead of the
secondary form (or conditional peifect) ; as, "I /tad fainted unless
I had believed to see the goodness of the Lord."

Clauses expressing a wish contrary to the fact have also the
subjunctive mood. Thus, " I wish that he were here (which he is

not)."

When we make a supposition with regard to the future, and
state its consequence, as a mere conception of the mind, the
subjunctive mood must be used in both clauses.

Examples.—"If he were rewarded, he would be encouraged to
persevere." "If he went (or should go, or were to go) away
without speaking to me, I should be grieved." " If he lost (or

should lose, or were to lose) his money, he would never be happy
again."

In suppositions the conjunction ?/iB often omitted. E.g., " Had
I known this (t.e. If I had known this), I would not have come."

i:
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Clauses beginning with that often have a hmttng o definivg

'i.e. an iviurhad) fbrce in relation to an adjective as He was

vexed that you did not come " ;
" I am sure that he did it

COMPOUND SENTENCES.

A Compound Sentence ia one which consists of two or

more co-ordinate principal sentences, joined together by

co-ordinative conjunctions, as. « He is happy, but I am not ,

" They toil not, neither do they spin.

Coordinate clauses are grammatically independent of each

other, whereas every subordinate clause is a compoimt part of

some other clause or sentence.

TI.O nn nrilinate members of a compound sentence may them-

seWes brcon ;ix s^ntencS, as (a) "I will tell your brother when

riee hrm. butV) 1 do not think that he will amve th>s week.

.V B.-The conjunction itself does not enter into the construction

of the clause which it introduces.

CONTRACTED SENTENCES.

When co-ordinate sentences contain either the same

subject the same predicate, the same object the same

con pie aent. or the' same adverbial adjunct to the pre-

Se.it often happens that the portion winch t^y

have in common is expressed on;y once. In this case

the sentence is said to be contracted.

Emmvhi -" Neither I nor you have seen that," i.e. " Neither

I rSe seen that,] nor you have seen that." "He loved not

vselv but too ^.e\\",^.e. "He loved not wisely, but [he

loved! too well." Here the predicate is expressed only once.

"Religion purifies and ennobles the soul"; i.e. " Rehgio"

purifies !the Ll] and [religion] ennobles the soul. fiere

the subiect and the object are expressed only once.

..He is either drunk or mad"; i.e. "Either he is drunk or

[he "l mad." Here the subject and the verb of incomplete

Rrrdiration t.' are expressed only once.

^'<He advances slowly but surely"; If. "He advances

Blowly! iMit [Se advances! surely." Here the common subject

and predicate are expressed only once.
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"He reads and writes well"; i.e. "He reads [well] and
[he] writes well." Here the common subject and the common
adverbial adjunct are expressed only once.

Contracted sentences ought always to be so constructed, that
when arranged without conjunctions, so that what is common to
both or all is placed before or after wliat is not common, the
common and separate portions, wlien read off continuously, make
complete sense. Thus, " Heligion purifies and ennobles the soul,"
may be written

J^"S'-{fntbi:s}^"«->;

and complete sentences are obtained when the parts that are
common, and written once, are read with each of the separate
portions in succession, bo, " He gave me not only some good
advice, but also a sovereign," may be arranged Ihus :

He gave me,/ "P*^
""'-^ ^""».« «"<'<* **^''<*

" ' (^also a sovereign.

"He possesses greater talents, but is less esteemed than his
brother" ;

TT./posaeases greater talents! ., i,- i .v
"^lls le.ss esteemed )*''«" ^'* ^'""t*'*"^-

If we take such a sentence as, " Man never is but always to be
blest," and subject it to this test, we see in a mjoment that it ia

faulty :

cannot be read off both ways.

i

:

COLLATERAL SENTENCES.

We frequently find sentences side by side, which have
a connexion with each other as regards their sense and
use, but have no gramrmitiad link of connexion between
them. For example—"I came. I saw. I conijuered."
"Fear God. Honour the king" "I was robbed of all

my money; for that reason I was unable to proceed"
"I believed, therefore have I spoken." Such sentences
as those placed side by side in the above examples may
be called collateral sentences.

A proper consideration of the nature of collateral sentences
will enable us materially to thin the usual list of conjimct ions.

A woid Ib not a conjunction because it reftn ua to something

*mrr ^JTT '^.J4-f^
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that precedM. Simple demonstratives do this. Such wordB

as therefore, conseqvmtli/, likevnse, also {i.e. all so=just m tfuit

rmmner), neverthelesn, notwithstanding, are not conjunctions, but

demonstrative adverbs.

ELLIPTICAL SENTENCES.

Elliptical sentences differ from contracted sentencea

in the following respt-ct : In contracted sentences a

certain portion which is common to the sentences is

expressed only once in one of them, and has to be

repeated in the others. In elliptical sentences, the part

to be supplied in one clause, although suggested by what

is expressed in the other, is not necessarily exactly the

same in form. Moreover, contracted sentences or clauses

are always co-ordinate ; an elliptical clause is usually a

subordinate clause, the portion to be supplied being

suggested by the principal clause ; as " Ho is taller than

I," i.e. 'than I am tall'; " This does noi. coat so much

as that," i.e. ' as that costs much.'

'iXERCISES.

1. Find the Substantive Clau«e in each of the follov?ing

examples, and say whether it is the Subject to some verb, or

the Object to some verb, or the Object to some preposition,

or the Complement to some verb, or in Apposition to some

noun :

(1) I thought it strange that he should leave without call-

ing on me.

(2) How completely you are mistaken is easily shown.

(3) The circumstance that he was present must not bo

disregarded.

(4) I would not believe the story but that you avouch it.

(.')) Methiiiks he hath no drow^ning mark upon him.

(6) I undertook the business in the expectation that he

would help me.

(7) I Bwear I have no mind of feasting forth to-night
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^J

(8) How long I shall stay here is uncertain.

(9) He inadu it a uuiuJitioii that I should become security

for the payment.

(10) I hate him more for that in low simplicity he lends
out money gratis.

(11) Who can want the thought how mon.strous it was for

Malcolm and of Donalbain to kill their graciojis father 1

(12) I am persuaded that that is the wiser course.

(13) He felt it to be a disgrace that he had so uttorly

failed.

(14) Anon methonght the wood began to move.

(15) I fear thou play'dst most foully for it.

(16) We are disappointed that you have not brought your
brother.

(17) There was a nmiour that the army had been de-
feated.

(18) I think I have tho honour of addressing Mr. Smith.

(19) It is a question how far lie was justified in his

proceeding.

(20) He could not get rid of the idea that I was his

enemy.

2, Convert the following complex sentences into simple
sentences by substituting a noun for the noun clause

:

(1) I heaid that he had arrived.

(2) I am hopeful that he will soon get better.

(3) How long I shall stay here is uncertain.

(4) The fact that he was present must not be disregarded.

(5) I undertook this business in the expectation that ho
would help me.

(6) I see nr^ sign that the fever is abating.

(7) He I fownd tho matter out is no concern of yours.

(8) He felt it to be a disgrace that he had failed so
utterly.

(9) Yesterday morning I heard the news that he had been
convicted.

(10) He was quite ready to admit that the charge brought
against me was groundless.
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3. Pick out the adjective clauses in each of the following

seiitiMices, and show the noun or pronoun which cuch

qualities

:

The serpent that did sting thy father's life, now wears his

crown. I could a tale unfold whose lightest word v.ould

harrow up thy soul. The rest {I.e. 'repose') is labour which

is not used for you. He had many heavy burdens to bear,

the pressure of which nearly crushed him. Ihrieo is he

armed that hath his quarrel justi I saw the captain in whoso

ship you will sail. Do you know the gentleman to whom

this park belongs] Infected be the air whereon tncy ride

Thy food shall be husks wherein the acorn cradled. W Hat

sad talk was that wherewith my brother held you in the

cloisterer J know a bank whereon the wild thyme blows.

Thou speak'st to such a man that is no fleering tell tale.

Unto bad causes swear such creatures as men doubt. \ou

will soon find such peace which it is not in the power of the

world to give. His behaviour is not such [behaviour] as 1

like You are welcome to my help, such as it is. Ihis cloth

is not such [cloth] as I asked for. I have not fi-om your eyes

that gentleness and show of love as I was wont to have. In

me thou seest the twilight of such day, as after sunset fadcth

in the west. I will show yov the shop where I bought these

apples. ^ ,The reason why you oannot succeed is evident.

Ketuni to the place whence you came. 1 can remember the

time vN.on there were no houses here. Do you know the

source whence he obtained this information] Ihe fortress

whither the defeated troops had fled was soon captured.

4. In ;he following senten es show which of the subordinate

clauses are noun clauses and which are adjective clauses :

Kt'peat what vou have just said. 'You have only told me

what I know already. . I know what you said about me. li-o,

and find out what is the matter. Do what you can in this

busiiie.s3. Pray tell me what ails you. You must not dictate

to me what I am to do. This is what he did. He soon

repented of what he had done. He knows well enough what

he ou<^ht to do. That is precisely what he ought to have

done. " 1 cannot make out what you are saying. 1 do not

understand what you are saying.

5 Convert the following complex sentences into simple

by substituting for the adjective clause either an adjective.
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a noun or pronoun in the possessive case, a noun in apposition,

a preposition with an ol)ject. or a compound noun :

(1)1 have seen the place /here the battle of Waterloo was

fought.

(2) All the boys who work hard and behave well will have

a holiday.

(3) I do not see the advantagc^^ I have gained by my long stay.

(4) You have not received rae with that courtesy with

which you used to receive me.

(5) The remarks he made were not received with approval.

(6) The day on which the Exhibition was opened was the

3rd of May.

(7) That dust-heap, from which all our troubles originally

came, has at last been removed.

(8) The captives were sent back to the land in which they

were born.

(9) This drug is one which is said by its patentees to kill

all pain.

(10) The lady whom I shall choose must be above suspiciou.

6. Pick out the adverbial clauses in the following sentences

;

show what word or phiase each clause qualifies and what

adverbial relation each clause denotes :

(1) While he is here we shall have no peace.

(2) Had I known this I should have acted differently.

(3) The higher you climb the wider will be the prospect.

(4)
" There where a few torn shrubs the place disclose.

The village preacher's modest mansion rose."

(5) He is such a liar that nobody believes him.

(6)
" I'll charm the air to give a sound

While you perform your antic round."

(7)
" So I lose not honour in seeking to augment it, I shall

bo counselled."

(8)
" The fool is happy that he knows no more."

(9) "Where thou dwellest I will dwell."

(10) A plague upon it, when thieves cannot be true to one

another

!

^

(11) " Be he ne'er so vile, this day shall gentle his condition.

H.O. IN. I<
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(12) "Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish*

(13) " How a bright star shooteth from the sky,

So glides he in the night from Venus' eye."

(14) "Take heed lest ye fall into tehptation."

(15) She is as good as she is beautiful.

(16) I would have called on you, had I known your

address.

(17) He retired to his own room that he might study

quietly.

(18) What signifies asking, when there's not a soul to giva

you an answer 1

(19) If I have not ballads made on you all, let a cup of sauic

be my poison.

(20) " Though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him."

7. Convert the following complex sentences into simple

sentences by substituting for the adverbial clause either a

prepositional phrase, or a nominative absolute, or a gerundial

infinitive

:

(1) The servants were much alarmed when they heard the

knocking at the gate.

(2) Now that all these obstacles have been removed, we

shall get on smoothly.

(3) He left the room as I entered it.

(4) I called on him that I might tell him about the matter.

(5) Beware lest you fall into temptation.

(6) After greetings had been exchanged the guests dis-

persed through the rooms.

(7) If you keep to that field path you will reach the farm

in half an hour.

(8) He spoke so low that we could hear nothing at the

back of the hall.

(9) I should be sorry if I thought that I had offended you.

(10) As all arrangements had been made for us, there was

nothing more to be said.

8. Fill up the following contracted sentences :

He allowed no day to pass without either writing or

declaiming aloud. If you pursue this course you will not
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injure me, but you will ruin yourself. He pui' afil, but could

not overtake the retreating enemy. "Bad men l.i a.st llic;r

specious deeds on earth, which glory excit«;s, or clos.i inbitiun

varnished o'er with zeal." "What praise could thi . r-oeivp,

what pleasure I, from such obedience paid?" "'iuu jtiiii

ciples in human nature reign, 8olf-love to urge, and reason to

restrain." " Nor ti.is a good, nor that a bad we call." Woukl
you rather drink wine or beer ? " Nor steel nor poison, malice

domestic, forei;. n levy, nothing can touch him further."

"Freely tl. / 8to> ' who stood, and fell who fell." As she sat

in the old arm-chu.. she pondered with bitter grief over the

past, and thought of the future with shuddering fear. As the

years went on. scandals increased and multiplied. Unless you
alter your conduct you will offend your friends and bring

disgrace upon yourself. That discovery relieves, but scarcely

removes my suspicions. I may forgive, but I can never for-

get his ingratitude to me. " Wiles let them contrive who
need, or when they need, not now." " Why should I play

the Roman fool, and die on mine own sword?" "Swords I

smile at, weapons launch to scorn, brandished by man that's of

a woman bom." " \\ hat's Hecuba to him, or he to HccuIaI"

9. Supply the woni^ that are understood in the following

elliptical sentences

:

He looks as stupid as an owl. He is not so clever as his

brother. I had rather die than endure such a disgrace. He
is better to-day than yesteruay. It is better to die than to

live in such misery. I have as good a right to the money as

you. As for me, I will have nothing to do with it. He was
so kind as to give me this book The boy played truant as

usual. He stood aside so as to let me pass. He looked as if

he could kill me. I'd rather be a dog and bay the moon than

such a Roman. I'll shed my dear blood drop by drop in the

dust, but I will raise the down-trod Mortimer as high in

the air as this unthankful king. An 'twere not aa good a

deed as drink to turn true man and leave these rogues, I

am the veriest varlet that ever chewed with a tooth. If I

were as tedious as a king, I could find it in my heart to

bestow it all on your worship. He has no redeeming qualities

whatever. How could you make such a blunder as to suppose

{i.e. iu supposing) I did it. What if I don't tell you 1
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CHAPTER XXIII.

ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SENTENCES.

A Substantive Clause (or Noun Sentence, as it is often

called) does the .,ame sort of work in a sentence as a

Noun An Adjective Clause does the same sort of work

as an Adjective. An Adverbial Clause does the same sort

of work as an Adverb.

It follows that every subordinate clause is an integral part

of the entire sentence, and has the same relation to some con-

stituent part of the sentence as if it were a noun, an adjective,

or an advero.

In the analysis of a complex sentence this relation must be

clearly indicated.

When there are subordinate clauses, the analysis of the

entire sentence must first be conductcMl as iffor mchsubordinaU

Zuse we had. mm single ward. When the relation of the

several clauses to the main sentence and to each other has

thus been clearly marked, the subordinate clauses are to be

analysed on the same principles as simple sentences. Mere

coniunctions do not enter into the .'ramraatical structure of

the clauses which they introduce. Ko combination of words

forms a dependent sentence without a finite verb expressed or

understood.

It will ereatly conduce to the clearness of the analysis, if

subordinate clauses are underlined in dirterei.t ways, so as to

?nSe their nature. A thick l.ne may d,«"«t«/, «"^«^"^':^

dauS a thin line au adjective clause, and a dotted hue an

adverbia* clause. If a subordinate clause contams others the line

nr'Ser t* the containiaq clau.e nmst first be drawn under the who^

Fncffin7irAat is contained, and then the contamed clause must be

further undei lined in its own way. Then if a number be placed

at the beginning of the lir- b/ which a --rdmate clause «

underscoied. and the same n.n.ber be attached by a bracket to the

word to whK* the clause is related, being placed 6./b« the word

Tveibrwhen the clause is a subject, or after m other cases (thus 2.

appearTXh^rd 3.), the relation of the parte of the sentence will

be visible at a glance. Thus

:
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"T have heard 1.) tliat iiiv hrother haa lost at, i)l!iv the nionfy 2.)

(1.) :
;

___
which waH given 3.) to him that he might pay his dehts."

(2) -
(3)

This nhowa at a glance the degree of anbordination of the various

clauses, and the way in wliich they are built into the structure of

the entire sentence. This method will be adopted in the examples

that follow. Each clause, as it is reached in the analysis, may bo

denoted for subsequent reference by the number placed before the

line under it. This underlining and numbering however is not

essential to the Analysis.

SENTENCES CONTAINING S'JBST.VNTIVE CLAUSES.

I. A Substantive Clause as the Subject of a Verb.

" That y<m have wronged vie (1 doth appear in this."

(1)-

Subject {substantive clause), - 'that you have wronged me' (1).

Predicate, .... 'doth appear.'

Adverbial adjunct of predicate, - ' in this.'

Analij<ls o/ (1).

Subject, '.vou.'

Predicate, . . . . ' have wronged.

Object,
'

*">«•'

" // (2 is not true that he mid that."

(2)

Temporari/ or provisional subject, 'it.'

Real subj. (substantire clauae), - ' that he said that.'

• ^ Verb of incomplete predication '\3.*

Predicate, made up of '
\Sxd)jective complement, 'ir\i^:

A drerbial adjunct of predicate, - ' not.'

" (1. Meihinks the ladi/ doth protest too much."

(1)

„ ,. ({that] 'the ladv doth protest too
^"^.^^^'' \ much'(l).

Predicate, .... 'thinkh' (i.e., 'appears').

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, - '[to] me.'
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Analysis of (1).

- 'lady,'

Attributive adjunct of lubject, - 'the

Predicate,

Object,

• 'dolh protest.'

- 'too much.'

II. A Substantive Clause as the Object of a Verb.

" You know 1) very well that I never said so."

(1) ;

Subject, 'you.'

Predicate, .... 'know.'

Object (substantive clause), - ' that I never said so' (1).

Adverbial adjunct of prvdicate, ' very well.'

Analysis of [X).

Subject, - - - - ' ' ^•'.

Predicate, ... - 'said.'

. ..... ^ J- . fl.' never.'
A dierbial adjuncts of predicate, ! g » go.'

" He asked 1) me how old I was."

^'^ T.
Subject, he.

Predicate, ... - 'asked.'

Object (substantive claiise),- - 'how old I was' (1).

Adoerbial adjunct of predirate, ' me ' (i.e., ' of me ').

Analysis of (1).

Subject, ' !•'

Predicate,

Adcerbial adjunct of complement, ' how.'

III. A Substantive Clause in Apposition to a Noun.

" Who can tcant the thought 1) how monstrous it was for

(1)

Midcolm and iJonnlhain to kill their gradous father."

( Verb of incomplete predication 'was.'

\Subjective complement, ' old.'

' who.'Subject,

Predicate, •

Object, . - -

(\. '.he'

Attributive adjuncf. of objert, {± {Suhstantii'e clause in apposttwn)

f Verb of incomplete predication ' can.'

\lnfiviiire complement, ' want'

'th^ugllt.'

i"
' how monstrous father' (I).
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Provisional subject, •

Real subject,

Predicate,

Adverbial adjuncts, -

Analysis of (1).

- 'it'

- ' to kill tlieir gracious father.'

J Verb of incutnjjlete predic'ttion, ' was.'

(Subjective complement, ' HHmstious.'

[of verb)—'for Malcolm and
Donalhain.'

[of complement) —* how.'12.(0/

" The hope 1) that I shall be successful sustains me."

(1)

The milwtaiitive claiise ' that I shall be succea-sful,' may be teiined

vai'uely an enlartfcmeiit of the siibjoet hope, or it may be called

(more exactly) an objective adjunct oi tlie noun.

Such sentences ah "There is no proof that ho said so
,

There

was a report that you were dead," should be dealt with in a similar

manner.

IV. A SubsUntive Clause after a Preposition.

"I should luive forgiven him, but 2) that he repeated the offence."

(2)

TTcre we have a substantive clause preceded by the preposition

but, the wliole phrase forming an adverbial adjunct of the predicate

* should have forgiven.'

SENTENCES CONTAINING ADJECTIVE CLAUSES.

An Adjective Clause is always in the Attributive Relation

to some noun or pronoun in the sentence o£ which it lot iiis

a part.

"The effort 1) which had already crossed the river quiel:l)\

(I)
;;

—
came to blows with the enemy."

Subject, 'cohort.'

f I. ^r<(c/e, 'the.'

Attributive adjuncts of subject,\2. Adjectiv'- clause,' ^\nchh^d!i\rc:idy

{ crossed the river' (1).

Predicate, ... - 'came,'

p. 'quickly.'

Adverbial adjunctsofpredicate, 1
2.

' to blows."

U ' with the enemy.*

li
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Analysis o/ (1).

Subject 'which.'

Predicate, .... ' had croased.'

Object, 'river.'

Aiiributive adjunct to ohjcrt, - 'the.'

Adverbial adjunct to predicate, - ' already.*

" Give me that large hook 2) thai you have in your hand."

(2)

Here the adjective clause ' that you have in your hand
'
is in the

attributive relation to the object ' book.' The relative that is the

object of have.

" Give 3) me ichat you have in your hand."

(3) ^

Here the adjective clanse, 'what you have in your hand' is

used subsUntively, that i«, without having ita aiitecetlent that

expressed. In the analv.-ii^ we may either iiitrodti<e the word fhnt,

tiie object of giee, and "set down the relative adj.. tive clause a.s an

attributive adjunct to it, or we may at once call the adjective clause

the object of the verb ' give.'

Care must be taken not to confound adjective clauHca lil<K the

above with .substantive clauses beginning with the interrogative

what, as " Tell me what he said."

*' I return to view where once ike cottage stood."

Here ' where once the cottage stood ' is an adje< fjvp rlauw 'pialify-

ing the noun place understood, which forms tlie object of vuw.

" IVh) is there but admires such deedsV
The verb admires requires a subject. The relative who is really

nndeist.xxl ('but who admires,' etc.). We tlnis get an adv^ilna!

adjunct to the predicate, the sentence being e<iuivalent to. " \N h",

if we leave out him who admires such deeds, is there?" nho

admires such deeds is then an adjective clause u.sed snl.stantively,

that is. without an antecedent expressed, and preceded by a pre-

position. Or we may supplv a demonstrative pronoun, 'but he

admires, etc.,* i e. ' unless he a'dmires, etc' Compare, " There's ne'er

a villain living in all Denmark but /c'.f an arrant knave" (S/misp.)

Manv grammarians, linwpver, treat 'but' as a word which has

absorbed the relah'-e, and so acquired its pronomin.il functions, and

become equivalent to 'who not,' ami tliey wo ilrl make ' but' itself

the -.-..bipcl of the verb ' admiWs' This, however, is putting .i very

nolent stiain upon the force of wnnis. There is no more difti'-ulty

in supplying a pronoun after 'b"t' than after ' <Aan ' in " He never

uys more than [what] is necessary."
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/ have not from your eyes Uiat show 4) of love as I vns wont

(4)
to have."

Subject, •

Predicate,

Object,

Attributive adjvncts of object,
w.

•L'

•have.'

* show.'

' liave.'

' of love.'

{Adj. clause) 'Ai I was wont to

l have ' (4).

Analysit of (4).

- "'L'

/ Verb of incomplete predication, ' wns.'

(Subjective complement, 'wont to have.'

- {Quasi-relative pronoun), ' as.'

Subject ...
Predicate,

Object,

" His conduct is not mch as I admire.
"

Here as I admire nm«t be taken as an adjective clause co-ordinate

with such, and forming an attributive adjunct to the noun ' conduct

'

under-stood, which is uie complement of the predicate ' is.' At does

duty for a relative pronoun, and id the object of admire.

SENTENCES CONTAINING ADVEHBIAL CLAUSES.

An Adverbial Olaase is always in the Adverbial Belation

to a verb, adjective, or adverb in the whole sentence of

which it forms a part.

When such a clause begins witli a suhordinative ronjvvrtion,

the conjunction does not enter into the construction of the

clause. When the clause begins with a connective mlrevh, that

adverb must have its own relation indicated in the analysis

" JVhen, in Salamanca's cave,

(2) •

Him listed his magic wnvd to trove,

Thf hells vmld ring 2) in Notre Dame."

Suhj'ct (irith ntirihutive adjunct), ' the bells.'

Predicate, - - ' would rinc-'

, , , . , f t rl- ( Adverbial rlause) 'when in Sal*
Adverhal adjuncU of prei ,^^^^,^ wave' (2).

* I*. ' in Notr* Dame.'

it

I

dicate,

I
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AnalyMii of {i\

Subject (infinitive phrase),- - ' to wave his magic wand.'

Predicate', . - - - Misted,' .'.«., 'pleased.'

Object,
''>'•"•'

^

Adverbial adjuncts oj pre- (I. 'When.'

rficafe, - - \2. ' in Salamanca's cave.'

"He ran so fast 3) that I could not overtake him."

(3)
-

Subject, 'he.'

Predicate . - - - 'ran.'

Adverbial adjuncts of pre-f 'fnst; qualified bi/-\. 'f^o'

dicate, \2. ' that I could not overtake hini' (3>

A nalysia of (3).

{Adverbial clause coordinate with ' so.')

Subject, . - - - - !•
,. . . iji

/ Verb of incomplete predication, could.

Predicate, - • ' \Complement, ' oveilake'

Object, 'h'"'-'

Adverbial adjuncts of predicate, 1. ' that,' 2. ' not.'

" He spoke 4) loud that I might hear him."

(4)

Here also 'that' is a conjunctive adverb, and the clause 'that I

might hear him ' is an adverbial clause nuKlifying spoke, while

• that' itself modifies 'might hear.'

" Whatever the consequence may be, I shall speak 5) the truth."

(5)
-- - ~-

;

;

Subject,
'!•'

Predicate, ... - 'shall speak.'

Object (with adjunct), - - 'the truth.'

Adverbial adjunct of predi-{ Adverbial clause o/ conccM«on,' what-

^gjj . . . - \ ever the consequence may be (it).

Analysis o/(5).

Suhjecl (%oith attributive adjunct), ' the conseijuence.'

f Verb of incompl'te predication, ' may be.

Predicat$, • -
\Subjective complement, ' whatever,'
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" ffei$not so wise as he is wittv.

(1) -
Suhfeet, ihe.'

Predicate, . . . i Vtnh ofincomplete predication, '\%*

{Subjective complement, ' wise.'
A dverbi(d adjunct of predicate, - « not.'

Co-ordinate adverbial adjuncts (I. 'so.'

of complement, - - - \2. 'as he is witty' (1).

Analygii o/(l).

{Adverbial clause qualifying ' wi.se,' and co-ordinate with 'so.')

Subject, 'he.'

Predicate ... ^
H^erb ofincomplete predication, 'is.'

' ' (Subjective complement, * witty.'
Adverbial adjunct of complement, 'aa'

Subordinate Clauses contained within clauses which are
themselves subordinate.

The lines drawn under the clauses show at a glance the con-
fining

belong.

"//«? inferred I) from this that the opinion of the judge was 2)

that the prisoner was guilty."

The lines drawn under the clauses show at a glance the con-
taining and contained clauses, and indicate to what class they

2):

Subject, 'ho.'

Predicate, . - . . < inferred.'

Object - JSuhuontive rlaute, 'That the opinion of the judge
•' ' " ' I wa.s that the priKoner was guilty ' (I).

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, • 'from this.'

Analytit o/(l).

Subject, - . . . . 'opinion.'

Attributive adjunct, of ^jcct, -

{J" .'J^he judge.'

( Verb of incomph-te predication, 'waw.
Predicate, • • • < Complement {Substantive clau*e)'ihaA

\ the prisoner was guilty' (2).

Annb/sit q/'(2).

Subject (m'th attributive adjmut), ' the prisoner.'

Predicate - • •
i^'''i'b "f incomplete vredicalion,' va*J

' ' \Compietnent, ' guilty,'

I

^Mjt^^^^'-
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.. Tell 1) me who you think 2) that man is."

Subject {understood), • •
J^^^^\

Predicate, '. ' ' '
« who vou think that man is ' (l>

OMect {<<ubttant,ve dame),- -
J"

^

Adverbial adjunct of predicate, - me

Anali/sis of (i).

. 'you.'
Subject, • '

^ 'think.'
Predicate, '. ' . . • who that man is ' (2).

Object (substantive clause), ^ «
J-•^

Analysis of {'2).

.,,.„, . . 'that man.'
.

Swfcject 7n<A arf;«nc^ -

^^^^^ of incomplete
predication, is.

/Ved,-ca<«,
- - • • \S«fc>-^Vecom/)/e»ne7i(,'who.

.' // H urre .) <^.«^ u'^en 'tis .1 , then it (1 .ere 2)^^mt^

(2) (3):::;::z==::zi-

r/rtn/" nnickhi.'
»

. , tit.*

f-ovisional suhjert, - ' ' ,r/. .i u ^ere (lone quiokly ' (!)•

AV.^ subject {substantive clause),^
^\^

Predicate, - ' ' ^ .^^.gij.

. J- ,. ^\ 7AM>ial clause co-ordinate

Adverbial adjuncts of predicate, .3.
^^J.,,^

.,,„.„.),' if it were done

1^ when 'tistlone'(2).

Anali/sis of (})
'. • it.'

Subject, - • * 'weir (hme'0'a««ivet«»'^>

J iiali/sis of {i).

^"'^^'^'' • iVerh^fina^Jtepredicr^i^^^^^^^

Predicate, • \complfinevt,'done> (i.o.,,Pnm»-

Adverbial adjnwt of complement U ^^lon 'tis done' (3).

(adverbial'ilanse),-
" \

- 'it.'
. ,

Subject, • ' '
^[^,\,m<'' (simple passive).

Predir.ite, • " '

.when'
Adverbial adjunct oj predicate, - ^^

U^ »•

P-
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EXAMPLES OP THE ANALYSIS OF COMPOUND
SENTENCES.

Ordinary sentences of this kind require no special dis-
cussion. All that haa to be done is to analyse each of
the co-ordinate clauses separately, omitting the conjunc-
tions by which they are connected, but inserting not if
the conjunctions are neithei—nor.

There is, however, one class of co-ordinate clauses
which require care, namely those in which the relative
pronoun has a continuative force.*

" At last it clmunced this proiid Snrazin
Tomeete me wand'rivff ; who pei-forcr me led
IFith him away hut never yet amid win."

This sentence must first be split up into the three co-ordinate
sentences.

(a). "At last it chaiinced this proud Sarazin to nieete me
wand'ring."

(b). " Who perforce nie led with him away."
(c). "[Who] never yet could win [nioj."

Atiali/sis of (a).

' it'ProviMonal subject, -

lical suhject {infinitive phrase),

Predirate, ...
Indirect nhject, -

Adverbial adjunct of predicate.

•to meete nie wand'ring.'

'chaunced.'

' this proud Sarazin.'

'at last.'

The aii-iiysis of (n) and (c) presents no difficulty. Thev are
principal clauses co-ordiiiate with (a) ; uho l)cing cmtlitiuUice in
V -, force.

Subordinate Compound Clauses.

These pivscnt no difHculty when th^y are expressed at full
length. Thus :

" He told me that the dyke had larsL ;nui
that the river war flooding t'lo country." Here w e sini jily have a
compound object. In anaiy.sis we should nut after the predicate.

jl. That the dvi-e had l.nist

'

Oh^m {compound), • . -
J2.

'That the nver was flo.idi.ig
'

the r.>untry.'

•Tl,,-> nlative i)ror\oiin is Cftntivniifr r rathor • lan >l'!niiu-r, '.Iipm :>.«

cIiiiBc wliich it iritroiluccg is, as riganls its fori-e ami mc.i!iir ;, toordinata
with the principa! lentenoe. In the r>a*Mg« which foUowt viho—.*nd.h€.

IS

ir

ii
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CONTRACTED SENTENCES.

Before » contracted sentence is analysed, the parts

omittrmust be expressed at full length.

.. ffr, perceive thrt these things not only did not happen, but

anild not haw happened." In full—

ru^ 'We perceive th.t. these things r^t n„ivm not happen ]

r(B) We perceive that tueae nun^

'"rut'Many in«a„ce, ..re related of .i» torelhought n„ l,i.

K.)
.C'"-r:':;2 re,a.a of .,« .e.«„o„«h. o„ «.

[(„) .r;'v i°.t,.»re,2 „>a.ed o, ar„, a.Uon .„ «. ^ut

[<„, ..i;,::' i,rn':» «« re^t^l .. ^r,,, actio,, on „i. ,.„

[(., .»t,?i..*,'-
.-ere related of acute re,>l, on l.i. ,«.

r(„ .iy;„rn,r„':L.ere related o, ac.to ,.,„y on hi, part

in the forum.']

.. Every assertim is either tnx or faUe, either wholly or .n part."

In full-

[/; o ' Every aasertion is true wholly.']

Un) ' Every assertion is true in part.']

[(c) Kvpvy assertion is false whoUy.']

[(o)
' Every assertion is false in part.']

When coorJinato sentence. '' '^^"^'"'T^S 'iZ

words being omitted.

.. The man who neither reverences nobleness ncn loves goodness, is

hatt'ful." In full—
.

[(..) .The n.an who rev.roncns nc^ ""^>!--- ^
.'.f

'"'• ^

[(B) 'The man who loves not goodness is hateful. J

^^
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Elliptical Sentences.

An elliptical soiiteiK^e is one in which something is omitted
which is essential to the complete construction of the sentence,
but which is readily supplied in thought, without being
ex[)res8ed in words.

Ill elli[)tical sentences that which is omitted is not common
to two or moro clauses.

lielative pronouns and relative adverbs are aometimes
omitted.

" He left the day 1 arriced."

In full—" He left the day that (or on which) I arrived." (In this
sentence the day is in the adverbial relation to left ; that (or on
which) is in the adverbial relation to arrived ; and the dependent
clause that I arlived is an adjective clause qualifying day.

The commonest (and the most troublesome) elliptical sen-
tences are those which begin with an and than. In analysing
them care must be taken to ascertain what the predicate really is

in the dependent clause, and what word the adverb a.t qualifies.

" He is as tall as I am." In full—" He is as tall as I am tall."

If we ask what the piedieate in the dependent clause is (or what
is' predicated of me), the answer is, 'being tall' ; and, moreover, not
bung tall simply, but being tall in a certain degree, wliich degree is

denoted by the relative adverb as, which qualifies tall (understood)
in the adverbial clause, just as the demonstrative adverb a< qualifies
tall in the main clause.

The adverbial clause beginning with a* is always co-ordinate with
th« preceding demonstrative as or so, and modilies (adverbially) the
same word.

Subject,

Predicate,

'He.'

/ ^erb of incomplete predication, ' is.'

\Subjective complement, 'luU.'

Co-ordinate adverbitd adjuncts (\ ' as.'

of complement 0/ predicate, 12. 'as I am [tall].' (a)

A nalysis of (a).

Subject, 'I.'

Predicate - - - . / ^""^ °^ incomplete predication, ' un.'
''

*
" \Compiement ofpredicate, ' tUkiV

Adverbial adjunct of complement, ' as.'
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We must deal in a similar manner with such sentences

as:

.' He has not written so much 1) as I have [written muchj."

(I)

" He has lived as many 2) years as you l^^^^e
^'^;^^ ["^^".y]

months."

» He does not write so well 3) as you [write well]."

(^5)

"
I would as soon 4) die as [I would soon] suffer that.'

(4)

" He looks 5) as [he would] look 6) if he knew me."

5) - G)-====-

"I cannot give you so much 7) as ^^^ P°""^' .^^'^ .'"."!^^^^^^^^

" He cannot [do] so much 8) as [to] read [is much]."

(8)

When as answers to such in a sentence like " We are s«r/»

stuff a' dreams are made of," it is not an adverb b^t ardatn

e

nronoun But in such a sentence as I am not smc/i a tool as

FlshouW be a fool] to believe that," the clause begunung with

ias- is an ^verbial clause modifying suck 'Such a fool

«= ' so foolish.'

«//« is taller 1) tluin I am." In full-"5« is taller than 1

(1)

am tall."

TTere the adverbial cUu.se modifies the predicate in the main

«JJre'^^5«; originally n..;t
^f- .^^^^ ^S^^^Se^ ^

any word in its own '^'•^"^^
11 e clause beKin^ning with than is

clause ia analysed mmarately. Ihe cause
^f'^'" J' ^j .^a

always an adverbial adjunct of tho woid m the con.iM.aiive »

iu the maia clause.
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General and Particular or Detailed Analysis.

In the complete analysis of a '^oraplex passage it is necessary

(1) to set down the component sentences and clauses and
show their relation to each other, whether coordinate or
subordinate, and (2) to separate the component parts of each
sentence or clause, and show their relation to each other, as
Bubject, predicate, object, etc.

The first process may be called the General Analysis of the
passage and the second the Particular or Detailed Analysis.

If the General analysis only of a jjassage be required, a
simple method is to set down the component sentences
and clauses in a tabular form, as shown in the following
examples

:

(rt) It is peraeverance that explains how often the position
of boys at school is reversed in real life ; and it is curious to
note how some who were then so clever have since become
80 commonplace ; whilst others, dull boys of whom nothing
was expected, have assumed the position of leaders of men,

4. It is perseverance (prin. sent.)

I

that explains (adj. clause)

how often the position of boys . . . life (noun cl. obj.)

B. and it is curious to note (prin. sent, coord, with a)

how some have since . . . coiunionplace

j
(noun cl. obj.)

who were then so clever ^adj. cl.)

whilst (=and how) others, dull boy.s have . . . men
I (noun cl.

I
obj.)

of whom nothing was
expected (adj. cl,)^

H.O. IN. M
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(b) When fate shall chill at length this fever'il breast,

And calm its cares and passions into rest,

Oft have I thought 'twoiihl soothe my dying hour,

If aught may soothe when life resigns her power,

To know some humMi; grave, some narrow cell,

Would hi.le my bosom where it loved to dwell

It >
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EXERCISES.

1. In the following sentences a substantive clause contains
a subordinate clause within it. Analyse the sentences, first
treating the substantive clause as a whole, and afterwards
analysing it separately. Underline the clauses in the way
shown on p. 1C4, and in the firs^ few sentences :

He said 1) he would return 2) the book when he had read it.

^^^
(2)

I wish 1) the boy would finish the task 2) I set him. Tell 1)

(2)
"»e how old you were 2) when your father died. T5ut 1)

^^^
'

(2)

that my foot slipped 2) as I turned the coiner, I six,u 1,1 have

^
^

(2)

won the race. Where they most breed and haunt, I have

observed 1) the air is 2) delicate.

Who told you that I built the house which you see t He
fears that his father will ask him where he has been. But
that I told him who did it, ho would never have known.
Nor failed they to express how much they praised that for
the general safety he despised his own. I think he will soon
retrieve his misfortunes if he sets to work with good-will.
I should like to know how vour friend found out where I live.
Jnow methinks you teach nio how a beggar should be answered.
I'll see if I can get my husband's ring, which I did make him
swear to keep for ever.

2. Analvoa on similar principles the following sentf-nces,
which contain comple. adjective clauses

:

The person 1) who told 2) you that I .said so, is mistaken.

K")" ———

—
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A child 1) that does not mind 2) when he is spoken to, must

^'^ (^H r-f
be punished. There are men 1) who care 2) not what they say.

(1) i^ .

"Mv foolish rival 1)" that her father likes 2) only for his

'
(1)

-~—~
possessions are so huge, is gone with her. The man 1)

(2

)

-

who does the best 2) that he can [do] deserves praise. I

(D- (2)—
should report that 1) which I say 2) I saw.

(1)

The house where I lived when I was in town has been

pulled down. I have only done what I told you I would do.

They fear what yet they know must follow. I have secret

reasons which I forbear to mention because you are not able

to answer those of which I make no secret. The time has

been that when the brains were out the man would die. Ihe

ri'^ht valiant Banquo walked too late, whom you may say, if

it'pleases you, Flcance killed. Tlie eighth appears, who bears

a glass which shows me many more.

3. Analyse the following sentences whish contain complex

adverbial clauses

:

I will not leave 1) till I know 2) that he is out of danger.

(1

)

-72)
•" "

I wrote \) to him ir.mediatelv because I knew 2) how anxious

<1>
- i2)=^—

he was. I shall be much obliged

JJ

'^ ^o"
J^'li,.';!^.:!!!!^^

story 2) which you have just heard.

(2)
-

He soon left the house when he heard that I was coming.

You will be punished if you do not come when you are calletL

Don't let us^make imaginary evils, when we know we have

80 many real ones to encounter. He seldom drinks vvmo

because he finds that it disagrees with him.

U
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4. Analyse the following sentences, each of which contains

a suburdinato cluu&e containing a second, which in its turn

contains a third

:

I was grieved when I heard how he had obtained the char-

acter which he bore ati " his neighbours. I know that he
would never have spreav h a report, if he had not believed

what your brother toUl him. Mt who see clearly how they

ought to act when vhey meet with obsta< les, are invaluable

helpers. It would be well if all men felt how surely ruin

awa'ts those w^o abuse their gifts and powers. It was so hot

in the valley that we could not endure the garments which we
had found too thin when we were higher up among the mists.

1 will give you no more money till 1 see how you use what

you have.

IT

MLSCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES FOR ANALYSIS
AND PARSING.

1. Lightly and brightly breaks away
Tlie morning from her mantle gray.

2. Right sharp and quick the bells all night

I^ng out from Bristol tow.i.

3. The gallant king, he skirted still

The niarg' . of that niighty hill.

4. All alonu by the bide of the pool

A tall man sat on a three-legged stool,

Ricking his heels on the dewy sod.

And putting in order his reel ani his rod.

5. The soul's 3ark cottage, battered and decayed.

Lets in ne .? light through chinks that time has made.

6. His daily teachers had been woods and lills.

7. Love had he found in huts wheie poor men lie.

8. Waiting till the west wind blows,

The freighted clouds at anchor li&

9. Here in cool grot and mossy cell

We rural fays and fairies dwell.

10. The sable mantle of the silent night

Shut from the world the ever-joysome light.

11. Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight,

And all the air a solemn stillness holds,

Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight,

And drowsy tinklinga lull the distant foldfc
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12. From yonder ivy-mantled tower

The iiiopinj? owl does to the luoon complain

Of such as, wand'ring near hei- secret bower,

Molest her ancient solitary reign.

13. Beneath those rugged elms, that yew-tree's shade,

Where heaves the turf in many a mouldering heap,

Each in his narrow cell for ever laid.

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.

14. Perhaps in this neglected spot is laid

Some heart once pregnant with celestial fire

;

Hands that the rod of empire might have swayed.

Or waked to extasy the living lyre.

15. There, at the foot of yonder nodding beech,

That wreathes its old fantastic roots so high.

His listless length at noontide would he stret

And pore upon the brook that babbles by.

16. In climes beyond the solar road,

Where shaggy forms o'er ice-built mountains roam,

The Muse has broke the twilight gloom

To cheer the shiv'ring native's dull abode.

17. There is a tide in the affairs of men
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune

:

Omitted, all the voyage of their life

Is bound in shallows and in miseries.

18. Night, sable goddess, from her ebon throne

In ray less majesty now stretches forth

Her leaden sceptre o'er a prostrate world.

19. If we were base enough to desire it, it is now too late to retire

from the contest (i.e., 'for retiring,' etc.).

20. He that is down need fear no fall,

He that is low no pride.

21. Blow, blow, thou winter wind

;

Thou art not so unkind
As man's ingmtitude.

Thy tooth ia not so keen,

Because thou art not seen,

Although thy br-.ath be rude.

22. Our sport shall be to take what they mistake.

23. My hour is almost come,

When I to sulphurous and tormenting flamee

Must render up myself.
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24. But that I ant forbid
To tell the secrets of niv prison house,
I could a tale unfold wliose lightest word
Would harrow up thy soul.

25. We are not weak if we make a propr use of those means which
the Qod of nature hath placeu in our power.

26. Him the Almighty Power
Hurled headlong, flaming, from the ethereal sky
With hideous ruin and combustion dowa
To bottomless perdition.

27. He that fights and runs away,
May live to fight anotiier day.

28. The evil that men do lives after them.

29. I am content so thou wilt have it so.

30. Now, night descending, the proud scene was o'er.

31. When t'ley do choose
They have the wisdom by their wit to lose.

32. I must fieely have the half of anything tliat this same paper
brings yoo.

33. When I did first imiiart my love to you,
I freely told you [that] all the wealth [\v!ii( h] I had
Ran in these veins.

34. I would [that] you had won the fleece tlint he hath lost.

35. Duller should'st thou be than the fat weed,
That roots itself in ease on Letlie wharf,
Would'st thou not stir in this.

3G. Thus do we of wisdom and of reach
With windlasses and with assays of biaa
By indirections find directions out.

37. Their perfume lost, take these again.

38. The great man down, you mark his favourite flies

;

The poor advanced makes friends of enemies.

39. How his audit stand' who knows, save Heaven ?

40. Do you not come your tardy son to chide,
That, lapsed in time, and passion, lets go by
The important acting of your dread command ?

41. Ijay not that flattering unction to your soul,

That not your trespass, but my madness speaks.

42. The night is long that never finds the day.
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43. How dangerous is it that this man goes loose.

44. When soirows come, they come not single spies,

But in battalions.

45. That we would do, we should do when we would.

46. Breathes there the man with soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said,

•This is my own, my native land'!

47 So mav I, blind Fortune leading mo.

Miss that which one unworthier may attain.

48 Benighted wanderers the fcest c

Curse the saved candle and unopen i'^ door ;

While the gaunt mastiff, growlui}; at the gate,

Affrights the beggar whom he longs to eat.

49 He that claims either for himself or for another the honours

of perfection, will surely injure the reputation ho designs

to assist.

60. These honours peace to hi.ppy Britain brings.

51. Whilst li^ht and colours rise and fly

Lives Newton's deathless memory.

62. How far the substance of my praise doth wrong this shadow

in underprizing it, so far this shadow doth limp beluiul

the substance.

53. If this will not suffice, it must appear that malice bears dovn

truth.

64. It doth appear you are a worthy judge.

65. Repent but you that yon shall lose your friend,

And he repents rot that he pays your debt.

56. Herein Fortune shows herself more kind than is her cnstom.

57. Your wife would give you little thanks for that, if she were by

to hear you make the offer.

You take my house when you do take the piop

That doth sustain my house ; you take ni v life

When you do take the means whereby I live.

I'll see if I can get my husb; nd's ring, which I did make him

swear to keep for ever. (//"= whether.)

You shall peicpive them make a mutual stand,

Their savage eyts turned t'> a modest gaze

By the sweet power of music

58.

69.

60.

Jk^.
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61. A.i fruits, ungiateful to the planter's care,

Oil Ravage stocks inaeitiH], learn to bear,
The HUiest virtues thus fiitin paHHionti Rhoct|
Wild nature's vigour working at the rooU

C2. While from the purpling east depart*
The star that led the davn,

Blithe Flora from her couch upatarta^
For May is on the lawn.

63. When through life unMest we rovei
Losing all that made life dear,
Should some notes we UHed to love
In days of boyhood meet our ear,

Oh ! how welcome breathes the .strain I

Waking thoughts tliat long have sicpt^

Kindling former smiles again
In fading eyes that long have wepU

64. In my former days of bliss

Her divine skill taught me this,

That from everythintj I saw
I could some invention draw ;

And raise pleasure to her height
Tlirough the meanest object's sight.

65. Go, lovely rose ;

Tel. her that wastes her time and me,
That now she knows

When I resemble her to thee
How sweat and fair she seems to be.

66. [He] Who thinks that Fortune cannot change her mind,
Preiwies a dreadful jest for all mankind.

67. To friends, to fortune, to mankind a shame,
Think how po^^er^ty will treat thy name ;

And buy a roi)e, that future times may tell

Thou hast at least bestowed one penny well.

68. Shall one whom Nature, learning, birth con.-spired

To form not to admire but be admired,
Sifib, while his Chloe, blinf' to wit and worth,
Wwls the rich dulness of some son of earth f

69. Adieu ! If this advice appear the worst,
E'en take the counsel which I gave you first

;

Or, better precepts if you can impart.
Why do ; I'll follow them with all my heart.

70. You'd think [that] no fools disgraced the former roijm,
I'iil not some grave e;..iiiipica yet remain,
Who scorn [<iaf] a lad shouldteach his fathur skill,

.ltd having once been wrong will be so still.

185
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mym

71 Had ancient tiniea conspired to disallow

What then was new, what had Ix en ancient now?

72. Of little use the man, you may supiJose,

Who says in verse what othei-s say hj urose.

Yet let nie show a poet's of some weight,

And, though no soldier, useful to the State.

73 The zeal of fools offends at any time,

But most of all the zeal of fools in rhym*

Besides, a fate attends on all I write,

That, wuen I ^im at pcaise, they say I bite.

74. Then too we hurt ouraelves, when to defend

A single verse we quarrel with a friend.

75. I heard a thousand blended notes.

While in a grove I sate reclined,

In that sweet mood when pleasant thoughts

Bring sad thoughts to the mind.

76. The nightly hunter, lifting a bright eye

Up towards the crescent moon, with grateful heart

Called on the lovely wanderer who bestowed

That timely light t".) share his joyous sport.

77 But know we not that he who intermits

The appointed task and duties of the day,

Untunes full oft the pleasures of the day.

Checking the finer spirits, that refuse

To flow, when purposes are lightly changed T

78 Yet I will pi-aise Thee with impassioned voice.

My lips, that may forget Thee in t he crowd,

Cannot forget Thee here, where Thou hasl built

For Thy own glory in the wilderness.

79 In sooth, with love's familiar privilege

You have dc-ried the wealth that is your own.

Among thesb rocks and stones niethinks I see

More than the heedless impiess that belongs

To lonely nature's casual wo....

80. Verily, mcthinks,

Wisdom is oft-times nearer when v/e stoop

Thau when we soar.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

SYNTAX OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH: NOUNS.

INTHODUCTION.
The word Syntax means arrangament. The Rules of
feyntax are statements of the ways in wliich the words
ot a sentence are related to each other.

There are two f ways in which one word may be
related to another ,1) One word may be said to agree
with another, s.A (2) one word may he said to govern
another. U.-esc two relations are called

:

1. Concord.

2. Oovemment.

Thus in the sentence :« They that wait upon the Lonl
shall reuew then- strength," (1) the relative pro,u,ui, Ihat in
said to agree mnumher and person with its antecedent ///ry;

/ ; /.,ru
"""'

"*T®*
'" ""'"''*-•' '^'"^ P^''-''0" "ith its subject

tftiiS) the noun Lonl is governed by the preposition vpon

;

(4) the verb shall renew agrees in number and person with its
subject the;,; and (5) the noun strength is governed by theverb mall renew. ^

In Latin, \v Greek, and in the English that was spok .i a
thousand ye^.s ago the relations of words to each otlu-r were
expresse( by means of inflexions. Modern English has lost
nearly all its inflexions, and therefore the relation of oneword to another is often shown by \i^ imilion in the sentence.
Hence the onhr in which words are placed sometimes shows
us their relation to each other. In the Utin sentence:
Senator magnum lemem inter/eat, the words may be arranged
in any order, because the endings show their relation to each
other, but; in the English equivalent: The sportsman, kUled a hiq
hor, we Know that the word lion is governed by the verb
hJled only beet se it comes after it. If we were to change
the order, we should also change the meaning.

Syntax, then, deals with the concord, government, and
order of words when arranged in sentencea
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SYNTAX OF NOUNS.

1. Nominative Case,

a. Concord and Government—A noun in tlie nominative

case may be used:

i. As the subject of a sentence-" Caesar conquered the

ii In apposition to a noun or prot.oun in the nominative

c.isc
-" Caesar, the Roman Dictator, was assassniated.

iii As the complement of an intransitive or passn-c verb of

incomplete predication-" Caesar became Dictator of Rome.

" Caesar was made perpetual Consul

iv. As a nominative absolute-" Qacmr bcTng murdered, the

dictatorship came to an end."
. av i ,*«

V. As a nominative of address-" Hail. Caesarl We salute

thee."

The Nominative Absolute.-In nsing a P'^^ti^.P^'^;,
^^''^•X!

bo token to see that the participle is ether n. the ab.Me

construction as above or that it is related to the chief word in

the main sentence.

Thus the statement, « Being a very hot day, T pt,t on rny
"^f^*

suit," is incorrect, because the phrase, hemg a very hot d,^, is not an

absolute construction, nor us 6««.<; related to 7. ,The sentence

.i,nnl,l hfi • "/« heinii a verij hot doif, I put on, etc, or, ab

fwt a very hot SaJfl put on," etc. 'in the sentence: « Drivmg

down thrilue de Rivofi. the knife of the anarchist struck the

PrSdenC it appears as if fheMfe were ^'rmnp^.J'g -re t

.taten,ent is: "The Prosidont. diivmi: down the Rue de Knon,

was struck by the knife of the anardiisi.

'

The participle used in this wron- way, is sometimes called

the unrelated participle.

The Nominative Al)solute is sometimes elliptical (i) by tue

omission of the participle :

" All iccll, T start this day week."

" The ceremony over, the assembly dispersed."

(ii) bv the omission of the subject. This is allowable only

when the subject is ipdefinilc :

.. TnHvfl ( = on« taking or ;/ ove toke.<) one consideration with

another a' policeman's lot is not a happy one.
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«,Z'? /'"'!!" '^"^"''"0^ regarding, including, seeinrj, ionrhin.,
jnovidcd, and others, arc used so often in tliis way that thojhave acquired a prepositional or coiyunctive force as thefollowing examples will show

:

'
^^"^

Regarding this matter, I should like a few words with you
Iiicluduig the chairman, there were twelve present.
Seeing (that) he has come, we will proceed no further
Touching this matter, I should like to hear from you again.
Provided (that) the troops arrive in time, all will go well.

b. Order of the Noun in the Nominative Case.—

t.c. (1) uib, (u) subject (so common in modern German) is used
(1) In questions: "Can such things be?"
(2) In commands: "Go ye and do likewise."

(3) In conditional clauses, when if is omitted: "Had 1known it, I would not have gone."

kiilgr'"
^''° '"^J""''^'''®' e^PJ-essing a wish: "Long live the

_
(5) After war when the verb is expressed: "lie would notgive his consent, nor would I."

(6) After a quotation, with the verb qmlK and often with
sa,,, ar,m-er, etc.

:
" 'There was a ship,' .pfoth he." " ' IZ.'

says the fiend
;

' Budge not,' says my conscience."

(0) In rhetorical and poetical la.i.Miiige : "Silver and .'old

siS""""R'e"'''^"
'"^^^'"^ S''"'"'^^'"S J-'d-pe o.r;

sight. Kose a nurse of ninety years."

2. Possessive Case.

a. Ooyemment -A noun in the possessive case must be
attached to some other noun to which it forms an attribu-
tive adjunct, and on which it is sometimes said to depend.
The term possessive is misloarlinjT, for the case railed bv tliatn.me does not a ways denote possession. Thus in threxam,. Is

«^/, possession ,« . ..mfH nnlv in the Hrst. Tiu, /.., mi adjectivalwould desn .l,e .t better, for in each case it ha. the l*rce of anadjective upon the noun that follows it
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The Dosscssive inflexion may be added not only to a single word

ba?toTp«e, eg. T/u, sJtan of Morocco^s motor ;
A quarter oj

an old friend of my father's [friends J.

Substitute for the Possessive Case.

Subjective and Objective Genitive-The inflected posses^

sive is often replaced by the preposition of followed by the

^un n theoS ease. Thus for " Shakespeare's works^^^

"the un's rays," "a mother's care," we can say 'the works of

ShakespeaVe/' "'the rays of the sun," "the care of a mother

This form is almost invariably used now for what is cal cd

the oljeXe Genitive, in which the genitive demotes th«

obiect of the action implied in the noun on which t is

Tpendent, as "the fearV Go^l," "the love ./ money, "the

murder 0/ Caesa;-." „„:»;„«

An instance of the inflected possessive as objective gemtive

is
• " The captaiiC.'i pi ise was in everybody s mouth.

delay," " the child's enjoyment.

The Annositive Genitive. -The genitive sometimes takes

the^LtTa noun in apposition, in poetry the possessive

^i?!;:i used in this wa!-! as: " .-i/t/on;. isle,

j'-^-f^j
-7'e/«»/.svale"; but in prose the equivalent ^^th f?/ f^^^^a

as
: " The city 'of Lond.,,," " The eonty.e.jt oj L .ropr, The

kingdom of Bavaria," " The m.n.th of May.

There is a limit to this usage, for we c^^""^
."Thrive

" the river of IViiner though in the Bible we find, 1
he rn er

of Kishon swept them away."

Under the same head may be rcckonedsueh expressions as.

" a jewel of a wife;' " a brute of a hv^hnnd, etc.

b Order The possessive case always prcce-b-s the noun

but is somolimes put first in the ^«"tcnce fo. Uic .aU

emphasiB, as :
" Of this assembly Pym was the spokesman.
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3. Objective Case.

a. Government—A iiouii in the objective case luuv bo
used

:

"^

(1) As the direct object of a transitive verb, as: "I saw
three nhips."

(•2) As the indirect object of a transitive verl), as: "Give
your brother a share."

(3) In apposition to a noim or pronoun in the olijective
case, as: "I met old Tom, the .-//yjiyw."

(4) As the complement of a tiaiisitive verb of incomplete
predication, as: -.She called the man a Ihir." "They made
him president." This is sometimes called the factitive object.

(5) In various adverbial adjuncts mailviii!; time, space or
deg.'ce, as

: "I slept eleven hours." " He jumped six fed."
" 1 his cost six s/i/7/in|7s."

(6) After prepositions and after the adjectives like, worth
near, opposite, as : "I came from the romilry." " He is like hia
father."

Objective and Dative.—There is no longer a distinct form
for the Dative, but the Indirect object and the objective after
the words like, near, opposite, repicsent the old Dative. Other
survivals of the Dative are (1) the Dative of Interest, mean-
ing/or, as: "Can you chan<,'c inc. this note J" "I will cut
him some sandwiches." "Villain, I say, knock me at this
gate (Shakespeare). (2) In the impersonal verb wf-thinks
( = it seems to me).

Retained (or remaining) object after a passive verb
\\hen a transitive veil) has two objects, one of those may
be retameil in the passive voice, the other becoming the
subject. Thiia • °Thus i

A dive. Passive.

,™ ,. ,, , , . , . r(0 He was allowed hatfa-crown
ITie guardians allowed him half- 1 by, eto.

|(ii) Half-a-crown was allowed
^ /inn by, etc.

/"(i) He was promised a pri-f by,
I :\} etc.

|(ii) A prize was promiHca him
* by, etc.

a-crown.

llie headma.ster promised
prize.
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Cognate object.-This is an object of kiiidied (or cognate)

meaning used after certain intransitive ve.l.s, as
:
" I dreanu-U

.^d.ram.'- "1 have fought the good.AV/.r '' i^'^*'

'"^.^'t^
'«

death of the righteous." It may be cons'.lered as an adverbial

adjunct.

b Order. The object follows the verb except in the

following cases : (i) In questions, where the object is united

by Tn fnterrogative adjective, as :
" Which pen will you

choose 1

"

(ii^ When the object is put first for the sake of emphas! ^

as :
" Silver and gold have I none." " His bi^hopm let another

take." "His ri'iHW I could never remember.

When a verb governs two objects, the indirect object,

whether a noun or pronoun, precedes the direct object when

the latter is a noun, as: "I bought /m/i a bicvc e 1

bought my nwllwr a present." " He promised «s a holuiay.

When both objects are pronouns their onler .i^^^^tf
•".;";><J

by euphoi.y, as: "Give it inm." "Tell «<. this." "Did he

show it you ]

"

EXERCISES.

1. Correct the following sentences, in which participles are

wrongly used :

(a) Having finished the chapter, the volume was shut.

(b) While walking in my garden an idea suddenly occurrea

to me.
. .

(c) His younger days were spent in England, waiting for an

opportunitv to get to France.

(,/) Hoping to hear from you soon, believe me, yours

trulv, -T. B. .

(e) Being very fond of birds, an avi..iy is a.way« to be

found in his grounds.

(/) Not having seen them for some years, her arriv-i

occasioned considerable excitcnu-iit.

(,,) Warmly attached to country pursuits, political life was

a burden to him.
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2. Parse f i . .lie italicia'd words in the following sent'iices

making special note of any syntactical peculiarities:

(a) The man near me was asked several (ju'slions as to what
had occurred.

(h) Dinner over, I strolled into the garden opj site my
hotel.

(r) " Tourhing the rcmrrcdion of the dead 1 am caUcd in

question by you this day."

(d) Sword in hand he rushed like a vxKJinr.n ov the crowd.

(e) The committee appointed him their trmmn'r "ast n-reh.

(/) " licat mc these irons hot and look //""' sti id within

the arras
"

{g) "Let me die the deidh of the ri;,Jtffous."

(h) "She passed on, in maiden mcdiiation, fann/ free."

(j) He has i)cen appointed a ranon of St. Paul's."

(k) "The spic\' lnoczes

Blow soft on Ceylon's Isle."

CHAPTER XXV.

SYNTAX OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH:
ADJECTIVES AND PPONOUNS.

1. Adjectives.

The attributive and the predicative use of Adjectives

are explained on j- t6.

Adjectives (inchi(jin;f participles) sometimes relate to

the substantive which is implied in a possessive pronoun,

as: "The Lord lijfhteueth botii their ci/ef^" (i.e., the eyjs

of both of ihem). " For all our sakes," etc.

The Indefinite Article an or a should bo repeated

before each of a series of nouns standint; for different

thing^s, as :
" T .saw a hor.se, a cow, and a pig in the

stable," unless *he things are so closely coiniected with

each other as to form a sort of compound group, i^:

M.C. IN. N
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" He built a coachhouse Mid stable." " Give me a cup

and saucer." " A black and white ball " can only mean

'a ball that is partly black and partly white." It we

mean to speak of two balls of diHercnt colours, we must

say " a black and a white ball."

The singular demonstrative adjectives 'each' and

' every ' may be placed once before two or more nouns,

as: "Every man, woman, and child was slaughtered."

" Each boy and girl received a present."

The definitive adjectives 'the,' 'these,' 'those,' 'my,'

•our,' etc., TjeerZ not ' be repeated before each of several

nouns, though of course they may be so repeated. We
commonly say " The King and Queen." " The tables and

chairs were in confusion." " He gathered all the apples

and pears." " My uncle, aunt, and cousin came yester-

day." But the demonstratives must be repeated if a

plural noun is accompanied by two or more adjectives

markinty qualities which do not belong in common to

all the things named by the noun. Thus :
" The clever

and industrious boys," means 'the boys who are both

clever and industrious,' but we cannot speak of " the idle

and industrious boys," because the two attnbates do not

co-exist in the same boys ; we must say " the idle and the

industrious boys."

This principle, however, is often disregarded, as in, " The rich

and poor meet together" {Prov. xxii. 2) ; while tlie article is some-

times repeated when only one thing is referred t.., provided it is

clear that only one thing is meant, as: "He returned a sadder

and a wiser man." " You will find this road the shortest and the

pleasantest."

a. Concord of Adjectives.—In Latin and other inflected

languages adjectives agree with their nouns in gender,

number and case. But in English adjectives have lost

all their inflexions, except this and that, which have the

plural forms these and those. Hence it is better to speak

of an adjective as limiting the noun rather than as

agreeing with it.

Collective nonns, though thev are often followed by a verb in the

plural (e.g.,
" The >wd were throwing stones ") cannot be preceded
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by tliete and thoi^e, as is ofter, done in tin case of k!nd and sort.

We I'liist not say " These Iciiid of Ijooks," or " Tlioge sort of j)fii|ilf,"

but " This kind of books." " That sort of people,'' or, better atill,
" Bocks- of this kind," " People of that sort."

Distributive Adjectives.—The distributives each, evp/rif,

either, neither are singular, and must be followed liy

singular verbs, ]i onouns, and nouns, as, " Every man
thinks that he is bolter than his veighbum:" " Each Imw
answered correctlv in his turn." "Neither nnswer laanswered correctly in his turn.
co7^rect."

b. Government of Adjectives.—The adjectives like, near,
tvorth, opposite, govern tho objective case (see p. 191),
Like is often loosely used in conversation as a conjunc-
tion, as :

" He walks like his fatlv.r used to." Here it is

really a shortened form of like as, the like being an
adverb ( = in like manner), and belonging to the prin-
cipal sentence, thus: "As his fatlier used to walk, so in
like maimer he walks."

This use of Wee may be avoided by substituting the
conjunction as.

c. Order of Adjectivas.—The adjective used attribu-
tively generally precedes the noun. It is found aiter
the noun, however, (i) in poetical language, as " Captains
courageous whom death could not daunt." " Ben Battle
was a soldier bold," etc. And (ii) in certain phrases,
such as malice 2^repense, durance vile, heir uppareiii,

etc., where ita position is duo to Norman-French
influence.

The predicate adjective follows the verb, but may be
placed at the beginning of the .sentence in poetical
language, and also wliou emphasis is lecjuired, as;

" Larfje, was hi."? bounty and his soul sincere."

" Great is tlic Lord."

•' IVanderful are T!iy work;?," etc.
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OBSERVATIONS AND WARNINGS.

(1) Comparative and superlative fo.nis.The 8u,,erlative mutt

not be uS unless nu.re than two things aie compared

:

" John is the better of the two brothers."

Of the.se two pictures I prefer tlie bigfler.

Avoid the confusion illustrated in the following sentences:

(a) Shakespeare is greater than any dramatist.

(6) He is the most admired of all the other dramatists.

Tn (,A the nhrase any dramatist in.audes Shakespeare, who is

thJ ikl to fe grlater^han himself. In (b) the phrase all the

o!her dramatists excludes him. Correct as follows :

(a) Shakespeare is greater than any other iran.atiat.

(6) i-e is the most admired of all dramatists.

(^^ Phrasee like "the three fir.t verses," etc.-Vfe are told that

1 If -^...f Smolv if there are several laht aays, ineir

Tl°::X uVmed.' i't Zm U the heigU ol^i^uy

to alter "His two eldest sons went to sea" into "His

"s Uken But what if the chapter only contains five altogether J

2. Pronouns,

a. Concord and Government of

must agree in Gender, Number,

nouns for which tliey stand. Th

by the construction of tlie clause

Thus : " I do not like John (ohj.)

boy." "I lvi«>^\' t^^*? '""" ^"^'-^'^

hangs there," etc. Even if the

coivrvlc in case with the nouns

this is not grammatiral agrcevien

Pronouns.—Pronouns

and Person with the

cir case is determined

in which they occur.

; he (nom.) is an idle

whose (pofif(.) portrait

pronouns happen to

to which they relate,

t, it is a mere accident
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The aiiteco(U>!it of the l^flativc Pronoun is sonutimos
disguis«,'d ill the form of a Posseasivo rroiiomi, as " Whose ia

the crime, the scandal too be theirs."

The relative pronoun is frequently omitted when, if*

expressed, it would be in the ol>jective case; but it is rarely

omitted when, if expressed, it would be in tlic nominative
case. In the older writers, liowevcr, mp find such expressions

as: "I have a mind presages me such thrift." "They are
envious term theo parasite." Tlio continuative relative can
never be omitted.

When a relative refers to a noun which is in the predicative

relation to a personal pronoun, the relative is sometimes made
to agree in person with that pronoun, ratlior than with its

actual antecedent. Thus: "I am ... a jilaiii blunt man,
that love my friend " (>//., " ./. C" iii. 2) ;

" Tliou art the God tliat

doed womiers" {Ps. Ixxvii. 14).

Also when a relative clause explains the anticipatory subject

'it,' to w^ h a personal pronoun is joined pie<iicatively, the

relative co-iinonly agrees with the personal pronoun and not
with its antecedent it. Thus we say, "It is I who am in

fault," though the sentence really means " // (the person) who
is in fault, is I. This is a case of what is called aftrartion.

Contrariwise the predicative pronoun is sometimes attivrled

into the case of the relative. It is usual to say "It is 1
who did it," but "It is me whom he/e(f/.s'."

The pronoun he, she, it, ougl to agree in gender and
number with the noun to which it refers. But it often

happens that it has to l)e used with reference to the individ-

uals of a class that may consist of both sexes, distributed by
means of the singular iiKlefinite pronouns 'each' and
'every,' or to either of two singular nouns diii'eriiig in

gender, and connected by the al irnative pronouns ' either

— or,' ' neither—nor.' The difficulty that thus arises is

sometimes evaded by using the plural, .;s :
" Let each esteem

other better than themselves " ;
" If an ox gore a man or a

woman so that they die" (Ej-oiL xxi. I'S) ; "Not on outward
chaims alone should man or woman build their pretensions to

plea.se" (O/df). Some insist that in such cases alternative

pronouns should be used, ".so that he or she die," "Ai.s or her

pretensions," etc. But on the whole, the plural seems pre-

ferable, although, of course, it involve^ a l)reach of a rule.
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Such a sentence as "Kiuh man, woman, and clnM received

Iiis lier, and its sliare," is intolerably awkvsunl. But the

phi'ral should bo leatiieted to cases in which th.jie is a patent

discrepancy.

b Order of Pronouns.—"When pronouns, or proiiouns and

nouns, of different persons are coupled to-ether, their relative

position varies according to the numl.cr. In the singular the

Second Person comes before the First or Third {Uuaud I;

You and he, or You and John), but the Third comes before the

First (lie ami I). In the plural we has the first place, f/ou

the second, and tho/ the third. If a pronoun has to represent

words of different persons, the Second Person takes prece-

dence of the Third, and the First of either the Si >cond or the

Third, as "You and he must do ijour woik ;
"John and 1

lost our way." For the anticipatory use of t<^to mark the

grammatical relati'Mi of something else, see p. 137.

c. Anomalous Constructions.-A Personal Pronoun used as

the complement of a verb of incomplete piedicution is some-

times put in the objective case instead of the nominative in

colloquial language, as, " That's kirn "
;
" Who is there ? Me,

sir."

Expressions like these are probably formed on the analogy of the

French " e'est inoi," etc., which ousted the old coiistruction (stil

found in Chaucer) " It aiu I." The ehim-e was perhaps facilitated

by the fact tliat objective forms like him^elt could be used in

apposition to nominatives, as, "he himself said so." In d'JIJ'ihed

laiiffua^re the nominative is preferable, as " It is I, be not afraid

{Mark vi. 50) ; " Lord, is it I ?" {Matt. xxvi. 22).

No satisfactory explanation can be given of the use of the

relative whrnn after than in cases where we should expect

the nominative. Even the demonstrative is sometimes

similarly put in the objective case (ejj. " A stone is heavy,

an.l the sand weighty ; but a fool's wrath is heavier than

Ofm both "), but this should be avoided.

The objective case is used in exclamations, as, " Ah me !

"

" Ch me unhappy !

"

In such phrases as " a book of mine " we probal)ly have

merely a repetition of the idea of possession. We may say

" That invention of yours is a useful one ' to a man who had

never made more than one.

9H
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Pronouns often roprcaunt not some particular noun, but the

ffeneriU fart implied in a preceding sentence, as :
" When ye

come together this (i.e. i/unr comii\g totjether) is not to eat the
Loid's Supper"; "I did my best, but it (i.e. /»// duiiuj 1111/ best)

was of no use" ; "He gained a prize, which (i.e. his gaining a
prise) greatly pleased his f; ' Mids."

EXKCCISKS.

1. Correct or justify the foilowiug bcntenccs, giving

reasons

:

Let you and I take a walk.

John is a better writer than mc.

Every man and boy showed their joy by cla[»ping their

hands.

Are either of those pens yours f

Let each esteem other bettor than themselves.

lie was one of the wisest men that h.is ever lived.

Everybody has their faults.

He is not one of those who interferes in matters that do
not concern him.

I do not like those kind of things.

This is the greatest error of all the rest.

'Twas Love's mi.stakc, who fancied what it feared.

Who do you think I met this morning?

Vi h-" - V.I think called on me yesterday'?

He i .1 whom I think deserves encouragement.

Such a man as him would never say that.

Those kind of people are my abhorrence.

He wore a large and a vei habby hat.

Can you see a red and white flag ? T ran rco noifher.

A hot and cold spring were found near each other.

The love of drink is of all other follies the most perin'cious.

Mv f'icnd, him whom I h.id tre-ited like a brother, h,a.s

turned ajxaiiist me.

This injury has lieen done mc by my friend, he whom I

treated like a brother.
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Uc told John and I to come with him.

Kclwcon you and I, he is a ^'leat fool.

S;>nie))ody told me, I forget v, iiom

I heaiil that from somehody or oil. , I forget who.

Whom do men say that he ia'J

Whom do men declare him to hcl

Nohotly in thoir senses would have done that.

It is we that say so.

It is I that he fears.

"O Thou mv voice inspire,
,,

Who touched Isaiah's hallowed lips with fire.

•' For ever in this humhle cell

Let thee and I, my fair one, .dwell."

Severe tlie doom that length of days impose.

2 Parse fully the italirhed adjectives and pronouns in the

following passages. Be careful to point out anytbuig unusual

or irregular in their syntax

:

" If you had known ... her worthiness tM gave the

• »l

" Sec how this river comes me cranking in."

" Lady, you are the cruellest she alive."

" We speak that we do know."

«• Woe is me ! for I am undone."

*'Few and short were the prayc- wc said."

" How small, of nil thai human hearts endure, ^

That part that laws or kings can cause or cure.

All well, I shall see you to-morrow.

.. -n |,

; J -11

CHAPTER XXVI.

SYNT.\X OF THK PARTS OF SPEECH: VEPBS.

a Concord of Verbs.—Tin; 'general rule rospeclin;: the

concord ol verbs is, that a verb agrees with its subject in

number and person.
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Woitls that are plural in form (as viathemnlkf, poli. .«

8omctin>cs treated as singular in construction, and -^ome
sin-jular nouns have been mistaken for plurals. A pairal
used as the title of a \>o6k, etc., must be treated as a singular,
as, "Jolmso's Livi'it of the I'oets is a work of treat
interest " ; au<l generally when a plural denotes a whole of

some k'nd, the verb may be singular, as, "Forty yards is a
good distance." "Two-thirds of this i.s mine by right"
"Twice two is four." A collfdive noun may have its verb in

the plural number, when the idea to be kept in view is not the
nmltitnde dewed an <ve ulwle but the individual of which the
multitude is compo'-^d.

When subjects cuering in number, or person, or both, are
coruiected In' and, the verl) mu.st always be in the plural ; and
in the first pevjon, if one of the subjects is of tliat person

;

in the second persor if one of the stibjects is of that pcr.son,

and none of the first, as, " I and he are of the same age,"
" You and I shall be too late

"

Subjects connected by eillier— or and veitlier— nor imply an
alternative. Hence a plural verb caiuiot be attached to two
such subjects, if thoy aie in the singular. The scntetice is in

fact cojitracted, as, " Kithc John [is mistaken] or Thomas is

mistaken " ; " Neither John [is mistaken] nor Thomas is

mistaken."

Tliia sort of contraction should be avoided if the si Iijo'.;. dir r

in number or person. Some writers tell us in such ca fs to ninko
the verb agree with tlie nearest subject. This is just ^ !'d»T7"i>)lc if

tlie difference is one of number only, and the pluial 8il>i< - < um?^
next the verb, a.s, "Neither the emperor nor his gt • ii< -.sore

convinced." But such sentences as " Kither he or I ani ; 'hi'iie."

"Neither we nor John is rich" are abominable. It is 't'ter- ^''

aay " Either he is to blame or I am "
;
" We are not rich, no .'.-.'r.

either." A singular verb must be used after each, every, eniier.

neither, as, " Every method hat been tried." " Neither of tlieni

was in fault."

b. Government.—The various kinds of objects governed
by verbs are dealt with on p. 191.

c. Order of Verbs.—For the inversion of the normal order

of subject and predicate, sec p. 1 H9.

The Moods.—Rules foi the use of the Indicative and
Imperative Moods are superfluous.
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, The rules for the use of the Subjunctive Mood in hypo-

thetical and concessive clauses are given on p. ir)5.

The Subjunctive is the proper Mood to use after that and

lesl in clauses denoting purpose.

The present tense of the subjunctive is used to express a

wish, as: "God 6fe.ss you." "God he praised." ''May every

blessing atteiul you," etc.

The subjunctive mood was employed more commonly by

the older writers than is the case now. It was used, tor

example, in dependent questions (as, "I adjure Thee that

Thou tell us whether Thou be the Christ ") ; also after hU and

before.

The uses of the Infinitive Mood are explained in Chapter

XII.

Sequence of Tenses.—The tense of the verb in an accessory

or dependent clause commonly depends upon that of the veib

in the principal clause. A present or future in the prnicipal

clause re(iuires a present or future indicative, or a present

subjunctive, in the dependent clause. .\ past tense m the

main clause requires a pist tense in the dependent clause

;

eq "He does this that he may please me"; "He will do

this that he may please me "
;
" He has done this that he vmy

please mc"; "He did this that he might please me
;^^

He

savs that he is better " ; " He .said that he was better, etc.

But if tlie dependent clause states a uniiurMl truth, it is better

to keep the present tense. Thus :
" He allowed that all men

are liable to error ' ;
" He denied that God m.sfe."

Some verbs (as owjhf, 7nusf, need) cannot express past or

perfect tense. Whe.i past time is referred to, it has to be

expressed bv putting the dependent infiintivc into the pertcct,

as • " You cmght to have gone there yesterday " ( = it was your

dutv to go there yesterday). "He must hare hren out of his

senses when he did that," etc. Even when the principal verb

can be put into a past tense, a perfect infinitive is often used,

especially to show that the event is no longer possible, as

:

" I hoped to have been present." " She was to have been married

next week."

Knelish admits of a good deal of freedom in the use of

tenses. Thus the same .scciMenco ul events may be fuuml

•xpresaed in all the following ways

:
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" Before the cock crow twice, thou deniest me thrice (O.E.).

"Before the cock crow twice, thou shalt deny me thiicc.

«« Before the cock has crowed twice, thou shalt deny me

thrice
"

" Before the cock shall crow twice, thou shalt deny me

^^"' Before the cock has crowed twice, thou shalt have denied

me thrice." . , , i^ l .,„

-Before the cock shall have crowed twice, thou shalt have

denied me thrice."

«r»wS a°way.W mod, a, £ the preceding sentences.

X" "X™ n;v dibts a'lo Mh«.» tr,fe ^ " ^

yTundirstaiTmc, l.y '«'h at once her ohoppj; finger himl

Time" "I am afraid of mischief restdhiuj from ^h «• //"

'ome hmnd, being a.lministercd.to h.m ^e revived 1 he e

s no record of a.fy ?.,//«,.«< ha.v.t,g been made.^
^^

i^X^aU
a story of vwne;,

''--J.^
^.««"

.^^""^JX C "UponXvi
smarting with ^^^'/^.'-^^^^^^^ the Ltin /..
tr,s,4tng," etc. (Scot) These aic a g ^^^^ authorities

would prefer '• On fhe hoy'. ccn^<.su.o 1>-
^^^l^^^""'

' ^""^
'

'< On my father's hearing of this, he ^^ us amazed

It win be observed that in such -'t-^J^^^^ J^l'^^J^^
possessive case isc—

^^^^^^^

the foi-m of a

strativc pronoun, 1 torgave mm,

Elliptical Sentences-Great -"tionjnust be used m

elliptical sentences (7--^^;^^'^ ' ' ^^ ^L scnto,^
lif- r "lit ca'^'^s ;iiR used. 1 he i>f M' "•ij' '^ '^

, tu-,
Tiif rr^^iH Ki -

loves me bettor tnan ine

by filling up the ellipsis, as, lie loves
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lovcsl thee"; "He loves me better than thou [lov-3t me];
" He knows the man as well as I [know the man] ;

"He

knows the man as well as [he knows] me "
;
"I know no wiser

man than he [is wise] " is correct ; but " I have no other saint

than than to pray to" is wrong, because the construction

8prin<»s out of " I have no other saint when [I have] thee.

EXERCISES.

1. Correct or justify the following sentences, giving

reasons

:

What signifies promises without performance t

The intention of these persons is uncertain.

The effluvia was disgusting.

Six months' interest are due.

Neither John nor Henry were at church.

Our own conscience and not other men's opinions, constitut*

our responsibility.

" How pale each worshipful and reverend guest

Rise from a clergy or a city foast."

Good order and not mean savings produce great profit.

Johnson's Uvc>< of th". Poets are reprinting.

Nor want nor cold his course delay.

You did not ought to do that.

Homer as well as Virgil were studied on the banks of the

Illiinc.

There is sometimes more than one auxiliary to a verb.

Nothing but grave and serious studies delight him.

The fleet are under orders to sail.

The peasantry wears blouses.

" Nor eye nor listening car an object fi.id."

«• I whom nor avarice noi- pleasure move."

Not you but John arc in fault.

Tarlianicnt have been prorogued.

A numerous party were asstMiiblcd

Men are put in the plural because they arc many.
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His father's nnd his brother's livos have been spared.

He was angry at me asking him the question.

What is the use of you talking like that]

A nation has no right to violate the treaties they have made.

A man may see a metaphor or an allegory in a picture, as
well as read them in a book.

Nobody in their senses would have done that.

He did no more than it wa.s his duty to have done.

The fact of you having said so it enough for me.

You have weakened instead of strengthened your case.

I think I will be gone by the time you come.

I expected to ^ave been at home when you called.

" Doth he not icave the ninety and nine and goeth into the

wilderness and seeketh that which is gone astniy ?

"

The centres of each compartment are ornamented with a star.

More than one emperor nrided himself upon his skill as a
Bwordsman.

Let the same be she that -thou hast appointed.

I was going to have written him a letter.

2. Explain the syntax of the infinitive forms that are

italicised in the following sentences :

"Evcrj'one should be fond of the dying or conceal their

sentiments ; and your master here is dying."

"I hazard the guess that tvnihling is a healtiiful way of

life. Have you never done anything else but tmnhk'i"

" What do you think of my singing 1 " he enquired stojqnng

in the middle of a note.

"She would have allowed him to keep a menagerie in the

back-garden, let alone ado/ifinif a stable boy, rather ihan permit

the question of return to he discmtsed."

" I only did it to please you, but I will try to do better."

" His power of forgetting w.". on a level with his power to

Irarn."

"The doctor leaning back announced his intention of pro-

ctrding to Fontainolilcau.
"

"Why should ho tluMi protect our sovcroign, he being of

age to govern of himself?"
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3. Point out anything that is irregular in the following

passages from Shakespeare

:

" The very thought of my rev , ges that way

Recoil upon myself."

"he posture of your blows are yet unknown."

" Beaten for loyalty

Excited me to treason."

" You hear the learn'd Bellario what he writes."

" Rather proclaim it, Westmoreland, through our host

That he v hich hath no stomach to this fight

Let him depart."

• That thing you speak of I took it for a man."

" Wilt thou hear me how I did proceed T'

" Younf Ferdinand whom they suppose is drown'd."

" Poor fellow, never joyed since the price of oats rose.

CPIAFTER XXVII.

SYNTAX OV TIIK PARTS OF SPEIXTI :
ADVERbS,

PREPOSITIONS, AND CONJUNCTIONS.

1. Adverbs.

Position of Adverbs.—No hard and fast rule can be

laid down for the position of the adverb in a sentence,

\ut it should be so placed that there can be no d St as

to which word or words it is intended to qualify me-

tinies an adverb may be shifted about in a rfnce

without filtering its meaning, e.g. :

The sun set and immediately daikricsa covered the earth.

The sun set and darkness immeJiate'i/ covered the eaitli.

The sun set and darkness eovertd the earth immediateli/.

When an adverb qnalilies a compound tense it is

usually placed between the auxiliary and the participle

or infiniLive

;

Ho is ahrniis cnniinr; h<>rp.

1 h^ve Jrequentli/ heard lier sing.
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An adverb sbuuld not be inserted between the to ami the

intinilivc.

We sliould not aay : "C'ii(N,ir tried to thorovghli) subdue tlie

Gauls." l)ut either "(.'acsar tried to subdue the (iauU tliorougkly"

or " Caesar tried thoroxtyldy to subdue the Uauls."

An infinitive so treated is called a split infimtive. Instances

of its use may be foinid in standard works of literature, but it

is now generally condemned by the critics of style, and shoidd

not be used except to avoid any nmbiguity as to the word to

which the adverb belongs.

The adverbs ever, nenr are often misplaced, especially in

sentencea introduced by tho verb rememher, e.g. :

I never remember to have felt ( = 1 do not remember to have ever

felt) an event more deeply tiian his death.

Sometimes the meaning is afl'cetcd by the position of the

adverb. A common instance is the adveib ouli/, e.g. :

Onl>/ Smith (= no one but Smith) ])nssed in Euglisli.

Smith onli/ passed ( = he passed, but did not get distinction) in

English.

Smith passed odi/ in English ( = lie passed in English, but not in

other subjects).

Negative Adverbs.—In modern English two negatives

destroy each other, but in old and nii(hlle English dotible and

even treble negatives were used where wo should now use only

one, e.g. :

" He never vet no vileinge ne sayde
Inalhis lyf»(CAa?<cer).

** You may den>/ that you were not the cause " {Shaks.).

2. Prepositions.

Position of Prepositions—Tho place of prepositions is,

as a rule, ininiodi.itely before the vvords they govern, but

in relative and interroj^ative clausPis they are often placed

at the end of the clause, e.<j. .

That is not the l)ook (that) 1 was thinking (/.

Whom are you looking for ?

I asked uiiu what he was looking at.
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III tlie following instances the itulicised prefMJsition is

superfliKtus. It is accounted for l)y ilic futt that the Hist

preposition is ut some distance from the verb with which it ia

connected

:

" And f<enerally in all shapes, that man ^oes up and down in, this

spirit walks in" {SAaks.).

" But on us both did haggish age steal on" (Shah.).

Certain prepositions are appropriately used after certain

nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Thus we say different from

{different to is a very common error), agreeable to, confide in, an

exception to, worthy of, thirst for, averse from (this is the correct

expression, seeing that averse means turned away ; but averse to

is commonly used), analogy to, Tprefer . . . to {prefer . . . Vian

is a common mistake).

3. CoQJnnctioni.

Conjunctions are either co-ordinating or subordinating.

(SeeCha:.er XVII).

The Word 'than.'—In old English than had the same force

as xchen. Thus: "Smith is taller than Jones " = " Smith is

taller, when Jones is tall." It is now regarded as a conjunc-

tion, and the noun or pronoun following it should be in the

same case as the noun or pronoun that precedes it. Thus

:

He is older than / (am old).

I like him better than (I like) her.

Thiy arrived earlier than we (arrived).

But than seems to have acquired a prepositional force, for

when the relative is used after than it is put in the objective

case, e.g. :

" Lord S. presided, than whom there is no better judge on the

bench."
,

And such expressions as "He is older than me," "I am

taller than /«/«," though grammatically indefensible, are widely

used.

The Conjunction ' and.'— In colloquial style there arc two

peculiar uses of and :

(i) In such sentences as "The room is nice, and warm," the

words nice and are equivalent to the adverb nicely.
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(ii) Trij ami overcome your faults^ 7V(/ to ovoicomn vour
faults. Mind uwl ptepare a go<Mi spee(!li -./)///((/ lltal ijon pre

Ijare, etc.

And must alwav!. join words and clauses which stand in the

same relation to the other parts of the sentence.. This rule is

violated when and pi-ecedes a relative clause, no relative having
occurred before, e.;/.

:

"I have a book ])riiiled at Antvvei'p, and icliich was once
po.s.sessed by Adam Smith." Eitlier omit uiul or insert uhoh teas

after book.

EXERCISKS.

1. Correct or justify the following senterices, giving

reasons

:

Scarcely had she gone than Clodius and his oouipaniona

broke in upon him.

I greatly prefer hearing you than speaking myself.

I saw her again laid up with a fever she had caught in her

vocation and which had proved fatal.

I never remember to have met with trees of this form.

His last journey v^as to Cannes, wheiice he was never

destined to return.

He is neither disposed to sanction bloodshed nor deceit.

Few people learn anything that is worth learning easily.

Mr. Carlyle has taught us that silence is golden in thirty

volumes.

Once I saw Phyllis looking at us as we talked together with

a kind of wistful curiosity.

The third chair that is vacant lies betv een three professors.

Provision is made for happiness of a quite different nature

than can be said to be made for misery.

The Duke's entertainments were both seldom and shabby.

I hoped to immediately succeed.

Sincerity is as valuable, and even more so, as knowledge.

He was as rich or even richer than his father.

Tie is not only famous for his riches but for his wisdom.

I'hey seemed to be nearly dressed alike.

M.O. IN. O
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2. Point out ajiy ayntacticial irregularities in the following

passages

:

"This wide and universal theatre

Presents more woeful pageants than the scene

Wherein we play in " {Sluth.).

•' First he denied you had in him no right " (Shah.).

" Tis a discreet way concerning pictures in churches, to set

up no new, nor pull down no old ' {Selden).

" Always I am Caesar " (Shah.).

" He did it to please his mother and to be partly proud "

(SluUcs.).

" How can ye chant, ye little birds,

And I sae fu' o' care ? " (Burns).

" Nor, am I sure, there is no force in eyes

That can do hurt " (Sluiks.).

"Thus the hairy fool,

Much marked of the melancholy Jaquea,

Stood," etc. (Sluiks.).

\' J

Hi

CHAPTER XXVIII.

SCHEME OF PARSING.

To parse a word you must state (1) to what part ol

speech and to what subdivision of that part of speech it

belongs, (2) its accidence or inflexions if it has any, and

(.3) its function in the sentence or its relation to other

words in the sentence.

Thus the details of parsing m^y be arranged under

three headings

:

1. ClassificatioxL

2. Inflexions.

3. S3mtax.

The Table on the opposite page shows the iiiforniation

that must be given about the different parfa of speech in

parsing.
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WurU. CUaaiflviitiuu. luSexiuiia. tiynttx.

Thtrt adverb uf place Limiting would
stretch

at preposition gov. foot

the demons, adj. lim. foot

foot com. noun neut. siiig. c'>j. gov. by at

yonder demons, adj. lim. beech

nodding verb intrans. weak participle active

pies.

used as adj. lim.

beech

thai pron. relative n«'iit. sing. nom. flubj. of wreathe./!,

agreeing with btnh

wreathes verb, trans, weak Act. indie, pres.

3rd sing.

agreeing with that

rootii

poss. pronom. adj.

com. noun neut. sing. obj.

lim. roots

gov. by wreathes

to adv. of degree lim. high

high adv. of place pos. degree lim. wrtatw*

his poss. pronom. adj. lim. length

length abstr. noun (used

as concrete)

neut. sing. obj. gov. by stretch

would Notional vb. (habi-

tual action), de-

fective

Indie, past, sing.

3rd

agreeing with he

he demons, pron. maso. sing. 3rd
nom.

subj. of would
stretch

stretch vb. trans, weak act. iiifin. pres. infin. I vimplemt

"

of would, g .

length

and conj. co-ord. joins he toould

stretch, etc., and
(he would pore),

etc.

}>ore vb. intrans. weak act. infin. pre«. infin. compl. of

{would)

hy adv. cf place lim. babbles
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KXAMIM-KS OK PARSING.

TJitre, at the foot of yonder ruxhling beech,

That wreathes its old fantastic roots so liiffh,

Ilii listless length at noontide would he strddi,

And pare uiion the brook that babbles by.

The Table on the onpoaite page shows tl>e parsing of

all the words italicised iu this verse.

EXERCISES.

The miscellaneous examples at the end of Chapter XXIII.

may be used for Parsing.

CHAPTER XXIX.

PUNCTUATION.

In TOeaking, the words of a sentence, especially if it be

a . aplex one, are not uttered consecutively without any

break. Certain pauses are made to mark more clearly

the way in which the words of the sentence are grouped

together.

In writing, these pauses are represented by marks called

stovf or points, fwiu-imtion (derived from the Latin jninrturr,

a point) means "the right mode of putting in ponits or

stops."

The stops made use of are: 1. The Comma (, ). 2. T>'-

Semicolon (;). 3. The Colon (:). 4. The lull Stop or

ireriod ( .
).

As it is impossible to lay down perfectly exact rules for the

introduction of pauses in speaking, so it will be found that in

many cases the best writers are not agreed as to the use of

stops in writing. All that can be done is to lay down the

most general principles.
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The Full Stop is used at ^he end of u coniplete and inde-

pendent sentence, but not ut the end of a uentencu which >•

followed by another collateral sentence.

The Colon and Semicolon are only placed between sentences

which are grammatically complete, not between the various

portions of either simple or complex sentences. The colon is

placed betw3en sentences which are grammatically indepen-

dent, but sufficiently connected in sense to make it undesirable

that there should hb a covuplete b,\.\.k between them. Thus

:

" The Chief must be Colonel : his uncle or his brother must be

Major : the tacksmen must be the Captains " {Macaulny).
" Nothing else could have united her people : nothing else

could have endangered c interrupted our commerce " (Landor).

But in similar cases many writere only use the semicolon ; no

exact rule can be given.

A colon (with or without a dash after it) is often put before

a quotiition, which is not immediately dependent on a verb,

as : "On his tombstone was this inscription :
—

' Here lies an

honest man.'

"

The semicolon is commonly placed between the co-ordinate

members of a compound sentence, when they are connected by

and, but, or nor, as ;
" Time would thus be gained ; and the

royalists might be able to execute their old project" (Macaulay).

It is also inserted when three or more co-ordinate sentences

arc united collaterally, with a conjunction before the last, as:

"A battering-ram was inventeu, of light construction and
powerful effect ; it was transported and worked by the hands

of forty soldiers ; and as the stones were loosened by its

repeated strokes, they were torn with long iron hooks from

the walls " {Gibbon). When the co-ordinate sentences are short

and closely connected in meaning, commas are placed between

them, or such parts of them as remain after contraction, as

:

" I ran after him, but could not catch him." Sometimes even

commas are unnecessary, as: " He reads and writes incessantly."

" He learns neither Latin nor Greek " *' He struck and killed

his brother." " Either you or I must leave the room"

In a simple or complex sentence commas should be inserted

whenever, in reading or speaking, short pauses would be made
to show more clearly the way in which the words are grouped

together. It is impossible to lay down hard and fast rules.
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le attributive,

le illustrious

"Tlie soldier,

When no pause is required in reading, no coT#ma is necessary

in writing. The following directions may he of service

:

In simple sentences the comma is inserted

:

1. Before the main verb, when the Buhjeet is accompanied hy
an attributive adjunct which, with its adjuncts, forms a combina-
tion of words of considerable length. As, "'J'he injustice of' the

sentence pronounced tipon this wine and virtuous man, is evident."

But if the adjunct is expressed briefly, the conmia is not used, as :

"The injustice of the sentence is evident."

2. Before and after any participle (not used as a mere qualitative

adjective) or participial phrase, as :
" The man, having slipped, fell

over the clitf." "The geneml, having rallied liis soldiers, led them
forwards." " Undaunted, he still struggled t>ti." "All night the

dreadless angel, unpuraued, through heaven's wide champaign
winged hia glorious way."

3. Before and after any attributive adjunct to the subject wliich

consi.stj of ail adjective or noun in apposition, when these are

accompanied by other words standing to tliem in tin

objective, or adverbial relation. k.fj., " IJacon, tl

author of the Novum Organum, declared," etc,

afraid of the consequences of his insubordination, deserted."

4. Before or after a phra^^e or quotation which is either the

subject or the object of a verb. Thus: "Nelson's watchword was,
* England oxpects every man to do hia duty,'" "lie said to hia

disciple.% 'Watch and pray.'"

5. When several substantives, enumerated successively without

having the conjunction and placed between them, have the same
relation to some other word in the sentence, fornring either the

compound subject or the compound object of a verb, or cniniiig

after a pi-pposition, they must be separated by commas. Thus :

"John, William, James, "and Henry took a walk together." "He
lost lands, money, reputation and friends." Adjectives and adverbs

co-ordinately related to the same noun, or to the same verb or

adjective, and not connected by anr/, should be separated by
commas, as: "He was a wealthy, '>rudent, active and philan-

thropic citizen." "He wrote his t* rcise neatly, quickly and
correctly."

6. A comma is inserted after an adverbial phrase consisting of

a noun (with its adjuncts) used absolutely, or an infinitive ukhmI

(preceded by to) implying purpose, whop it precedes tlie verb of

its subject. As. "To "conclude, I will onlv say," etc. "The man
being dead, his heirs took possession of hi estate."

7. Other complex adverbial phrases ai > aie froqiienfly followed

by <-ommas when they precede the snl^ject of the sentence, as:

"By studying diligently for five hours a day, he mastered th«
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language in six months." Such phrases should be both preceded

and followed by commas when they come between the subject and

the verb, and modify not the verb simply, but the entire assertion,

as :
" The foolish man, in defiance of all advice, persisted in his

project." " This undertaking, therefore, was abandoned." But a

single adverb or a short adverbial phrase which simply modifies

the verb need not be thus marked off, as :
" The man in vain pro-

tested his innocence." f/oioever, when it is the representative of an

elliptical clause, must be preceded and followed by commas ;
as,

"The man, however, escaped."

8. Nouns used in the vocative (or nominative of appellation) ar«

separated by commas from the re.st of the sentence; as, "Jotin,

shut the door." " I said. Sir, that I had not done that."

In complex Bentences the following rules may be

observed

:

1. A substantive clause used as the subject of a verb should be

followed bv a comma. Thus :
" That the accused is innocent of

the crime imputed to him, adnuts of demonstration." " How we

are ever to get there, is the question."

If such a clause foUoin the verb, a comma does not usually pre-

cede the substantive clause. As, " it is of great importance that

this should be rightly understood."

A substantive clause which is the object of a verb is not gener-

ally preceded by a comma. Thus :
" He acknowledged that he had

done this." "Tell me how you are."

2. An adjective clause is not separated by a comma from the

noun which it qualifies when it is an es.sential part of the designa-

tion of the thing 8i<,'iiiHed ; that is, when the thing or person

signified is not suflficiently indicated by the antecedent noun.

Thus : "The man who told me this stands here." "I do not see

the objects that you are pointing out."

But if the designation of the person or thing meant is complete

without the relative sentence, so that the latter only extends and

defines that designation, being continuative, and not restrictiee, then

a comma must be introduced.' Tlun :
" We are studying the reign

of William Rufus, who succeeded his father a.d. 1087." "I will

report this to my father, who is waiting to hear the news."

Adveibial clauses which precede the verb that they modify

should be marked off by commas. Thus: "When you have

finished your work, tell me." " Hxrept ye repent, ye shall all like-

wise perish." But an adverbial clause need not be proredpd by a

nunniii when it comes nffr the vorb that it rnorlifies, as :
"1 will

wHJt till I Ix'ar from yon." " I did not see him when he called."

" lie ran away aa soon as 1 saw him."

mmm
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Besides the stops, some other signs are employed in wiiting.

A note of interrogation
C?)

must be placed at the end of all

direct questions, but not after indirect questions. Thus:
"Have you written your letter 1" But: "He asked me
whether I had written my letter."

The note of admiration or exclamation (!) is placed after

interjections, exclamations, and after nouns and pronouns

used in addresses, when particular stress is to be laid upon
them. This mark is also frequently placed at the end of a

sentence which contains an invocation.

The parenthesis
(
) is used to enclose a clause, or part of a

clause, which does not enter into the construction of the

main sentence, but is merely introduced />// Ihe way. Words
enclosed within a parenthesis do not require to be separated

from the rest of the sentence by any other stop.

Double or single inverted commas '
—

' or "—," are used

to mark quotations.

EXERCISES.

Punctuate and insert capitals in the following passages

:

(a) the poor world is almost six thousand years old and in

all this time there was not any man died in his own person

videlicet in a love c^use troilus had his brains dashed out

with a grecian club yet he did what he could to die before

and he is one of the patterns of love leander he would have

lived many a fair year though hero had turned nun if it had
not been for a hot midsummer night for good youth he went
but forth to wash him in the hellespoiit and being taken with

the cramp was drowned and the foolish chroniclers of that age

found it was horo of sestos but these are all lies men ha\o

died from time to time and worms have eaten them, but not

for love.

(h) dearest edith the most extraordinary thing has happened
you know i told you about old job and his lazy pig-headedncss

well he has suddenly become civil and busy and the garden

is beginning to look like itself and what do you think the

rca.soii is old job is coiiveitod he wont to a revivalist mccliti

last week with his niece and he came back a perfect lamb ani
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now he's as mild as milk and we hear him singing the glory
song all day long over the wall it's perfectly awful the sounds
he makes but theres no doubt its doing your garden good job
came up this morning with a melon and asked if mother
would accept of it and he went away groaning out that will be
glory for me yours affectionately gwen

(c) with respect to duels indeed i have my own ideas few
things in this so surprising world strike me with more surprise
two little visual spectra of men hovering with insecure enough
cohesion in the midst of the unfathomable and to dissolve
therein at any rate very soon make pause at the distance
twelve paces asunder whirl round and simultaneously by f

cunningest mechanism explode one anoth jr into dissolution ai.

oflThand become air and nonextant deuce on it the little spitfirco

nay i think with old hugo von trimberg god must needs laugh
outright could such a thing be to see his wondrous m.wiikiin

here below {Caiiyle, " Sartor Jiesartus ").

:',}•''

{\ :.
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